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Two Young Americans Go on Trial in Russia

USmiGiUO, U.S.S.R. CAP)
— Two, young Americans pleaded guilty at the start of their
trial in a Leningrad court today
to violating Soviet currency reg.
illations;
Buel Ray Wortham of North
Little Rock, Ark., also pleaded
guilty to stealing an antique
statue of a bear from a Leningrad hotel.
The currency charge against
Wortham and Craddock M. Gilmour jr. of Salt Lake City,
Utah, carries a possible prison
sentence of three to eight years.
The maximum sentence on the
theft charge is three years.
Wortham, 25, and Gilmour, 24,
were arrested Oct, 1 as they
were driving to Finland. Gilrriour was released Dec. 1 on
bail of more than $11,000 but
bail was denied Wortham.
The trial is expected to last
three days.
The indictment charged that
Wortham illegally exchanged
$35 and 35 Finnish marks for 75
rubles while Gilmour had Wor.
tham change $30 for him for 45
rubles. In effect this meant that

the two paid about $75 for rubles tors, its governor, the mayor of
worth $132 at the official rate.
Salt Lake City and the elder
Gilmour
, a prominent lawyer in
The indictment also accused
Salt
Lake
City.
Wortham of taking a statue of a
bear from his hotel and trying Gilmour Sr. and Harlan G.
to remove it from the country in Moen, the U.S. Embassy consuhis suitcase.
Iar officer , sat in the front row.
After the indictment had been Wortham said when
he and
translated into English, the
woman judge presiding, Nina I. Gilmour drove into Leningrad
Isakova, asked the defendants from Finland, they got lost looking for their hotel. They finally
howr they pleaded.
found some youths who spoke
Wortham, his brow furrowed English and offered to show
and a worn look on his face, them the hotel and also a gas
said: "I plead guilty."
station.
Gilmour, looked fresher as he
replied: "I plead guilty but only "On the way to the gas station," Vyortham continued "they
in the amount of $20."
asked if we had any clothes for
About 90 persons, mostly So- sale. We said no. Then they
viet journalists and court offi- asked if we would change dolcials, were sitting in the ornate lars."
courtroom at the city court, a
former palace. The trial was He said he was dubious but
filmed by the Soviet news agen- agreed to change $5 and five
cy Novosti and also recorded on Finnish marks — $1.58 — into
tape. ' :
rubles t© buy gas.
Gilmour's father, Craddock The Soviet youths offered to
M. Gilmour Sr., introduced 12 change more money later for
affidavits attesting to his son's them. In their hotel, Wortham
good character. Among the sig- said , he and Gilmoiir "discussed
ners were Utah's two U.S. sena- the rate among ourselves and

decided we would go back and
make another deal.
"We discussed this while We
were changing our clothes. I
was the first to finish dressing
so I decided to do it. Gilmour
gave me about $20 in change."
Wortham said he went to- an
agreed rendezvous with the two
Soviet youths. While waiting for
them, another tried to buy his
clothes, but one of the first two
came and Wortham changed! $40
and 30 Finnish marks with him.

Returningto the hotel, "I explained what had happened to
Gilmour and gave him his share
of the money," Wortham said.
This amounted to 30 rubles for
Gilmour's $20, compared "with
an official value of 18 rubles;
and 45 rubles for Wortham's
currency which was officially
worth about 26 rubles.
Wortham said that a third
time in Leningrad he changed
money at a rate of two rubles
per dollar when approached on
the street by a different Rus-

sian. The official value of the .
'\
ruble is $l,l*i
Returning to Leningrad after \
driving to Moscow, Wortham 1
and Gilmour were put in one of \
the largest rooms of a hotel \
built before the Revolution, :
Wortham said he found the stat- \
ue of a bear in a cabinet.
"I decided the bear would
make a good souvenir of the :
Soviet Union so I decided to
take it with me," Wortham tea- ¦ ;
tified.
He said he put it in the suitcase and took it to the car bofore Gilmour waked.
Driving toward the Finnish
border, Wortham continued, "'I
started worrying a little about
having the statue."
He decided to say if questioned "that I bought him from
a lady in Moscow." .
Customs officers found tie
bear in the trunk of the car and
asked about it. Wortham used
the lady - in - Moscow story
"which was a lie," he said.

Buel Wortham, left, and Craddock M. Gilmour, right, in Leningrad Court
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US Asks U Thant to Try
For Vietnam Cease-f ire

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. which, as wft have repeatedly
(AP)—The United States today said, the Geneva agreements of
asked y.N. Secretary-General 1954 and 1962 would be a satisU Thant to take whatever steps factory basis."
were necessary to arrange a
cease-fire in[ Vietnam.
He concluded as follows :
The request was handed to the "We turn to you, therefore,
secretary-general by U.S. Am- with the hope and the request
bassador Arthur J. Goldberg that you will take whatever
during a 20-miaute private steps you consider necessary to
bring about the necessary dismeeting.
Goldberg pledged full U.S. cussions which could lead to
cooperation in any cease-fire ef- such a cease-fire.
(Editor's Note: Gravely
"I can assure you that the govforts.
ill
0} co-nicer, Jack Ruby lies
The U.S. request was con- ernment of the United States in a guarded room in Parkcooperate
fully
with
you
in
will
tained in a letter which stresland Hospital , where both
sed the desire of President John- getting such discussions started President John F. Kennedy
son for an end of the Vietnam promptly and in bringing them and Lee Harvey Oswald
conflict, and the U.S. hope that to a[ successfulcompletion-"
died be/ore hirn. Herewith
the secretary-general might be A U.N. spokesman said Thant it an exclusive picture oj
able to take a useful intiative. "will have this document under Ruby's thoughts in his lasi
Goldberg gald a cease - fire close study." In response: to a days, in whatmay be his
could be the first order of busi- question as to whether the sec- last statement for history.)
ness at a peace conference "or retary-general was not already
By BERNARD GAVZEIt
could be the subject of prelimin- seeking a cease-fire, the spokes- DALLAS Tex. <AP)
- Jack
,
"Yes.
He
has
been
man replied:
ary discussions."
Ruby
in
his
dying
days
still intrying
to
get
a
cease-fire
and
to
"I herewith reaffirm our comsists
there
was
no
conspiracy
bring
about
a
solution
on
the
mitment to that proposal," Goldinvolved in his killing of Lee
berg declared noting that both basis of his three - point pro- Harvey
Oswald, named by the
posal."
Pope Paul VI and Thant had
Warren Commission as the asappealed for a cessation of the This included an imiriediate sassin
of President John F.
cessation of the bombing of
hostilities.
Kennedy.
"Our objective remains the North Vietnam, a gradual defully aware he is dying
end of all the fighting, of all the escalation of military actions by of Ruby,
cancer,
wants to take any
hostilities and of all violence in both sides and participation of
scientific test to prove for histoVietnam — and an honorable all parties, including the Viet ry
there was no conspiracy.
and lasting settlement here, for Cong, in peace negotiations.
"Jack has told me a dozen
times or more he prays t«o be
given a final lie detector test so
people will be convinced that
there was no plan on his part, or
conspiracy of any kind, to» kill
Oswald," said Ruby's brother,
Earl, a Detroit businessman.
"It is his last wish."
Earl Ruby and Elmer Gertz,
Chicago lawyer and member of
the legal team which on Oct. 5
won a reversal from the death
sentence for Ruby, described
Ruby's plea to do anything to
erase any doubt that he acted
freight train was passing the ed were Kenneth A. BratkowsU, alone In shooting Oswald.
They had seen Rnb
site, then crossed tracks behind 30, and Sharon A. Helnselraan, earlier in Parkland y an hour
Memorial
the train into the path of the 22, both of Fewaukee,
Hospital
where
Ruby,
under
northbound passenger train.
Another Pewaukee man, Dale guard, is undergoing treatment.
Wreckage of the car was S. Lein, 20, died Saturday when This is the same hospital where
pushed by the train nearly his car crossed a median strip the mortally wounded president
and Oswald were taken.
a mile down the rails.
on a highway in Brookfield and
Seigfried E. Kloss, 34, of Ra- collided head-on with another Gertz and Earl Ruby were
asked whether Jack Ruby has
cine was killed and his wife was car .
any regrets about killing Osinjured when their car collided David E. Vcley, 76, of Mil- wald
and thus making
with another car early Sunday waukee died Saturday night ble a trial , perpetuatingImpossifor all
on a rural road north of Racine. when struck by a car while time the feeling that the full
LuVern J. Donley, 51, of Ger- crossing a Milwaukee street.
sborjtjof the assassination will
mantown was hilled Sunday Debra Leder, fi, of rural never he known .
when a car driven by his son Glcason died Saturday In a two- "He has regrets , but they are
overturned on a county road car crash near Merrill.
not so much about Oswald,"
near the Washington-Waukesha
said Gertz. "These are regrets
county line. The Donleys were Frederick W. Zlnn, S3, and about Ihe havoc caused to his
returning from a visit to Min- Ronald O. Tollefson, 23, of Mil- people,"
neapolis.
ton Junction in Rock County Ruby, a Jew, Ls known U feel
A. car overturned Sunday on wore killed Friday niglit ln a that his action reflected poorly
a ramp approach ta an inter- two-car crash accident near upon the Jewish people.
state highway east of Madison Milton .
"Jack reads the newspapers
claiming the life of a passenger, Joseph Baird , 52, of West De- and magazines and watches telMrs, Paul Scamonson, 30, of Pere was killed Saturday when evision and is aware of th« conStoughton.
struck by a car as he walked troversy about the Warren report and all the books and artiGeorge Appel, 35, of Clymun along a Brown County road.
cles which arc constructing indied Sunday morning In a Beav- Leonard Simonson, 25 . Amery credible stories of a conspiracy
er Dam hospital about six hours died in a one-car accid ent Sat- in which he Is claimed to> have
after his car struck a utility pole urday night near Mllltown.
had a part," said Gertz,
on a road north of Lowell.
Patricia Madden, 13, of Mil"He says, 'How can they think
Two persona died Sunday waukee died Saturday of injur- I am hiding anything or protectmorning when their car struck ies suffered Dec. 10 whe n struck ing anyone else? There Is nothan abutment on an interstate by a car while crossing a (Contlnned on Page 11, Col. 2)
highway near Waukesha. Kill- street in Milwaukee,
RUBY

Ruby Denies
Conspiracy in
Oswald Killing

BREZHNEV HONORED ... . Presidium Chairman Nikolai V. Pqdgoray, left, pins the Order of Lenin and a Gold
Star Medal on Chairman Leonid Brezhnev today in the Kremlin in' Moscow on his 60th birthday anniversary. Brezhnev
received praise and honors given no Soviet leader since the
fall of Nikita Khrushchev 28 months ago. (AP Wirephoto
by cable from Moscow )

High Praise,
Honor Given
To Brezhnev

MOSCOW <AP ) - Leonid 1
Brezhnev received praise and
honors today given no Soviet
leader since the fall ot Nikita
Khrushchev 26 months ago.
The Kremlin's emphasis on
collective leadership since the
fall of Khrushchev was dropped
for Brezhnev's 60th birthday
today. The general secretary of
the Soviet Communist party was
accorded honors far exceeding
those usual even for a top official.
Normally only Pravda, the
Soviet Communist party paper,
is issued Monday. But all national newspapers published
Special editions with a 1 arge
portrait of Brezhnev In the center of the front page.
All papers also carried a
glowing tribute to Brezhnev
signed by the party 's ruling
Central Committee, the government Council of Ministers and
the Presidium of tho Supreme
Soviet.
They also published the text
of the decree awarding Brezhnev the country's highest honor, the title Hero of the Soviet
Union, which carries with It tlie
Order of Lenin and a gold star
medal.

4 Dead in Crossing Crash

Wisconsin Highway
Toll to New Mark

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The 1966 traffic fatality toll
in Wisconsin, boosted by the
deaths of four persons in a cartrain crash, climbed past record levels during.the weekend.
The deaths of 17 persons in
weekend accidents raised the
state's toll for the year to
1,066. The previous record for a
year was 1,059 deaths in 1954
when 1,032 persons had died
as of Dec. 19. The figure was
990 on the same date last year,
The pace for December has
been equally disturbing. The
state's worst traffic toll for December was 124 deaths in 1960,
The current month's toll stands
at 63.

A car returning one of its
passengers from a Christmas
pageant rehearsal at a church
a mile from a Racine County
railroad crossing was struck by
a Chicago and North Western
passenger train killing the car 's
four occupants.
Tho •victims were Denise
Buck 11; her brother, Lawrence
C. Buck . 18; her brother-in-law,
William C. Jacobs, 18, and Joan
Ann Sloasted , 11 , all of Racine.
police sold the car paused at
the crossing near the Racine
City limits as a southbound

EXPLOSION ENGULFS AUTOS . . .
Policeman with bowed head skirts firemen's
battle with fire that erupted when a. tanker

truck and five autos tangled on a busy Indianapolis street. Five persons died in the
holocaust. (AP Photofax)

Fuel Truck, Two Gars
Crash/Burn ; Four Dead

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP> At least four persons were killed
today in a massive traffic pileup
in which a blazing tank truck
spilled thousands of gallons oi

GOODFELLOWS
CONTRIBUTIONS
Previously listed .. $3,664.37
Hiawatha Toastmasters
16
Club , . . ,
In Loving Memory of
Milton L.. Spencer
Sr

In Memory of
Grandma
Anonymous . . - , .
Lefthanders Club .
O.E.S
Ted Mater Drug
Co

ItLMK

?asoline into storm sewers and
orced evacuation of a two-mile
area of northeastern Indianapolis.
Firemen ordered thousands of
residents out of the huge Meadows -Apartment and shopping
complex, Meadowbrook Apartments and the Roberta Park
area.
Disastrous explosions were
feared as smoke and funics

Too Many Delays
Conrad Flight to
Antarctica Oft

1«

2
15.65
5
1
25

5

Total To Date , . $3,716.02
CORRECTION: Toys Iro m
Tarri Pedersen, Sharri Pcdersen, Connie Cusey, Pam
Uof t.

spewed from sewer vents over a
wide area.

The semitrailer track Jack*
knifed and two autos crashed
into the truck which instantly
exploded in a gush of flame,
Kalph Smith, 19, an eyewitness
said.
The billowing fire engulfed
the truck and five autos.
Traffic was backed up for
miles.
Children from a nearby
school swarmed around the
hlazing wreck , worrying police
almost as much as the danger
¦of exploding fuel tanks on the
¦passenger cars.

Danger in the are a persisted
after firemen brought the fire
under control . Thousands of gallons of blazing fuel had poured
into a storm sewer. Smoke
BITENOS AIRES , Argentina came from manhole covers al(AP) — Woodrow Wilson Sayro, most a mile away.
a philosophy professor and
grandson of President Wilson,
has abandoned a $15,000 expedition to climb the highest mounFEDERAL FORECAST
tain in Antarctica,
WINONA AND VICINITY "I hate to admit It," he said Partly cloudy tonight and TuesSunday, "but we are forced to day with little temperature
give up. " He said there had change. Low tonight 2) \-32, high
Tuesday 34-45. Variable cloudibeen too many delays .
Snyre 's four-man group was ness and a little cooler with
to have been flown by ferry pi- chance of snow flurries Wedeslot Max Conrad from Ticrra Del day.
LOCAL WEATHER
Fuego , at the southern end of
Official
observations for the 24
Argentina , l .fiOO miles to a camp hours ending
at 12 rn. Sunday:
25 miles from the Icy, 17,000- Maximum, 43; minimum, 32;
foot Vinson Massif.
noon, 34; precipitation , none.
Th* closest Sayro got to VinOfficial observations for the 21
son Massif was on a flight with hours ending at 12 rn. today :
Conrad , Winona , Minn., flier, Maximum, 37; minimum, 28;
over some snowy nntarcll* noon, 32; precipitation , % Inch
wastes.
snow.

WEATH ER

Ruby 's Condition
Remains Serious
DALLAS, TEX. WV- Jack
Ituby, the cancer-stricken
killer of Lee Harvey Oswald , remained in serious
condition today.
Officials of Parkland Hospital said Ruby suffered
some discomfort Sunday
when tubes were moved In
his chest to drain off more
fluid. Ruby wns hospitalized
Dec. 0 ajid what was first
thought to be pneumonia
was diagnosed as cancer.

Shop Tonight — All Stores Open Until 9
V

]

Income and education brackets.
The line-up among Negroes :
Negroes A MCII Rights Leaden
Help- Hart- Not
ing Ing Sure

HARRIS SURVEY

'

Negroes Say
K ing Helping
:: ::
'
SCau&Jl4ti&x

By LOUIS HARRIS
LOS ANGELES . -- Negroes
and whites are sharply divided
in their assessment of Negro
leaders. Most Negroes feel that
Martin Luther King, the symbol of the civil rights movement to both races, is helping
their cause far more than he
is hurting it. Whites, by a 3to-S margin, believe he is setting back the Negro cause.
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell
of New York, whose legal difficulties have provoked s challenge to hii being seated in
tbe 90th Congress, is a highlycontroversial figure. Negroes
rate him only 6-to-5 positive .
Whites ¦ take a &-to-l negative
view. '

Other key results from the
special survey among a nationwide cross section of whites
and Negroes:
—Stokely Carmichael, head of
SNCC and the black power advocate, is felt by both whites
and Negroes to be a harmful
influence on civil rights progress. Ejijah Mohammed, leader of the Black Muslims, is
criticized most strongly by both
races.
—The only Negro leaders out
off a list of 11 tested in the
survey who received a positive endorsement from both
Negroes and whites were Roy
Wilkins. head of the NAACP,
Ralph Buncbe, serving ait the
United Nations and Thurgood
Marshall, U.S. solicitor general.
—Whites, on balance, tend to
feel negatively about Whitney
Young, head of the Urban
League; A. Philip Randolph,
elder statesman of the movement; Floyd McKissick , head
of CORE, and Dick Gregory, the
comedian. Negroes hold favor-

¦

¦
%¦

•%

able views of all four.
. However, many of the Negro
leaders are unknown to both
white and Negro adults.
The cross section was handed a card with the name and
identification of 11 Negroes who
have been in the news about
civi l rights. They were then
asked: .
"Tell me for etch man if In
your opinion yon think he ii
helping or hurting the Negro
cause of civil rights."
Whiter Assess Negro Leaders
Help- Hurt- Not
log ing Sore
'

• -%

'
¦
¦

%

¦%

..64
King . . . . . .
...62 :
Wilkins ...
.56
Bunch* ....
Gregory . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3
Young ....... :- ....39
Marshall ... ., ^.,,¦ .34
Powell : !¦::....... ' . '. ¦.34 ,
McKissick ...

30

%

27 9
8 3C
7 37
14 S3
2 59
20 «
31 35
9

61

7 60
Randolph ..... . ....33
.18 34 48
Carmichael
Elijah Mohammed 5 49 46
Compared to previous studies
of Negro attitutdes toward the
leadership of the civil rights
movement , there are signs of
growing criticism of Powell and
Carmichael am<mg members of
their own race. This survey also records more Negro negative
response to King than before.
It is mainly centered, ironically
enough, among middle-income
Negroes who f«l he is being too
militant in pressing for integrated housings
Of course, oxe of the political facts of lite ' about the civil
rights movement is that probably the optimum positioning
for leadership is to be just unacceptable to the white community while carrying the loyalty
of the Negro community solidly. Carmichael does not do this,
but Martin Ltither King does.
That may be the most significant finding for whites and
Negroes alike.

Marti n Luther King 36 50 14
Roy Wilkins . . . . . . 3 1 16 53
Ralph Bunch* ':. .' . 2 8
8 63
Dick Gregory . ...17 27 56
Thurgood Marshall li
7 82
Whitney Young . . .. 8 12 80
Adam C. Powell , . 8 . 49 43
Floyd McKissick . 7 22 71
A Philip Randolph 6 9 85
Elijah Mohammed 3 64 33
Stokely Carmichael 2 45 53 KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) Although over-all he Is nega- Dr. Jonas E. Salic was given the
tively received by the white 1966 H arry S. Truman comcommunity,
Martin Luther mendation award Sunday night
King is viewed far diferently for his aid to humanity through
by educated and uneducated discovery of tie Salk polio vac:
whites, as the following table cine*.
indicates:
The award , given, by the
Bonds for Lsrael Committee,
Whites Assess King
Help- Hnrt- Not went previously to Gen. Lucius
ing ing Sure D Clay and Vice President HuV
% % bert H. Humphrey.
Total Whites
M
M
14 Former President Truman, in
a letter read at the dinner, exBy Education
8th grade or less 29 52
19 pressed hope that another Jonas
High school ...32
53
15 Salk might soon come forward
College , :.. ;.. ;50
41
9 to free humanity ' 'from the
As other Harris Surveys have most virulent of all diseases, the
indicated, the more affluent, disease of waj."
better-educated segment of
white America is far more sym- St. Peter's Church was built
pathetic with the civil rights on the site oi the first Catholic
movement than those in lower church in New York City. ¦; "

Truman Awa rd
To Dr. SalK

'

¦
' aBeBBHHHBBBBMl«»»lMHBBMI

Vietnam War
Cast Pall Over
U.N. Meetings

bly approval of a demand that
Portugal's partners in the
Atlantic alliance stop selling
arms allegedly used to control
Lisbon's African territories.
Most of the NATO nations voted
against it.
While the Africans dominated
the debates, attention was diverted by an act of U.S.-Soviet
cooperation that could' have a
far-reaching effect on the disarmament issue.
The two superpowers agreed
on a treaty that would prevent
military exploitation of the
moon and other celestial bodies
and would ban weapons of mass
destruction from outer space.
During the session, Sovietbloc speakers echoed the old
cold-war phrases, and the United States answered in kind. But
both sides appeared in some
cases to be acting more from
practice than from conviction.

WORLD TODAY

For Johnson?

By JAMES MARLOW
By TOM HOGE
WASHINGTON (AP) —' What
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
kind of President Johnson will
(AP)—Problems of black Africa
there be in the White House in
dominated this year's sessions
these final two years of his first
of the General Assembly, now in
full term?
its final hours, but the continuing war in Vietnam cast a pall
He seems different from the
over . the session.
Johnson of most of the first two
years. ¦
Apprehension over the future
in Southeast Asia was offset
For months now this extremesomewhat by signs of a thaw in
ly vigorous and aggressive man,
relations between the United
an arih-twister and master poliStates and the Soviet Union and
tician, has been operating withby their attempts to reach a
in a kind of half-light. He has
measure of agreement on disarbeen seen, he has been heard,
mament.
but only occasionally.
The mounting clamor for Toward the end of the session, This in itself is extraordinary.
world peace resulted in a ring- U Thant finally announced the It is a switch from his earlier
ing vote of confidence for U decision most delegates had an- White House days when he
Thant and a move to broaden ticipated — to stay on as secre- would take to the airwaves two
the role of the secretary-general tary-general for. another five- or three times within a week at
in dealing with the formidable year term.
the drop of a bomb in the Doobstacles blocking the path to The United States won its minican Republic.
perennial battle to bar Red Chiinternational understanding.
Within the past few months a
As the session opened, the 38- na from the United Nations by a change seemed to set in.
margin
11
votes
higher
than
the
nation African group cut in on
Instead of devoting every posthe traditional policy debate to tally the previous year/ There sible minute to campaigning for
members
to
was
a
move
among
'
protest the World Courts' refusDemocrats who needed all the
al to rule on the merits of the seat both Chinas in the world help they could get in the Noforum,
despite
insistence
by
South-West Africa case.
both regimes that they would vember elections, he went off to
For four weeks, the assembly accept no such formula.
Manila and toured East Asia for
halt echoed with charges that
a couple of weeks.
the white supremacist governIt was a trip which, It seems
ment of South Africa had violatreasonable to believe, could
ed its mandate over South-West
have been made earlier or postAfrica by introducing race segponed even until 1967.
regation there.
Last week Gov. Harold E.
In an unprecedented act of
Hughes of Iowa told newsmen
reprisal) the Africans mustered
that Democratic state execuenough votes in the assembly's
tives attending the National
Budgetary Committee to deny
Governors Conference at White
the World Court a supplementaSulphur Springs, W.Va., were
ry appropriation of $72,500 to CHICAGO (AP) — A Christ- almost unanimous in blaming
meet expenses of the Southunpopularity and his
mas weekend traffic death toll Johnson's
West Africa case.
administration's programs for
of between 650 and 750 persons
After bringing South Africa's was estimated today by the Na- the party's poor showing last
November.
policies under blistering attack tional Safety Council
.
in separate committee debates
This isn't the only rebuff for
on trusteeship, racial discrim- The holiday period covered is Johnson. He has seen the public
from
pm.
Friday,
Dec.
23
to
6
ination and apartheid or race
opinion polls show his popularisegregation, the group turned midnight Monday, Dec. 26.
ty going down. Yet he seems to
its attention to Portugal and The council said that in a non- be doing no more to help himRhodesia.
holiday period of equal length at self, in a public relations way,
The Africans put through a this time of year the toll would than he did to help his party.
resolution posing the threat of be about 525;
This doesn't add up. He Is
British force against the rebel Most of the nation's drivers being criticized — although why
Rhodesian regime of Prime will be on the road at some time this has started at this time is
Minister Ian Smith. The propos- during the weekend, the council not at all clear — for the "credial meant little, however, since said. This will raise the travel bility gap" in what is said by
Britain
foreswore military volume to 76 billion miles from himself and his administration.
measures.
7.3 billion for a nonholiday p«ri- Johnson, ah extremely sensiThe Africans then won assem- od..-tive man who in the past has

Holiday Highway
Death Toll May

¦-

hungered for public approval
smarts under this kind of criticism. But he isn't taking any
action, at least publicly, to meet
this, either.
instead, he almost seems
withdrawn. This could be explained, of course, on several
grounds: After the elections he
had some minor s-urgery, then
he went to Texas to recuperate,
then he had. to get busy there on
his whole program for 1967. He
will hand Congress most of it
when it returns in January.
Bat the explanation, sound as
it is, seems a little unreal when
Johnson's boundless energy
rush for the microphone, dash
to the television screen in other
days are remembered. He always fought back. He doesn't
seem to be fighting back now.
The question is: Will he fight
hack in 1957? He will have to if
he intends to run again in 1968.
But he has a terrible monkey
¦on his back, the war in Vietnam/ which by the very nature
of its unsolved, dragged-out cobr
dition is bound to cost him some
popularity and confidence, no
matter what else good he does.
And the cost of the war is
bound to force him to cut down
on domestic programs which,
without the war, could be expanded. He has rough going all
the way. But other presidents
have had rough problems, too.
When all the handicaps of his
problems are added together,
they still don't explain why this
dynamic man let his Democrats
fend for tiemselves at election
time, when he is the leader, why
he has become almost silent, or
why He is publicly doing so little
to help himself.
FIRE CHIEF MOVED
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Agnus Olson, Blair fire chief who
received a compound fracture
of the left leg on a fire call
Tuesday, was transferred Saturday from Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whitehall, to Luther
Hospital, Eau Claire. He will
have surgery on his leg Tuesday. ; '. ' . ,

Gun Collector
Goes Berserk,
Two Killed

GERMANTOWN, Wis. lAV-Police Chief Frank Rtemer tays
a shooting incident in which two
persons died and a third was seriously wounded apparently
was a result of a gun collector
having gone berserk.
"We can't explain it any other
way," Riemer said Sunday. "He
just went bersek."
Police said Lester Buending,
57, who kept 17 guns in his
room, fatally wounded himself
Saturday after slaying his land'
lady, Mrs. Alvina Roehl, 57,
and wounding her husband,
Clarence Roehl , 58.
Roehl was reported in satisfactory condition in a Menomonee Falls hospital Sunday with
two head wounds, His wife was
shot while: she was wrapping
Christmas gifts.
Riemer s a i d investigators
found newspaper clippings in
Buending's room concerning
mental illness. Buending had
been out of work for about three
weeks because of a heart condition and nervous tension, the
chief said.
Roehl's son , Richard, 39, said
his parents and Buending had
been friends for 3o years.
Buending, an inspection supervisor at a metals factory,
shot hirAself with an automatic pistol after shooting Roehl,
his wife and the family's pet
dog, police said, Buending died
about two hours later of a head
wound.

Shipping Sea son
Closes at at Sbo
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich.
(AP) — The shippiie season on
the Great Lakes, closing with
winter's arrival, was the best in
nine years, officials report, with
tonnage put at more than 104
million.
' '
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More than half the people of
the U.S. live within 500 miles
of Cleveland, Ohio.
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AMERICA'S FAVORITE CASUALS -

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Why not give the ultimate in light-weight comfort and good
looks to the important people n your life . HUSH PUPPILS
thoe* come in a variety of styles and colors for men, women
and children. Sizes and widths range from toddler size 2
to giant size 16. Truly the gift tc make you Important in the
eyes of those who mean the most to you. Prices from
children 's *5.99 to about 115.00 for golf and specialty shoes.

BAKER'S SHOES

IM East Third Street

Phon* 7071

THI FASTEST PORTABLES IN THE WORLD
Theae all new Smith-Corona Portables offer changeable type,

new Jeweled escapement, natura l-arc action , cushioned carriagereturn levers, line indicators an-d full site office keyboards . . .
more of everything! These wowidcrful portables feature a removable platen In colors to matchi the machine. Each has a
ruiUSed, all-steel frame and cornea in a travel-proof steel carryIns co»e-

LUND TYPEWRITER COMPANY

lit Center Street

Phone 5222

O

CHRISTMAS FAVORITE!

th9
Wl%
^
«»%. SUPERBA

So easy to lem
So satUfying to phy

If
£&

WORLDS OF FASHION IN THE

f
§

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PIAMO

This smart luggage stands all by itself at Holiday time. Why
not ? It combines a host of practical excludes with a style that
fashion le-aders the world over acclaim. American Tourister
Luggage as light and strong. Its patented one-piece body is
incredibly roomy. And the scuff-resistant Perrnanite cover
keeps its bright good looks trip after trip. Enjoy Holiday
traveling in style with American Tourist er. Eight fashion approved colors , and 25 styles for men and women.

WORLD'S MOST AMAZING TIE
Do you thrill to the bright new paisleys of bold polka dots?
0r does your taste run to conservative velour stripes or solid
, ,
co
"ors Thev're all here — and moro too - in Fash on'* noblest
ray of s^
you can soil it wash it and it never needs
Dacron polvesler
cressinB ' $2 '50' ' Silks £3 50 and $5 00 '

Look for a name vou can trust - Wurlitzer has been a
'
trusted name for over 100 years. Listen to the tone _ Wurlitzer
lone is
unexcelledNo biuay
Studv tne
the styling
stvline - Wurlitzer
offers you
vou
wurlitzer oners
50 unexceuea.
over
wonder more people buy Wurlitzer than
choices.
an y oLner P'an <>- See and hear a Wurlitzer piano today. As
low as $499

45 East Third Street

45 East Third Street

116-118 East Third Street

ST. GLAIRS, INC

Phone 70*1

CUSTOM FITTED FIRESCREENS
BY PORTLAND-WILLIAMETTE
_. . „
*. ,
....
.
„ _,
,.,
r , andJ enEisWtrn different finishes
, installed lo fit perfectly

banc* t2ie beaut y of your fireplace , 1'hone 230-1 for personal
In-hom e measurement ond selection. Trices start nl $28,50,
lnstallwi .
inBiwiiw

R. D. CONE CO.

64 Etit Second Street
^

Phone 2304

ST. GLAIRS, INC.

Phone 7098

HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

MEET THE FABULOUS UNDERWOOD Jl PORTABLEI

Durable design . . . handsomely styled in two-toned blue and

gray % _ _ nM 4 diffcrenl , ouch Be-lectiona . . . carriage stendlnMJ '
easier operation
extra-quiet '
really ap-

nreciated ny
bv me
the siunom
student or proiessionni
Drofessionnl or nusincssman.
busin esaman Aiooeia
Models
preciaiea

a(art ns iow as ^69 , 50,

WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE

1*1 E«t Third Street
.

r

_

Phon. 8 MOO

Winona

BLACK * DECKER QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

.
.
,
„ ,,,..
v
Y°"r bert huy ,n Iower pr,CCfi A - |nrh dril1"' - Capacity V«-lnch
holes Jn 8l*cl1 ' * ' ^" incn nole» 1" hardwood . . . 2,250 RPM.
Only $0.99.
«•»/

R. D. CONE CO.
*6 E«t Second Stretd
»

Phone 2304
f

$15,000 Loss Santa: Please Bri ng AAe.,. Lip Snow
Debits in City UnoccupiedCar
In Lanesboro
Cover Expected
Store Blaze
To Disappear Down a Little Rolls Off Hill
At FountainCity

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— With only five shopping days
to Christmas, Clarence Johnson
suffered the loss of his TV and
radio shop here by fire Sunday
night. :
The loss was estimated at
$15,000.
Townspeople - assisted Fire
Chief Lynn Iverson and his volunteers in carrying all the TV
and radio sets and business records to a nearby vacant building. Fountain fire department
was called and assisted on a
standby basis.
The interior of the brick
building on Main Street was
burned out. Two families living
in apartments on the second
floor were forced to flee , leaving
all their belongings.Damage on
the second floor was limited to
water and smoke.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Torgerson, who lived in the front
apartment, and Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Mickelson and two children, were forced to find quarters elsewhere Sunday night.
Th e Mickelsons went to the
home of her parents, Mri and
Mrs. Edmund Peterson in the
rural area.
The State Theater next door
was threatened, and Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Berg, who live In
the second floor apartment
moved all their belongings out.
Firemen kept the fixe from
spreading there, however, and
the Bergs planned to move back
this morning. There is some
smoke damage, however.
The fire was discovered at
6:30 p n v Chief Iverson said
the cause hasn't been determined.' - :
Firemen got the fire under
control In about an hour, but
flameg broke but again at 9:30.
Some firemen stayed at the
scene all night.

Police Cheek
Hit-Run Accident

Only one accident was reported in the city over the weekend.
Mrs. Stanley Langowski, Winona Rt. 3, told police she had
parked her car on West 2nd
Street, near Center Street, Saturday afternoon. When she returned at about 4:20 p.m. she
noticed her left rear fender was
damaged.
She estimated the damage at
about $35. She said she had noticed a light colored truck pull
out of the parking place directly
behind her. Police are investigating the incident.

DURAND MAN INJURED
EAU CLAIRE , Wis. - Mondovi and Durand area men
were involved in a three-way
collision here on Highway 37.
Paul W. Hubbard , 52, Durand
Rt. 1, was treated for a fractured ankle and wrist and cuts
on his face. Cars also were
driven by Ervin L. Peterson,
16, Eau Claire area and Emil
C. Lund , Mondovi Rt. 4. Hubbard's car ran into the rear of
Lund's car , pushing it into the
rear of Peterson's car as they
waited for a school bus. Damage was near $1, 700.

NORTH POLE — Sunday
was Winona day hare, reports Santa Claus.
Mr. Claus told this Daily
News today that he talked
to 1,250 youngsters and one
dog, all from "Winona ,
He said that one 5-yearold sang "Rudolph" for
hjm.
"What do you give as if
we are not good?" one concerned young fellow asked.
"Are you going to give us
some snow?" was another

The Rev. Merlen Wegener,
assistant pastor of St. Martin's
Lutheran Church, announced to
his congregation Sunday that
he will resign Irom his duties
here Jan. 15.
He has accepted a call to
serve as missionary in the Union City, Term., area;
PASTOR Wegener stated:
"We had to decide where we
could serve best and most.
We felt that if we left St. Martin's congregation there would
still be a capable pastor, a full
staff of teachers plus other pastors in the area who would
continue the work. If we rejected the call from the mission board there would be no
one to begin the work in West:
ern Tennessee that is so sorely
needed. We are asking you to
release us to bring to that area
of Tennessee what St. Martin's
has had for 110 years.
"My wife and
I a ppreciate
e v e r y act of
kindness and cooperation extended to us by
members of St.
Ma r tin's congregation and
the people of the
community. We
s h a l l surely
m i s s Winona
and the many Rev. Wegener
advantages of living here."
REV. WEGENER emphasized
that the entire western part of
Tennessee is considered a missionary area. The Lutheran
church is just getting; started
t h e re. Approximately 120,000
people live within a 25-mile radius of Union City, of which 53
percent are unchurched, he added.
He outlined the work he will
be doing In Tennessee: Direct
the establishment of a congregation for those who have
stated a preference to be affiliated with the Lutheran church
at the present time; organize
a religious program for the Lutheran students at a branch of
the University of Tennessee in
Martin, Tenn., and develop good
public relations for the Lutheran
Church and also develop a better understanding of its doctrines and practices.
PASTOR Wegener came to
Winona in June 1964. He was
born in EvaJisville, 111., and attended parochial schools and
high school in Southern Illinois.
He graduated from St. Paul's
College, Concordia , Mo., in
1958; Concordia Senior College ,
Fort Wayne , Ind., 19B0, and
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Additional Private Line for teenagers
frees the ' family phone for adult calls,
ends telephone "traffic jams".

(fi) Northwestern Bell

Nelson Man
Struck by Car

Dover Youth
Hurt in Crash

One Hospitalized
After Accident
In Wabasha Co.

Lt. Governor
Of Mississippi
Dead at 53

Bible Vigil Set
For St. Stanislaus
School Children

Three Youths
Fatally Wounded

biL TtlaiL
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An Ideal Christmas Gift

Delight someone on your Christmas list with
a gift of telephone service. Here's just one of
many Tele-Gift ideas—clip it out as a
reminder to order from " our business office,
Or ask any telephone employee.

MMli-M& ^

freshman.
Santa was offered tbe loan
of some horses on the condition that they be returned,
by some youngsters.
Santa said he questioned
the youngsters and got a lot
of good information about
Winona.
"Call Santa is an annual
event sponsored by the Jaycees of Winona," he explained. 'They assisted Santa
in taking down the requests."

Bank debits in Winona for A rise for November of 8
Generally mild with little pre- November showed a slight de- percent was reported for La
cipitation is the weather predic- cline, according to the Federal Crosse banks. The total last
tion for Winona and vicinity for Reserve Bank monthly report month was $92,101,000, comparIt was the first time since ed with $87,341,000 for the same
the week before Christmas.
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)-A
A half-inch snowfall gave the April 1965 that debits had failed month In November. Cumula- young Arcadian's car was detive debits for the 11-month pecity a holiday appearance this to show a gain from the same riod
molished when it slipped off a
were up 12 percent.
morning but with temperatures month in the previous year.
jack and rolled over a 250-foot
headed for the near 40 range it's DEBITS here last month were FOR THE most part, debits embankment on the Fountain
doubtful if it'll remain very $36,731,000, down somewhat are checks against accounts of City ridge dugway early Wedlong.
from the $36,809,00 level for individuals, partnerships, cor- nesday morning.
porations, states and political Ronald Slaby, bartender at
1965.
PARTLY cloudy tonight and November,
Durand Receives
Debits for the; January- subdivisions. While they also the Golden Frog Supper Club,
Tuesday is the forecast with November
here showed include fund transfers having Fountain City, was returning to
little temperature change. A low a 9 percentpericd
,264 for
no particular business signifi- Arcadia about 1:30 a.m. after
advantage
of 26-32 is predicted for tonight same cumulative total over'the
for 1965 cance, they generally represent finishing work. Just as he nearand a high of 34-45 for Tuesday. The figure this year is $387,- payments for goods, services
Flood Damaaes
ed the David Hermann farm at
Variable cloudiness and a little 088,000.
and debts.
the top of the dugway he had
cooler
with
a
chance
of
a
few
DURAND, Wis. — The dty
At Rochester a 3 percent gain Not included are debits to ac- a flat tire. He was attempting
of Durand has been paid $14,- NELSON, Wis. (Special ) - snow flurries is the outlook for for the month was registered counts of other banks, the U.S. to change the tire when the car
264.53 by the federal govern- Martin Ludwigson, 82, is in St. Wednesday.
with the cumulative total up 11 government and savings ac- slipped off the jack, causing tne
ment for public property dam- Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, The extended forecast for the percent. Debits there last month counts.
transmission to jump out oi
aged in the April 1965 floods. today for treatment of injuries area, predictions through Satur- were $98,039,000, the report Following is a detailed report park gear.
day,
indicates
average
temperaFinal payment of $1,139.53 was received when he was hit by a
showed, compared with $98,252,- for area communities and oth- Slaby was unable to enter tie
ers ($000 omittied):
presented to Mayor Robert car Sunday. His condition was tures will be 6 to 12 degrees 000 for November, 1965.
moving vehicle to bring it.to a
abo^e normal afternoon highs "¦' " ¦'
Schlosser by the Wisconsin Civ- not available.
stop, so it crashed off the bank.
MINNESOTA
"
of 24-28 and nighttime lows of
il Defense last week.
Ludwigson apparently was 5 to 12.
%
—November— %
Jan.crossing Highways 35 and 25 Precipitation for the five days
1966
1965 Change Nov. Change
about 5:15 p.m. when , he was is expected to total about one- Austin .......... ..$43,394 $37,128 +17 $429,407 +15
struck by a car driven by Thom- tenth to three-tenths (melted ) as Caledonia ........ 4,686
45,194 +18
4,271 +10
as Alme, Durand Rt. 3. The scattered light rain or snow Lanesboro .......; 2,593
19,513 +16
1,870 +39
accident happened in a poorly mostly about or after the middle Mankato ........... 57,740
61,187 — 6 599,150 +11
lighted section in front of the of the week.
35,783 +10
2,980 +19
Spring Valley .... 3,544
Reuben Lyngdal home.
39,939 +10
3,435 + 6
Lake City ........ 3,651
Alme told authorities he did THE EAELY morning snow Lewiston ......... 1,476
1,344 +10, 14,087 + 6
DOVER, Minn. (Special) —
not see the man, dressed in made streets and walks slip- Plainview ........ 4,063
39,567 +13 — An 18-year-old Dover area
3;950 + 3
dark clothing, until he was in pery but sanding crews and ris- Rochester ........ 98,039
95,252 + 3 992,187 +11 youth received fractures of the
care
officers ing temperatures soon took
front
of
the
car.
He
told
36,451 +23 right collarbone and right shoulSt.Charles
.......
2.918
3,077 — 5
¦
¦
•
(Special)
"
"
WABASHA, Minn.
. •_ •
he was well within the 25 mile of that. ;
52,039 + 1 566,952 +16 der when the car in which he
— Two one-car accidents ever an hour speed limit. The elder- The temperature rose to 43 , St. Cloud ......... 52,695
2,421 +18 . 27,057 . +22 was a passenger skidded off a
the weekend were reported by ly man rode the hood of the Saturday afternoon and 37 on Stewartville ...... 2,846
on
24,877 + 5 Dover Township road about 6
...:...,.:
Wabasha
3,314
3,040 + 9
the Wabasha County sheriff's car until it came to an abrupt Sunday. Low Sunday morning
.. 36,731
,809
—
0
387,088
....
.....
Winona
36
+ 9 p.m. Sunday and rolled 40 feet
office.
was 32 and this morning 28. At
WISCONSIN
down an embankment.
Four passengers in a car halt and then he fell to the noon today the reading was 32.
".'......... 3,410
40,268
3,353
+13
Arcadia
+
2
Charles Stephens was taken
•
driven by James Wagner, 18, street, officers said.
The water content in today's
Durand ........... 5.187
4,543 +14 . 55,892 +16 to Community Memorial HospiElgin, were taken to Lake City Buffalo County Traffic Officer light snow was .01 of an inch .
63,507 +19 814,580 + 6 tal, Winona , for emergency
Municipal Hospital after their Robert Sing and Buffalo Coun- A year ago today the Winona Eau Claire ....... 75,548
16,798 +15 care, returned home, and re1,548 — 8
car went put of control on Coun- ty Sheriff Myron Hock investi- higli was 27 and the low 11 with Gaiesville ........ 1,431
87,341 + 5 1;050,576 +12 turned to trie hospital at 11:30
ty Road 2 Saturday at 7 p.m., gated.
one inch of snow on. the ground. La Crosse ....... 92,101
2,654 +13 31,060 +11 a.m. today for surgery^ bis par. . 2 ,991
skidded into a ditch, and turned
All-time high for Dec. 19 was Mondovi
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
around, coming to rest back on
51 in 1894 and 1923 while the low
Stephens, said.
the highway.
for the day was —19 in 1872. lower than those of the previous
THE DRIVER/ Gerald Milton
All were treated and released
Mean for the past 24 hours was day, reaching a high of 40 in the
Mundell, 20, rural Dover, home
except Lois Lane, 16, who still
32. Normal for this time of the Beloit region. Most of the highs
occurred in tie early morning
on furlough from the U.S. Army,
year is 20.
was a patient at the hospital
hours and the mercury sagged
and another passenger, Miss
this noon. The accident happenLIGHT SNOW was reported In slowly during the day.
Lorraine Marie Holzer, 18, SL
ed three miles west of Millmost Minnesota communities Park Falls set the state low
Charles, student at Winona
ville.
overnight, the most being at of 13 early today. Green Bay reState College, escaped Injury.
Sunday at 4 p.m. the car
The young people were diivdriven by Stephen Podulkey25, LAUREL, Miss; (AP) — Car- Bemidji where the fresh fall ported 14, Superior 16, Wausau
Lake City, went out of control roll Gartin, lieutenant governor measured up to three inches. 18, Eau Claire 24, Lone Rock, As a final celebration be- ing east toward St. Charles
on County Road 9 two mites of Mississippi, died this morning About an inch fell at La Crosse Racine and Madison 25, Milwau- fore dispersal for the Christ- where they planned to have suponly a trace at Rochester. kee 26, Burlington 27 and BeThe gravel road was slipwest of Lake City, struck a after being admitted to a hospi- and
mas holidays, and as a remind- per.
One
community^ Hibbing, re- loit 28.
pery
as they climbed a small
bridge rail and landed on its tal with a heart ailment.
a below zero reading LOS ANGEXES and Thermal , er of their unity and brother- hill. At the top there is a slight
top in the ditch. One of ther Gartin , 53, was taken to Jones ported
the thermometer dipping Calif., topped the country Sun- hood in Christ, the student- turn to the left. The car slid
passengers, Karen Ostrander, County Community Hospital at with
to
—1.
was 3 above at Inter- day at 79 and Roosevelt, Utah , body, grades one t h r o u g h sideways and over the brink on
16, Lake City, was taken to the 10 p.m. Sunday. He died at 3 nationalItFalls.
Rochester had a had the low of 7 below zero eight, and faculty of St. Stan- the left side, down the steep
hospital, treated and released, a.m. today.
morning figure of 29 after a early today.
islaus Catholic School will par- embankment to the bottom.
according to report. The 1958 A candidate in the 1967 gover- Sunday high of 34. La Crosse
ticipate in a Christmas Bible The car hit a light pole on tha
car was a total loss.
nor's race, Gartin was serving posted readings of 26 and 37 for
Vigil Wednesday at 1:10 p.m., embankment as it rolled over
his third term as lieutenant gov. the same times.
in the newly repaired and re- and pver until reaching the boternor. He had held the office The Canadian plains states,
furbished Church of St, Stanis- tom; When it came to rest , all
Matzke Elected
from 1952 to 1960 and from 1964 where much of Minnesota's bad
laus, said Sister M. Albert Ann. three were lying down in. the
weather comes from , had high
Willard Matzke, Matzke Con? until his death.
Led by narrator John Bronk, car. They got out through the
creto Block Co., has been elect- He lost a bid for the Demo- temperatures, Calgary reportteachers and pupils will assem- right door of the hardtop; the
ed to the board of directors of cratic gubernatorial notnination ing a 50 for Sunday.
ble under the leadership of their left door was smashed shut.
Minnesota Concrete Products to Ross Barnett in 1959. Gartin Light snow was falling ST. LOUTS, Mo. (AP) - principal, Sister M. Xavier, THE YOUTHS managed to
Association. The annual con- was chairman of the Mississippi throughout WISCONSIN today, Police said a scuffle early Sun- SSND, to express in song, chor- get back to the road by
vention in Minneapolis was at- Democratic Convention in 1956 although accumulation totals day ended ini the fatal shooting al speaking, and in the reading walking past the embankment
tended by 127 products suppliers aid again in 1964.
were not expected to be large. of three 17-year-old high school of pertinent Biblical quotations. to a field. A passerby took
and producers.
Gartin served as acting gov- The Superior and Eau Claire pupils. A fourth pupil was criti- The Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grul- Charles to his home.
kowski and the Revs. Dennis The top of the 1958 car was
ernor last week while Gov. Paul regions had one inch of new cally wounded.
Concordia Seminary, St. Xouis, Johnson was away on state snow up to daybreak and Park Maj. F. J. Vasal said Richard Schimek and Douglas Fiola flattened
by the time it got to
Mo., 1964. He is married to the business.
Falls about one-half inch. Else- Otis, 21, of Eureka, Mo., was will be present,
the
bottom
of the embankment,
former Nancy Scherer of" St. Born in Meridian Sept. 4, 1913, where amounts were less than charged by -the prosecuting at- The Vigil ceremony will cen- and the wheels
were flattened
Louis. They have one son, he attended the University of one-half inch, but the snow con- torney's office with three counts ter upon the sacrifice of the into the bottom of the car.
Duane.
Mississippi and Jackson School tinued during the daylight of second-degree murder. Two Mass, "the feast of love," in Mundell had come home to
St. Martin 's congregation had of Law. He was a veteran of hours, with the heaviest fall in brothers, aged 14 and 15, were which "Christ is our Host," our see his father, George Mundell,
held by juvenile authorities food, and we "are to be His who is bedridden. His mother^
unanimously voted to have World War II and served twice the Wausau area.
Rev. Wegener return the call. as the mayor of Laurel .
Temperatures Sunday were pending further investigation.
guests . .. poor earthen vessels also, is reportedly in ill health.
where Light Eternal comes to The gravel road was reported
dwell." said Sister Ann.
to be very slippery over the
John Bronk and Stephen Ro- weekend. Two cars slipped off
zek summarized the thoughts Saturday night . No sand had
and attitudes of the majority of been applied since last week's
the students in their remarks snow, it was reported.
that "This Vigil I B a great
By RUTH ROGERS
Mrs. William Miller and daughter Gloria , Alma , Wis.
prayer , a chance for the chil- gether." Stephen added , "The
Daily News Area Editor
Mrs. Julia Frances. Allers, St. Joseph's Nursing Home, dren in this school to really pray Vigil will more closely unite all
Wabasha , Minn.
Send a bit of cheer to the sick, the shut-ins and the lonely
and express themselves — to- the members of our school."
Ruth Clason, Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis.
this week — it's almost Christmas. Folks like the following
Mrs. Catherine Milan, St. Joseph's Nursing Home, Arcawould just love to be remembered by friend or stranger:
dia , Wis.
Joseph B. Hoffman .Blue Star Rest Home, Houston, Minn.,
Ralph Butlin, 1106 Richland St., St. Charles, Minn .
formerly owner and operator of the boat dock near Peerless
Conrad Ratz, Cochrane Rest Home, Cochrane, Wis.
Chain Co., Winona.
Thora Johnson, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
Mrs. Mary Hauser. c/o Hazel Rosenbren, 9847 Brookslde
Mrs. Paul (Katie) Papenfuss, Dakota Rt. 1, Minn. She
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. Mrs . Hauser is the widow of the
The first edition of REFLECTIONS AND
fives in Nodine.
old-time fiddler , Rudy Hauser.
RECIPES OF THE CASUAL OBSERVER sold out
Rita Klimek , Independence, Wis.
Mrs. Anna Vetsch, Caledonia Nursing Home, Caledonia,
Arcadia
Wis.
John
Puchalla
Hospital,
,
,
St.
Joseph's
Minn . "She loves to receive cards."
within the first two weeks after lt was offered.
Thomas Judge, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
Andrew Nelson, 96, Tri-County Nursing Home, Whitehall,
A second edition was published , most of which
Minn .
Wis.
,
Pepin,
Wis.
Hanson
Rest
Home
was sold in advance of publication.
Miss Anna Carlson,
Mrs. Angeline Marcks, Pepin Manor, Pepin . Wis.
Mrs. Louisa Mullen, St Elizabeth's Nursing Home, WaHarry Nyen , Blair Rt. 2 Wis,, arthritic, lives alone.
basha, Minn.
Mrs. Josie Gordon , Ettrick. Wis.
Less than 300 of these books are still availMrs. Anna Toraason, Blair, Wis., lives alone.
Mrs. Susan Costello, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Waable for sale and it is expected that they will sell
Albert Kamprud , Ettrick, Wis.
basha , Minn.
John
Dcneff
,
,
Wis.
Alma
Mrs. Rose Seifert, St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.
out before Christmas,
Mrs. Louise Kent, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, WabaJohn Smith, River Vue Rest Home, Afrna, Wis,
sha , Minn.
Gladys Hancock, Euena Vista Nursing Home. Wabasha .
This hard-cover, leatherette-bound book conMinn.
Margaret Bliekle, 1106 Richland , St. Charles, Minn .
tains many of the late Mrs. Gretchen L. LamberFlorence Brown, Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis.
ton's (The Casual Observer) best columns pu bEli Brandt, Hilltop House, Wabasha , Minn.
lished in the Daily News and the St. Paul Pioneer
Rob Roy Rocttiger, Cochrane Rest Home, Cochrane, Wis.
Rose Robinson , Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
Press, and many of her best recipes and those
Mrs. Anne Sebo, c/o Irvin Sebo, Dakota , Minn. She's 90
of people In the area.
and lives In Nodine with her son .
Miss Mary Ann Farrin , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home,
Wabasha , Minn.
It is an Ideal Christmas gift — for you if you
William Hyde, River Vue Rest Home, Alma , Wis.
don 't already have one — or for your best
Fred Hansen , Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha , Minn .
friends if you do ,
Miss Annie Dienger , Pepin Manor , Pepin . Wis.
Joseph Dumbach , Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whitehall, Wis,
Purchase of this book is tax deductible as a
Ted Wozney, Independence, Wis.
contribution to Community Memorial Hospital
Mrs. Mary T. Flemming, St. Joseph's Nursing Home,
Wabasha , Minn.
Auxiliary which receives all income from the
Mrs. Anna Gobar , Alma , Wis.
sale of the book.
Charles Harms, Xuena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
REMEMBER SOMEONE . . . Remember someone at
Minn.
Christmas like Mrs. Gussie Jacobson, Whitehall , Wis., forMiss Margaret Thompson, Hanson Rest Home , Pepin , Wis,
You may have the book mailed to anyone
Mrs, Anna Bratland , c/o> Sammy Legreld, Blair Rt. 2,
merly of Winona. She's almost alone now ; there are only
you
wish (in the United States ) by sending a
Wis .
a few relatives. She stays at Tri-County Nursing Home,
Mrs. Laura Gilbertson , Ettrick , Wis.
check
for $3 to REFLECTIONS AND RECIPES,
Whitehall , where she doesn't think "anyone will find her."
Mrs , Lena Solsnud , Tri-County Memorial Home , Whilec/o Winona Daily News. Make out checks to
She started Whitehall's Music Study Club and taught hunhall , Wis.
Community Memorial Hospital Auxiliary.
dreds of piano students until glaucoma part ly blinded her.
Alvina Holstad , Bucna Vista. Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
Minn.
(Kathleen Knudtson photo)
Paul Reglin , C(xhrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis,
It is also for sale at the Daily News and the
RLsch Sisters, Alma , Wis., RFD .
Hospital
Gift Shop as follows:
Charles Hubbard, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
WINONA LODGE NO. 18 A.P. ft A.M.
Minn.
Charles Hewitt , Kttrick. Wis.
INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS
Unboxed
$2.50
|
|
.
John Hawkins , Pepin , Wis.
c
( A
.$2.75
Boxed, ready for you to malt ...
Mrs , Tcna Devis. Blnir , Wis., lives alone .
. jh§S\ Tuesday! Dec. 20, 1:30 O'clock
Henrietta Huhba-rd , Buena Vista Nur&lng Home, WabaHOWARD KHLLBR, W.M.
* V % R#f r„hm»nU
lha, Minn.

Assistant Pastor $14
At St. Martin's
Accepts New Call

Clipa gift!

'

question.
One youngster said he*
didn't want any presents.
he just wanted people to ba
his friends and to be kind.
One young lady warned]
Santa that she had the chicken pox.
When asked what he wanted for Christmas, he replied, "I told you already."
Requests included a poo»l
table and shotgun from a
9-year-old girl to a 40-foo4
yacht from a Saint Teresa

I |

GREEN BERET

By Jo« Kutwrt

Elk Creek Church
Names Officers

g t Kapp &naiL
Jtaoi.WgJvL

Steve Offers
Earl a Ride

By EARL WILSON
NEW yORK-^Steve McQueen, the tTM.ooOTa-picrore-and50%-of the profits film star; who was once an Indiana farm
hoy, dismayed some of the proud residents of the SherryNetherland " by parking his borrowed' motorcycle under the
canopy . . . and then using the sidewalk along Fift h Avenue
as a get-off point for a *h ort motorcycle sprint around the
block in the rain and snow flurries.
"Want to ride with ree, Earl?" Steve asked this intrepid
reporter, who intrepidly replied: 'NO!"
Changing later from his motorcycle suit to a dinner
' ' ¦j acket . : Steve limousiried to Cheetah -with his B.W.. ex-dancer
Neile Adam to a chanty costume ball . .' ¦'.: . but soon left ,
elbowing his way out of crowds
Of fans closing in on him:
Steve, here for the premiere
of "The Sand Pebbles," explains
hi j motorcycling and his success by saying: "I'm people
. - ¦.¦ I'm very common."
Gina Loliobrigida had a recurrence of her Mexican ailment
( not really a relapse , her
friends saio"> and cancelled an
UNITED NATIONS, N Y . appearance for Italian flood vic;,W — A new quarrel over tims which she sincerely wantU.N. peacekeeping operations ed to make .' .'¦' . . Kathryn Crosby
threatened today to delay ad- hid herself away in the Sherry
journment of the General As- determined to write 50 pages of
her book , "Bing and Othe*
sembly 's 22nd session.
Things" . . . Johnny Bennett's
The Soviet Union and France afraid Dean Martin 'II break h>warned Saturday night that a New Year 's resolution , which
new crisis might result if the is "not to drjnk while he 's sleepassembly adopted a Canadian ing:":
resolution setting guidelines for Columnist Ward Morehouse 's
the special committee on peace- wish was that Give My Reto Broadway" be played
keeping operations. The two gards
at his funeral. It couldn 't be
countries said the resolution arranged at Christ Church here.
: was illegal.
Morehouse was then buried at
Ga. Afterward ,
A conciliation commission of Staiesboro.
11 nonaligned countries sought Morehouse's widow , Becky, wirto head off a showdown. One ed friend David Powers: "We
did it. 'Give My Regards to
member said the commission Broadway' was played at
wanted Canada to withdraw the Ward's services this afternoon. "
resolution. Another said it was TODAY S BEST LAUGH :
trying to work out amendments Page Morton says she didn 't
realize how bad New York's air
acceptable to all.
pollution was till she saw a bird
The assembly postponed a bath with a ring around it.
.rote on the resolution until to- WISH I'D SAID THAT :
day. It appeared that this would Monte Feuerstein read that a
run the session into Tuesday, satellite obeyed commands 100,the scheduled closing day , and 000 miles away — and figures
frustrate the hope of Assembly his wife must be giving the orPresident Abdul Rahman Pa- ders.
xhwak of Afghanistan that he REMEMBERED Q U 0 T E:
could end it a day ahead of "More people would try to * be
successful if those who were
time.
The basic Issue was the same already successful looked as
as that which paralyzed the though they were enjoying it."
General Assembly two years EARL'S PEARLS : Appearago: whether the assembly, ances are deceiving. The dollar
with its majority rule, shares bill looks the same as it did ten
the constitutional authority of years ago. — Arnold Glasow.
the Securiy Council, with its Phyllis Diller insisted she
big-power veto, to arrange for could do the new dances as well
peacekeeping operations. The as the kids "I went to the
United States and Britain say it Whiskey a Go-Go. had two
does. The Soviet Union and whiskeys, and fell flat on my
France say It does not.
go-go." That's earl, brother.
In 1964, the Soviet Union and
France , were two years behind
in paying peacekeeping assess- the operation of United Nations
ments voted by the assembly armed forces, which is within
and the United States threat- the sole competence of the Secuened to invoke a clause of the rity Council.
U.N. Charter providing that Be said its adoption would
such delinquents should lose "shut the door to negotiations"
their assembly vote. The Ameri- and might "lead to the emercans finally backed down. The gence of situations of crisis"
Soviets and French still refuse again.
to pay.
Both delegate* however supThe
Canadian
resolution ported a Jamaican resolution to
would have the General Assem- have the assembly recommend
bly invite member countries to that the Security Council negotiinform the United Nations what ate arrangements with U.NM
forces they can provide if asked members
for peacekeeping
"to participate in a duly author- forces to be made available at
bred United Nations peace- the council' s call.
keeping operation . "
The special political commitFrrncn Ambassador Roger tee recommended bot h resoluSeydoux told the assembly that tions Wednesday night . Each
"goes beyond the competence of got better than the two-thirds
the GenerarAssembly." He said majority needed for approval in
that the authors of the resolu- the a s s e m b l y . Diplomatic
tion "run the risk of reviving sources said the Soviet and
divergencies which were about French diplomats warned privately that if the assembl y
to lose their seriousness."
Soviet Ambassador Nikolai T. adopted the Canadian proposal ,
Fedorenko objected also that they would reconsider whether
the resolution 'empowers the to stay on the peacekeeping
General Assembly to finance committee .
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Co. said 36 per cent of the
DFL'ers thought it likely that a
new running mate for President
Johnson would be chosen. Five
per cent were not sure.
Among Republicans, 52 per
cent of those questioned thought
Humphrey would be dropp ed in
'68, while 4i per cent were inclined to think Humphrey would
run for re-election, the Poll said.
Sixty-two per cent of the
M I N N E A P O L I S (flv DFL'ers
said they want HumphParty leaders went behind
rey to be the party's nominee
closed doors Saturday in an atfor vice-president in 1968, while
tempt to fin d solid ground for
10 per cent were opposed, and
the party to rebuild its forces
the
remaining 28 per cent were
for 1968.
Besides the appointment of indifferent or had no opinion.
Neither Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag Spannaus , the executive comnor Lt. Gov; A.M . Keith- mittee also:
Corn Picker Slips,
principals in the infra-party tug- —Adopted a calend ar ; ' . of
of-war earlier this year attend- meetings and events for the Kills Man Fixing It
ed—the four-hour meeting.
next two years, including BEAR CREEK, Wis. tf»-OrBut Sen. Walter F, Mondale monthly sessions of the execu- ville J. Young, 51, died Satiny
and other DFL candidates who five committee.
day when a corn picker under
survived the GOP onslaught
—Named a legislative issues which he was working slipped
last month attended the session committee , to assist Liberal from a support in.a shed on his
Outagamie County farm!
of the party ' s executive com- members of the legislature.
mittee.
—Reactivated a policy ad vis- Young, a father of six chilory committee to work on up- dren had crawled undr the maOne of the major decisions dating the broad hilosophical chine while a companion supwas to name a member of goals of liberalism.^p
ported it with a long pole.
Mondale-s staff , as the. party 's —Named a committee to defull-time money raiser . He is velop goals for rural areas.
Lewisto n Farm Class
Warren Spannaus, a former, as(
}
sistant attorney general who Farr said there was little dis- LEWISTONi . Minn . Special
Because
the
Minnesota
farm
—
was active in fund - raising af- cussion at the meeting about the
,
fairs for Mondale
during the N ovember election . He said a account books haven't arrived
¦
the
adult
farm
management
campaip;
questionnaire sent to members
class scheduled for tonight at
Nlondale denied a recent re- of the DFL State Central Com- Lewiston High School has been
port that he has been singled mittee indicates a feeling that cancelled , announces John Anout by Vice President Hum- the party is basically sound.
derson, agricultural , instructor.
Mondale also said there is
phrey to spearhead a rebuilding
job in the DFL. But it was noted "constructive mood" in the
that some of his ideas had been party with a surprising absence
put into effect by the executive of recrimination over this year's
losses.
committee;
"There obviously are some inMondale told newsmen that dividuals who don't feel kindly
money was the immediate con- about other individuals in the
cern of the party, because funds party," Farr said . adding that
are needed to build a staff and this was not unusual:
do the organizing job needed
to win future elections. It's generally conceded that the Repub- Majority Thinks
lican organization was far su- Humph rev Will Run
perior to the DFL; this year,
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Nearand may have had as much to
do with the election results as ly 60 per cent of DemocraticFarmer ' .- Labor P arty members
the DFL split.
"We've just never come to think Vice President Hubert H.
grips with the financial realities Humphrey will be on the Demoof modern politics," Mondale cratic ticket in 1968, according
to the Minnesota Poll:
said.
The Poll published by the
Mondale said the DFL "can't
i. . P
I .¦
match the Republicans dollar Minneapolis Star and Tribune ' .
for dollar" but must do better
than it has. The DFL reportedly
has about $60,000 worth of campaign bills to pay off. although
not all of this amount is considered debt.

¦

Mondale and State DFL Chairman George Farr both agreed
that the party must do more to
broaden its appeal to the public.
Mondale said he is not sure
the party Is "staying current
with the best new ideas that are
coming out. " He said new ideas
and programs being proposed in
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Let' s take a look at some
terse views on the art of communication. With higher mathematics and the pursuit of science more and more a must
in Junior and Jane 's education ,
we're apt to . forget the advantages of being simply understood. Talking is important , so
talking is what I want to write
about.
With hep talk, jive talk ,
mixed with the acceptable colloqualisms, but projected inv a
kind of mumble, it seems there
is much to be desired, in the
field of expression in our day of
accelerated learning. Not only
do vve need emphasis on the
clarity of speech , but there appears to be a greater need in
the art of formulating and expressing ideas.
When Dale Carn egie came to
realize the power of expression ,
he opener! a.new world to many
an adult that had lacked confidence and self-assurance. He
simply taught people to get on
their , feet and express themselves. Not that this is all Dale
Carnegie taught them , but it
was the basic thing .
ONE COLD January night ,
according to Lowell Thomas,
some 2.500 men and women
thronged into the grand ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania
in New York. They were lured
there by a newspaper ad which
simply said in a full page layout . "Increase your income,
learn to speak effectively, prepare for leadership" I suspect
the magic phrase 'Increase
your income' had something to
do with the appeal of that ad ,
as it was during the depression
days. Yet , when people learned
the proposition included learning to communicate, their enthusiasm didn't seem to wane.
To the contrary, the whole idea
manifested itself into a now
famous approach to adult education started by Dale: Carnegie .
In the face of racial , labor ,
and disturbed world affairs^ it
seems we need a greater understanding. Even an individual
who isn 't able to get his point
across is apt to become frustrated to the point of slamming a door if not breaking
the china. If groups of people
can 't get understanding or they
fail to understand, instead of
slamming the door, they riot.
Seems tomorrow might bring
a calmer civilized era if today
our children were to learn more
abou t communicating, ranging
from simple person-to-person
discussions to platform presentations to include assembly
give and take sessions, panel
and round-table discussions,
not to forget debate.
"YOl'RS TRULY" believes
as distast eful ' as it may be tn
the . shy ones, that speech should
be a major subject starting in
the * upper grades and continuing through senior high. Don't
misunderstand me. 1 know that
panel discussions, recitations
and all are done to bring about
speech awareness. I only feci
somehow the electives on our
high school levels might well
be made required courses .
Here ' s "Something to Live
By ". No matter what you r age ,
learn to express yoursel f
clearly, kindly, and purposefully . If an adult , join a discussion group if need be , but
learn to talk well. It ' s a powerful ton).

DFL Leaders
Seeking to
Rebuild Party

Washington are reflected only in
a "dijdl" way in the DFL platform.
Farr said the party needs
"m ore sophisticated'' stands on
issues and needs to involve a
wider range of people.
Farr did not agree with the
complaint of some Democratic
governors last week that election defeats were caused by
President Johnson's Great Society programs. But Mondale
indicated more must be done to
broaden the party's appeal in
affluen t suburban areas.
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BILL HEHRILL'S

tion member.
Named to committees: Mar.
vin Thompson , Milan Christian,
son and Edward Schaefer, auditing; Thomas Hammer, For.
rest Olson and George ThompWHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) son, nominating, and the Mmes.
—Arvin Christopherson was ap^ Peter Johnson , Lawrence Nelpointed deacon and Odin Rong- son and Arvin-Christopherson,
stad and Anton Void elected to music.
the board of trustees at the an- The congregation approved i
building plan submitted by tha
nual meeting of the Elk Creek planning committee which inLutheran congregation Thurs- cluded recommendations for
day evening. All are three-year a new educational unit, with
eight Sunday school rooms, a
terms.
cry room, narthex,
Others elected: Vernon Schae- and storage space. cloak room
fer , secretary; Clarence Ander- Members of the planning
son, treasurer; G-eorge Ellwood, committee; Lawrence Larson ,
financial secretary; D a v id Wilfred Kindschy, Waldmar PeSteen, stewardship chairman ; terson, Armin Fischer and GorRobert Thronsoa and Spencer don Johnson.
Pederson , stewardship commit- A finance committee elected
to work with the planning comtee ; N"eil Jacobson, memorial mittee is comprised of C J. An.
secretary;. Cedric Anderson, derson, Peter Johnson. Eldon
head usher , and Mrs. David Rongstad, Edward Schaefer and
Steen, board of parish educa- Jerald Nelson.
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Nason on Education
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Much to Learn,
So Little Time

By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
Univer. of Sonthern California
The challenge to "> education
becomes greater all the time.
That's because the world's
knowledge doubles every 10
years or less, whereas in the
Middle Ages tbe doubling is
estimated to have taken 1,000
years.
It is impossible to teach a
student all there is to know
about even one subject, much
less give him a grasp of all

1

—

the subjects in which he might
become involved during a lifetime of changing employment.
This question could be asked: Are too many of our school
and college students, in this
present generation, being merely trained in one skill or another skill, but not educated
in how to learn, think, improvise, and adapt in a fast-changing world? '• ' :

THE NECESSITYof a change
in emphasis from specific vocational training to the development of basic learning skills
is the big challenge.
A student should first learn
to understand what he reads,
to think for himself and to
express his thoughts clearly. He
should learn to handle the basic
tools of mathematics. He
should get some grasp of the
realities of his natural and huWASHINGTON CAP) — Ap- man environment.
peals to racial and religious If while learning these skills,
prejudice in the 1966 political he has also learned how* to
wars were largely unprofitable learn, he need have no fear
to the candidates making them, of having to acquire new skills
the Fair Campaign Practices as old ones become obsolete.
Committee said Saturday night. Students must now be preThe bipartisan committee is pared to live in. a world in
headed by Charles P. ' Tait ol which schools are not the only
Ohio and its honorary members source of learning. Newspapinclude former Presidents Har- ers, magazines, radio and telery S. Truman and Dwight D. vision are playing increasing
Eisenhower. A code of fair cam- roles In the education of youth
paign practices drawn up by the and adults as well.
committee was signed by the
chairmen of the Democratic and A BASIC change In approach
Republican National commit, is called f or if xschools are to
tees and by representatives of Uieet these challenges?
Democratic and Republican Presently, school systems are
campaign committees in the organized for the management
and control of teachers and
Senate and the House.
teaching. A teacher is rated
. Sixty-nine per cent of the can- "superior" if her room Is neat,
didates in 505 races for gover- the bulletin board / in order,
nor, senator and representative class runs smoothly, she is neat
also signed the code; All candi- in her dress gets her reports
^ sends few disdates in Maine signed it and in on time and
only in Nevada did none of the cipline cases to the office.
candidates sign.
It is assumed that if these
"The appeal to racial o>r reli- conditions are present, the pugious prejudices seldom paid off pils will learn.
for the candidates who use it," It is also assumed that if
the committee said, but was the students complete the assigned
basis for 18 per cent of com- lessons they will, in the proplaints, handled.
assimilate learning techThe committee found "a dras- cess,
niques which will suffice in all
tic decline" In complaints based situations.
on exploitation of religious This is not necessarily true!
prejudice since the 3960 cam- In many respects, schools are
paign in which, it said, "the un- doing a good job and many stuwritten law that a Catholic can- dents do gain the knowledge
not be elected was repealed by and skills expected under these
the voters,"
assumptions. But what of those
However, U la noted a contuv who do not?
ued strong appeal to racial New tests should be devised
prejudice which was the basis to determine the adequacy o!
for 12 per cent of the complaints each student's learning habits.
handled, all of them outside the
South,
"The candidates used code
words instead of direct racial
appeals, " the committee said,
"and in the majority of cases ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP)
- A
their racial attacks backfired."
The words or phrases used youth's leg was severed in a
included "violence in the traffic accident Sunday night,
streets, " "forced housing" and and surgeons sewed it back on.
Edward Cissell, 17, lost his
"school busing."
In 68 per cent of the cases left leg below the knee. He was
that involved "dirty politics, " in a Car that crashed into « pole
the committee said, the candi- in North St. Louis, police said.
date involved hi unfair cam- The car driver, Theodore
Adams, 17, suffered amltiple
paign tactics was defeated.
The 51 complaints to the com- head and body injuries and was
mittee came from 27 states, in critical condition.
with 21 of them being against A spokesman at Homer G.
Republicans, 27 against Demo- Phillips Hospital said Cissell
crats and three against other was in satisfactory condition
after his leg was restored.
political groups.
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Racial Appeals
Unprofitable to
Most Candidates
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS 'Hey—Wassa Big Idea! I Didn't Ask For No New Suit For Chirstmasr

Road Bond Issue

}GOP Ads Like
68 Is a Cinch

A Forward Step
WINONA COUNTY, fpflowlns tfi» •»
ample of 20 other counties In Minnesota
including Houston and Fillrnore, has taken
a forward . -step, we believe, in authorizing
a 5750,000 bond issue to speed up highway
construction,

City proj ects Include widening to four
lane*, curb and gutters, of W. Sarnia St ,,
Gilciore Avenue , and Junction Street fro m
M ain Street to Broadway and reconstruction of old Highway. 61 in the vicinity of
the new Vocational-technical school near
the Siebrecht Greenhouses in the far East
End
REMAINDER OF tha fund* will b . d ft-

voted, to improving, farm . to market roads
throughout the county.

THIS, FOR example, not mach bag been
said publicly about the abuse , of power by the
administration 's officials—both in the Departmerrt of Justice and in the Department of
Health , Education and Welfare—in . applying
the laws of Congress cn the "civil rights" issue. Nor have Republicans analyzed for the
people what the continued failure of the administration to approximate g balanced budget can meap to tbe nation's monetary unit.
Yet within the past few weeks he administra-r
tion has '"leaked" hints that it is going, to
spend many billions more next year than it
has in any preceding year.
: Certainly the country is concerned about a
possible tax incre ase. Republican leaders,
hovrever .; haven 't joined together to express a
viewpoint that would reflect the thinking of
the entire nation — which is that it is better
for the government to economize than tokeep on spending, and that it is better to
stimulate the collection of more tax receipts
by a sound fiscal policy than it is to raise tax
rates and disrupt the economy.

Since Samis Street east of Main Street
and the Mankato. Avenue dike are the
route of State Highway .43, both are'maintained as part of the /state system; arid are ,
not involved in the county 's bond issu e
fun-ds.
' Fillmore. County ' -was, the first in South :
eastern Minnesota to take advantage of a
slate aid bond issue. It issued bonds ' in
the amount of $So0,00Q in February 1962.
followed iy Houston County, which issued
S2O6.000 in January 1963- Only other
three-quarter of a million issue was . authorized by Freeborn County, of; which
Albert Lea is the county seat, in AppriL
1565.
"Turnasck funds *' paid; by the state
to restore and modernize highways abandoned by the state, to good • travelable
condition, will be available for the two
project s scheduled in the city. Both are
to be let early in 1967. The Cit y Council
meanwhile, will be pressuring the state
to improve E , Sarnia Street from Main to
"Mankato Avenue which now is only two
lanes wide and has no curb or gutters.

THE ELECTORATE Is ju st a» much worried now as it was a few weeks ago about
the behavior of the administration on various
issues. But very little has been said here , for
instance, about any plan to tackle the crime
problem on a nationwide basis. Nor is any
comment being offered on legislation that
Congress might enact which would make it
easier for police officers to detect and apprehend criminals than it is todav .

The Winona County bonds were sold
at an interest rate or 3.9 percent or almost as low as the $5.8 million bond issue
for our new senior high school and the
vocational-technical school.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Modem traffic demands to cope with
our growth and safety standards, more
than justify the bond issue, in the opinion
of this newspaper, and both city and county governments are to be complimented
for their support of their engineers, Gordon M. Fay and James W. Baird , who
have recommended such projects to advance a forward program of "pay as you
use" work.

Ten Years Ago . . . 1956

3liss Mary Mann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Mann , senior student at St. Barnabas
Hospital School of Nursing. Minneapolis, is
treasurer
of the school' s student government.
¦ "Mrs. Ralph
Kohner was elected president of
Garence ?>5ilier Auxiliary 2 . USWV .
Two students from Winona are candidates
for degrees to be ; conferred at the annual
December ; commencement at the Universitv of
Minnesota. Gale W . Watson is _ candidate' for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. James
W. Serner. an honor graduate of the Winona
State College, will receive a Master
of Arts
¦
degree.
. '. "

When the Saraia Street job . is completed, it will provide the city with another
modern through east-west traffic route,
needed today to help handle rush hour
traffic. And in this connection, serious
thought must be given to stop and go
lights at the Huff-Sarnia intersection ai
well as Main-Sarnia when and if Hi ghway 43 is rerouted.

Twenty-Five Year s Ago ; . ¦.; 1941

Ed Kracbe . with a 123-pin handicap, won
top money in the Red Men 's bowling tournament with a high score of 660; John Orlowski
placed second with 628 with a 11" handicap.
A shipment of 137 knitted articles were made
by the local unit of Bundles for Britain. Included were scarves, helmets, socks, sweaters, mittens and wristlets'

FIRST INTERCHANGE with ln,««rat«

90 is scheduled at Witoka with others
eventually to be constructed at Wilson and
south of St Charles. Most of tie connecting highways will be upgraded to nine
tons.

Fifty Years A go

Needs Stature
'Menlcat© f r *. Pre.sO

PERHAPS NOTHING It «i Impo rtant
to ^du c-atj on in Minnesota during this prelegislature period as the upcoming governor ' s appointments to the State College
Board This board, which governs the fastest grooving segment of the stat e 's higher
education system, has lone lacked the stature 'hat the state colleges deserve.

GOVERNOR ROLVAAG , «ft«r the old

resident-director system was done away
with, made some effort to improve the
quality of the hoard 's lay members But
his failure to recognbe the need for at
least area representation negated much
of his effort Death has done the rest and
the b-oard remains largely without the
stature enjoyed hy the Board of Re gent s
of the university and the State Juni or
College Board .

All projections point !o a continued rapId gro-wth in the state colleges. Tbe initiating of more graduate level programs in
these institutions is inevitable. Student
increa ses at all levels of education make an
improvement of the state college system
most important since the colleges are the
prime source of teichen {or public education in the state.
IT WOULD SEEM imp«rativ* th.f appointments to this board b« given very
careful consideration with the idea of improving the status of the board. Only in this
way "will the state college system find
a sympathetic ear when it go>es to the legislature for procedural changes, money
and authority to launch new and needed

programs.

...

1916

Miss Theda Gildemeister of the Norm al
School faculty Is spendins the week in Southern California for a series of g ddresss and
roundtable conferences beine held in Los Angeles.
The United State? Department nf Agriculture is about to make some exhaustive experiments wtih fl ax straw as a substitute for
wood pulp in thp manufa cture of paper and
arrangements have been made for the use of
the Union Fiber Oi p lant nf this city for that
p-urpose.

College Board

Primarily due to the old system of resident directorships which the legislature
did away with four yean ago, the board ,
as constituted , has not had the credit with
]egi c !ators that it should.
It is partly because of this lack of Mature that the legislature has been lost h to
change rh e fiscal contro ls that the college
presidents , and Gov -Elect Harold LeVander himself , have comp lained of as hampering efficient operation 1; of the college * .

Discontent and
Distrus^^

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON—Republican governor* and
leaders in Congressare giving the impression
that they are more interested at the moment
in selecting a presidential candidate ter 1968
than they are in interpreting the will of the
people in the elections last month. Instead of
beginning to organize a constructive opposition Which will affect the course of legislation tn the next two years, they seem to be
concerned primarily with evaluating the respective ambitions of potential candidates.
Actually, the Republicans really don 't have
a united party yet—only a lot of splinter groups.
The voting in the recent elections reflected
the opposition of the country to many of the
things the Johnson administration and the
Democratic majority in Congress have been
doing in the last two years. But . even so,
none of the potential candidates, of the Republi can . party for the presidency has ventured to articulate the wishes of the peoole
and to dedicate himself to the causes which
prompted so m'ri v millions of people to ; vot e
against the Democratic party a month ago.

Almost half of the money, $325,000 to
be .exact , 3ias been earmarked for street
improvements in the dty of - . Winona. A
considerable part of the balance will be
used for interchanges with Interstate Highway 90 no-w being constructed across Winona County from Dakota to the west
via Witoka. Wilson and St.
coiratv line
¦
Charles.

Seventy-Five Years A go , , . 189 1

H B SedeewirV b^« in his possession a
letter written in !»* hy his grandfather. It
is in a homemade privelcr ^ and sealed with
a wafer. No stamps wero used in those days
and six cents postajre is marked paid on the
o-utside of the envelope.
L. C. Porter nf the L C. Porter Millin g
Co. states that his company will cooperate
writh the plan put forth hy the Northwestern
Miller which would secu re fi .rw.rw pounds of
American four to send tn Russia

One Hundred Years Ago

. . . 1866

In pursuance nf a rall hv letter * missive
from the Fir ^ i R^ oti st Church .
* Council nf
Churches, was convened at their home of worship to advise In the m a t t e r nf fhe ordination
of Rev Jonathan Bnstou ¦
O Lord , thnn hait trarchrd m e , and know n
me.—Psalm 139:1,
m
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WASHINGTON CALLING

By MARQUIS CHTLDS '
WASHINGTON—Since the roof fell in on the Democrats
on Nov. 8 post-mortems have been raining down from every
quarter. Democratic apologists and Republican critics looking for the explanations, whether in the economy, the whits
backlash or the inevltabfe off-year decline following a landslide Presidential victory, can suit their /own prejudices.
Almost without exception , in the view of this observer ,,
thev ienore or play down what is possibly the primary reason for the defeat — the deep
undercurrent of discontent
with the constantly enlarging
war in Viet Nam. Even the
latest Louis Harris survey,
showing approval of the
President's handling of the
Commends -Musicians
war down to a low of 42 perFor Christmas Concert
cent , may not reflect the ex- To the Editor :
tent of the discontent and
I wonder how many peopla
distrust. High prices, high
interest rates, the collapse of really appreciate or even
the housing industry — these know of the amount of real,
and other troubles are traced culture in Winona in the form
back to the war as a root of music and the theater.
The college theater procause.
ductions; put on the year
Much of the discontent over
around are excellent,
Vietnam relates to the conI've attended many Christviction of widespread inequities in the draft. The poor mas concerts , including the
are fighting the war while one last Wednesday night. :
Winona can and should b«
the well-to-do can keep their
sons in school and thereby proud of these fine young peoescape the draft. Out of con- ple. I'd like to heartily comcern , for being thought un- mend all the young musicians
patriotic this is rarely arti- in chorus, band and orchesculated in any public fashion, tra , their teachers and direcperhaps not even to a poll- tors. Many thanks for some
taker. Yet there is reason to fine entertainment.
believe the feeling is widely
Mrs. Markus Husser
held. In talk about the draft
Minneiska , Minn.
the nam es of the Johnson
son-in-law , Pat Nugent , and
VIET POLICY SCORED
actor George Hamilton ,. often
NEW YORK tfl — The
an escort of Lynda /Bird Johnson come up. Whv haven 't Methodist Church's national
missions magazine, W o r l d
they been sent to Vietnam?
Outlook , says that America's
HAMILTON claimed ex- spending of billions of dolemption from the draft as the lars in the Viet Nam war
soie support of his mother, while developing nations are
yet he shares a 39-room man- struggling against poverty is
sion with her iri Hollywood. building up resentment toward
All this seems absurdly irre- the United States around the
world:
velant against the background
"But Viet Nam is only a
of the grave and , from tbe
administration's view , com- sympton of what developing
pelling reasons why the line nations consider the tendency
must be held in Vietnam . of the rich nations to do
things for strictly selfish reaBut it is of such emotional
chaff that political prejudices sons and to keep the poor in
their place," the editorial
and predilections are formadds.
ed.
Much of the mail coming
HIDDEN CHANNELS
to me since Nov. 8 reflects
these attitudes. A woman
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP \
reader in California express- — Limestone regions in Kened it with great forthrighttucky have many miles of
ness. We did not. she wrote,
subsurface stream channels,
vote for Ronald Reagan ; we
sinks and caves:. The most
voted against Gov. Edmund
notable of these is Mammoth
G. Brown , the Johnson adCaye, which was formed in
ministration and the war in
the bedrock when water disVietnam.
solved the limestone.
"We would have voted for
Mickey Mouse if he had been
son has several times sought
¦
running against Brown . . .' ¦' . to trace the origins of the
It's about time you reporters
Vietnamese war back to a
woke up to this fact . and quit
letter sent by President Eitrying to look . into the minds
senhower in 1954 offering aid
of the people. You can't see
and support to the governthe forest for the trees. The
ment in Saigon.
average American knows that
BUT FOR MOST AmeriMickey Mouse will be our
cans this, is likely to seem
next president if he runs
a technical claim, since as
against Johnson in '68.
late as the fall of 1963 the
"THIS YEAR IN California
number of Americans in Vietit was 'anybody but Brown.' nam as "advisers" was 16,All over the countcy in '68 OOQ. Although he had raised
it will be 'anybody but John- the ante. President Kennedy
son.' So why don't you rehad consistently held that the
porter s wake up and tell the
war must be fought in the
big shots in the government
south by the Vietnamess
we're tired of our boys getthemselves. The great escating killed for nothing. It's
lation took; place ln the spring
just as pure and simple as
of 1.965 when the choice
that. "
seemed to be defeat or a
This may be written off as
massive movement of Ama rather arbitrary grass-roots
ericans into the war tone.
judgment. Yet , after all , ReaThis has converted the congan , a former actor and teleflict In all but name to an
vision performer who had
American war.
never before run for public
Former V i c e President
office , won the governorship
Richnrd M. Nixon , with his
by nearly a million votes in
sharp eye firmly fixed on
a state in which the DemoT>8, has said that if the war
crats have a t hree-to-two adis not ended during the comvanta ge in registration over
ing year nothing can prevent
the Republicans. Brown , a
th e Republican party from
good governor who had met
becoming the party of peace.
the requirements of the huge
And dolorous Democrats ara
influx of new people in Cal- saying privately that if tha
i fornia , had no stigma of
war continues into 'fifl the
craft or rormption.
President cannot be re-elected.
ONE CAN HEAR this same
judgment from serious political observers out in the
i
country, The unpopular war
coupled with n growing distrust of the Joh nson personality — the unceasing efforts
of a super-salesman to endear
himbself to nil of the people
all of the time — are. having
a telling effect.
In 1952 nnd In the congressional election two years later Republican propaganda
leaned heavily on "the tbree
Democrat wars." Casualties
Ten mlmitca time could save
in World War I, World Wnr
you JW or more n year, GuarII and the Korean War were
anteed protection for five
added up and scored agnlast
years, Five coverages (or one
the party that had been in
IOW price, This is a packaga
power when ench of thn.so (lollcy similar to n homeownwars began. President Johners, if you ore a careful driver
your futu'i premiums will be
By Parker and Hart
less,

Letters to The
Editor

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUN D

Gland imy Should
Probe Em

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - What the
United States •» needs right
now is a citizens grand jjury
to investigate the' battle of
the bugs. This would ascertain not merely which is the
greater entomologist, J. Edgar Hoover or Bobby Kennedy, but more important, to
what extent the sanctity of
the home has been invaded.
One of the most important
guarantees of the Constitution, written into it by the
founding fathers who had to
suffer invasion of the home
by British Red Coats, was
that no police or officer or
government may enter your
home without a search warrant This is based on the
old principle ' of English law
that a man's home is his
castle
DESPITE this, electronic
listening devices have been
placed in homes and hotel
rooms, not only without a
search warrant but with no
authorization by a judge or
in some cases even by the
attorney general. And FBI
snoopers, sitting at the end
of these bugs, have listened
in on intimate- talks between
husbands and wives, on distinguished visitors to the
United States, on foreign ambassadors, and in some cases
on White House conversations.
Under the law of the District of Columbia , any federal judge has the power to
impanel a citizens grand jury
to investigate a violation of
law or a condition which
threatens the citizens of the
nation's capital . The judge
does not have to get an OK
from the Justice Department
or the White House or anyone else. He can act on his
own .
The most courageous on
the District Court bench is
William B. Bryan t, a Negro.
Some of the other judges
probably would not be happy
about bucking either J. Edgar Hoover or Kennedy who
picked some of thern .
SEN . ED Long, D-Mo.,
found himself in that posilion when he began probing
eavesdropping as chairman
nf a Senate subcommittee
entrusted with that duty. He
made a courageous start in
exposing entomologists in In.
ternal Revenue , then his
courage fled. One year npo
Bud Fensterwald. able com mittee counsel , was in Las
Vegas where he collected details
regarding
Hoover's
ramified bugging operation
the re , But Sen. Long did not
proceed. He was not afraid
to tackle the unpopular Internal Revenue, but was scarTHE WIZARD OF ID

House was informed that Attorney General
Nicholas
Katzenbach was reporting on
various operations in the Justice Department to his old
boss. Bobby Kennedy, and
Bobby, through Katzenbach,
continued to run the Justice
Department; If true, it is understandab-le that Katzenbach was transferred to the
State Department and a job
for which he had no back- '
ground. .;
One report which irked the
President was that his own
wires were being tapped —
with . the information going
back to Bobby. He had given
specific orders over a year
dO SO. . .- . '
Here are some of the as- ago against eavesdropping.
This kind of surveillance,
pects of the . battle of the
bugs which need investiga- if true, occurs only in police
states. It should be investition :
.Aspect No 1 -~- Was Hoov- gated and the facts given the
er acting on his own,'. or . with public.
Attorney General Kennedy's
Aspect ?fo . 3 — Assistant
approval when he engaged in Attorney General Mitchel
the who3esale eavesdropping Bogovin. in charge of the
which the Justice Department Justice Department's tax divihas now revealed to the Su- sion, is credited with inducpreme Court?
ing the Justice Department
to make a clean breast of
THERE IS evidence that the FBI wiretaps in the Fred
Bobby listened with some de- Black income tax conviction,
light to FBI tapes of moni- thereby upsetting the convictored conversations , while tion and requiring a new trial.
visiting FBI offices in New
York and Chicago. He now
BLACK WAS th* clos«
says that Hoover placed friend of Bobby Baier, whose
these bugs without his ap- indictments are now being
proval. Who is telling the questioned! because his contruth 7
versations also were monitor.Aspect No. 2 — . The White ed by an FBI bug.
ed to death of J. Edgar
Hoover.
Now that Hoover and Bobby have gotten into their bugging battle. Sen. Long says.
"The ice is broken ," and be
will proceed: However, he is
one year late and it will take
more courage than Sen. Long
has displayed in the past to
conduct the thorough probe
of wiretapping and eavesdropping to which the public
is entitled.
.
If . U.S. Judge Bryant or
another . Judge ', does not call
a citizens grand jury , the
chief judge i David Bazelon ,
of the U.S.: Court of Appeals,
has the pjower to step in and
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ATTENTION

AUTO OWNERS

What more could you ask
for in aulo insurance olus being In a top urmle stock company.
Ask Phil or Bvnri at the
I'ltl lip ' niiumnnn Agency all
about It. Thnt 's tho:

Philip Baumann
Agency, Inc.

M\ Mflln Sf.

Phon* IM»

(Where there 's plenty
o( Utt parkin Ri

Accident on
Duluth Street
Kills Woman

Joseph Kennedy
Back at Home

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A freak accident on a hilly
Duluth street has claimed the
life of an elderly woman from
that city.
That death along with three
others boosted Minnesota's 1966
record highway fatality count
to 922, or more than the total
one year ago today. The total
for all of 1965 was 877.
Mrs, Russell G. Barnes, 81,
died in. a Duluth hospital Sunday about four hours after she
was struck by a car. Police said
her husband had parked the car
and was walking around the
vehicle to check its. distance
from the curb when the car
rolled backward .
Mrs. Barries was struck as
she stood at the corner "two or
three car lengths" below where
the car had been parked , a police official said,
Raymond Simnuig, 35. Green
Isle, Winn., was killed early
Sunday when his car collided
with a Milwaukee Road freight
train five miles, northwest of
Norwood in Carver County.
Another

victim,

HYANNIS PORT, Mass. (AP)
— Former Ambassador Joseph
P. Kennedy, 78, has returned to
his Cape Cod home after a stay
at New England Baptist Hospital .
He entered the hospital Dec. 5
for removal of skin lesions from
his chest by his physician, Dr.
Russell L. Boles, and later was
treated for a circulatory condition.
¦

Regional Controls
For San Francisco

BEBKEXEY, Calif. (API Regional government may be
conning to the San Francisco
Bay area. The Association of
Bay Area Governments is asking the legislature to create an
agency with authorization for
taxing, waste disposal, park and
recreational needs and regional
planning for nine counties and
91 cities. A 34-member executi-ve committee appointed by
officials of the participating
cities would run the agency.

Biock, 26, Moose Lake, died Saturday when his car hit a railread overpass on US. 61 about
two miles north of Barnum in
Carlton County.
Mrs. Mabel L. Wicker , 83, St.
Paul, died in a St. Paul hospital
Sunday. She was injured Friday
when she was hit by a car in
C. tlie capital city.
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Cold Delays
Operation to
Change Sex

MINNEAPOLIS (APr- The
common co>ld has delayed University of Minnesota surgeons
from performing an operation
that would change their patient
from a man into a legal female.
Two other men are also awaiting the transsexual operation at
the university hospitals, and letters pf inquiry from eight to ten
more, have been received,
Dr. Donald W. Hastings, the
Medical School's chief of psychiatry and neurology, said Sunday
the surgery had been scheduled
for Tuesday but now is expected
sometime in the nest two weeks.
The Minneapolis Tribune revealed the operation—first of
this type in Minnesota—would
take place in the near future in
a copyrighted story in its Sunday edition.
The case, similar to the Christine Jorgensen surgery by Scandinavian doctors, will be the
first of a hoped for series at
the university.
"We hope to have a minimum
of 20 in t he next year or. two;
then bring them b ack every six
months; the purpose being to
determine the type of social
adjustment the person is able to
make as a female.
"The only way to ever settle
the problem of whether surgery
does help is to measure the adjustment these people make. We
simply don't have this data at
the present,"
Hastings emphasized that the
transsexual oper ations are a
linking of . surgery with psychiatry.
"The heart of the matter Is
either you can ch ange the mind
to fit me body—and we simply
don't know how to do that—or
the other approach is to try to
change the body to fit the mind,
to make the person resemble
the female which he desperately
wants to be. "
Hastings said the medical
school's interest is specifically
that surgery seems to offer hope
for these people who desperately
want to change their se:x.
"There is not a group that has
been well studied before surgery
nor a follow up study for post
operative purposes," the psychiatrist said.
Hastings said the surgery Is
routine, quite -similar to that
used for removal of certain cancer. Male sex organs are removed and a vagina is constructed by plastic surgery,
along with modifications to the
pelvis.
The patient then goes on a
steady prescription of female
hormones to enhance the female
appearance. And the patient is
sterile .
Hastings said the men who
want to become women have
told him : "I'm a woman in a
man's body.
"We don 't think there 's anything genetically wrong, it must
have been learned in the first
months of life. How this transpires we don't know. They are
normal males C physically)." '
Somewhere in their early
ciiildhocd all began to identify
with the female, such as "dolls
and dresses instead of fire engines,'' Hastings said.
Asked why the medical school
decided to begin the transsexual
surgery, Hastings replied :
"Ver y simply , we've beep seeDISl

: . ^:;:;'::^^\;; :::'0:#|f^^

r

study period between acceptance and surgery during which
the patient is diagnosed, mentally and physically, records
are set up and he is put on a
six-month trial using fem ale
hormones.
At the end of this period the
patient may decide on surgery.
Hastings said similar operaSuch patients will be referred tions were performed at the
to the medical school only by University of Southern Califorphysicians! You can't walk in nia, and a current program is
the door and ask for a change. tinder way at Johns Hopkins
Also, there is a seven-month ' TJniverstiy at Baltimore, Md.

ing these patients and we didn't
know what U <16 for them. They
are tragic, distressed people,"
who» may attempt suicide.
He noted that it is much rarer
for a woman to wish to be
changed into a male, and such
surgery can't be done as "handily " as on a male.
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Castro Praises
Viet Cong Stand

HAVANA f AP ) .— Prime Minister Fidel Castro declared Sunday night that Communists in
Vietnam are showing the world
that it is possible to resist and
conquer "imperialist aggres. .- . 'x . :
sion."
Addressing a graduating cla^s
of 425 agncnltural and ranching
technicians at Havana University, Castro said, "Few small
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Radiant! America 's Largest Selling 6 Year Old Kentucky Bourbon,. .
resplendent in a lustro>us foil holiday wrap! A bright and shining g ift !

BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts tax officials are spotchecking to make sure the three
per cent sales tax is picked up
by sellers of Christmas trees.
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that only a few hundred meter*
from the embassy bombs fell
from capitalistic planes," he
said.
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countries like ours, also threatened only 90 miles away by the
imperialist monster, can appreciate the extent of the Vietnam
example. "
He ' accused' the United States
of intensifying the Vietnam war
by bombing residential areas of
Hanoi , a charge repeatedly denied by U.S. officials in Washington and Saigon.
"Our own embassy located in
the center of Hanoi informed us
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Ready-to-Eat
Canned Ham

Or-$7.50 Gilt Certificate
'''

v,,h ,he purchase of any major appliance
. . . now thru December 24th.
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Nonagriculture GIs Welcome
Employment in Invasion of
Minnesota Up

Business Mirror

T/jousonc/s too/c
For Ski Season

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Badness News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP ) - Upon us
now is a season commonly referred to as winter by some but
more often as the ski season by
somewhere between 15 million
and 6 million Americans.
Sinct nobody knows the defiaitioa of a skier, the estimates
?try widely. The people who
operate the ski areas say, howaver, that at least two million
individuals ski regularly and
* -.
'often.. - '
.
As the definition ol a skier
broadens, however, so do the
figures. '
Many people, for example ,
buy ski clothes and never ski,
spend money on transportation
to ski resorts but then sit in the
sun, wear ski boots merely for
the secure feeling they give
'
when rested
¦ ¦ on the
¦ bar s brass
.rail. . - ; . . ¦ ¦ . .
In some statistics, however,
all these count as skiers. This
ltads to the distinction of skiing
as a sport and skiing as an Industry. The latter is, of course,
'larger. ' •
So rapidly is (he skiing Industry growing now that it threatens to encompass much of fall
and some of spring as well as
all the winter months. Even in
summer, in fact, ski movies

mensloM, mhij-akirteight Inch- D-Mo., and Repa. Joseph V.
es above the knee, green eyes Resnick , D-N.Y-, George W.
and blonde hair attracted con- Grider, D-Tenn., and lera
siderable attention on the street Thomais, D-Tex.
Sunday. She will be on tbe Although both .sides have proarmed forces radio all this claimed 48-hour cease- fires for
¦
week. . ,
Christmas and New Year's,
Aathor John Steinbeck alio It some of the GIs will mils tht
visiting with troops and four visiting VIP'a because they will
members of Congress are ex- be on watch-posts with eyes
pected to remain for the holi- peeled for an unwanted Viet
SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP ) days — Sen. Stuart Symington, Cong visitor.
— The GIs in Vietnam are getA*v»ri!Mmtnf
ting ready for a Christmas Invasion, and some of it should be
fun.. .

ST. PAUL (AP)—Nopigrieultural employment in Minnesota
last month was 50,000 above the
level a year earlier, tha state
Department of Employment Security said Saturday.
The November level of 1,152,000, however, showed a seasonal
decrease of 8,500 from October.
Assistant Commissioner R. l_
Davis added that unemployment
rose in November to 42,300, an
increase of 4,900 over the October figure. However, the 1966
November total was 8,900 below
that for a year ago,
Manufacturing employment,
particularly in durable goods,
showed a less than, normal seasonal drop. The 700 decline from
279,800 to 279400 was 1,000 to
1,500 less than experienced in
recent years. '

have a popular following.

From this growing activity
and its related pastimes, the
retailers of clothes and equipment, of transportation and
room and board , expect to earn
$750 million this season. This is
the industry 's own estimate.
The figure goes up about 15
per cent each year and , based
on reportedly higher sales of
clothing and equipment early
this season, may grow at an
extreme rate of 20 per cent this
season .
Skiing is hot the most violent
of sports but it is, unquestionably, one of the more violent participant sports. The industry,
"however, does not boast of its
busted bones with the same enthusiasm as it brags of sales.
In just one weekend early thii
year at least -450 skiers were
injured badly - enough on New
England ski slopes to need medical treatment, many ot them
with broken bones. These
figures are a minimum , for the
survey was far from complete.
An estimate comes from a
casualty insurance company
that about six bf every 1,000 active skiers on a given day will
be injured and that about 55 per
cent of them will be beginners.
Although the economic loss
may be small in many of the
accident cases, it can run into
thousands of dollars and the loss
of months of work. Ski injuries
often ar« twist injuries, resulting in displacement as well as
fracture.
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Fisherman Drowns
At Menomonie

Entertainers

Bob Hope commands the largest task force of invaders, but
the bare, legs and jokea of his
troupe will share the spotlight
with Billy Graham, Francis
Cardinal Spellman and several
congressmen.
Evangelist Graham and the
Roman Catholic archbishop of
New York both have scheduled
trips to military installations
and will conduct some religious
services.
Hope left Los Angeles Friday
with bis 69-meraber fun company for his 15th annual Christmas
tour and his 25th journey to entertain American, servicemen:
Hope's troupe also includes
Phyllis Diller, Joey Heatherton ,
Anita Bryant, Les Brown and
his band, and the Korean Kittens. They will perform in Vietnam, Guam, Thailand and the
Philippines.
Gen. Earle Johnson, U.S.
Army chief of staff , also will be
in Vietnam this week. But the
average soldier will be a lot
more interested in Chris Noel, a
26-year-old disc jockey who is in
Saigon to attract attention for
her program. Her 36-24-36 di-

MENOMONIE, "Wis. (fl ' _- A
Menomonie man died Stmday
when his car broke through ice
on Lake Menomin about 12 feet
JAMES tEE COLLINS
from shore.
At Questioning by Greensburg, Indl., Police
The body of Edwin O. Wold,
48, was recovered from li feet
firing at both . officers. . ' The of water. Authorities said his
car was among several vehicles
trooper fell .
Blodgett, who was not hit, which had been driven onto the
said Sprinkle and Collins fled on ice by fishermen.
foot in opposite directions and
he shot Sprinkle. "He fell dead
in a drainage ditch alongside
the highway, " the deputy said.
Ernstes said Collins met him
and his wife outside their home,
holding a shotgun he had found
In most instances individual
GREENSBURG , Ind. (AP ) - inside. He was wearing some of
or group insurance policies pay
Ernstes' clothes.
much of the medical bills for , A teen-ager hunted in the slaying
of
a
state
trooper
an
held
generally speaking, the insurThe couple was ordered into
ance companies consider skiing elderly farm couple captive the house, Ernstes said. When
accidents ho different than oth- more than five hours before sur- he refused Collins struck him
BUY YOUR
er accidents.
renderin g Sunday without re- With his fist , then : prodded him
Sudden blasts 6f noise can be uncomforl- iX^^^».
with the shotgun,
A dispassionate attitude also sistance.
eble.
Especially if your hearing did doesn ' t
\ \
"I think lie was pretty nervexists among participants, At a James Lee Collins, 18, Erlan" shut them out quickly.
ous,"
Mrs,
Ernstes
said.
large
New
York
life
insurance
) I
ger,
Ky.,
was
jailed
on
a
preTONKA TRUCK
The new Zenith Moderator eliminates
company last week the activi- liminary charge of first-degree
I
"His own clothes were wet
ties committee made plans for a murder.
this pdinful sliock. And if gives you this proand dirty, '' she added. "He did
F
(/
FOR KIMS,
ski trip to upstata New York.
A companion, James W. everything possible to help his
vy : ' :
lection automatically.
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Ask us for a free demonstration. We think
Said a spokesman: "Why Sprinkle, 29, Newport, Ky., died appearance. He even scraped
IT'l MOT
should we be worried about in- in the gun battle which killed mud off his shoes."
we can save you discomfort.
. '^* - . ¦/. ."
trooper William R. Rayner, 30, Ernstes said Collins acted
juries?
Last
year
we
had
four
TOD TE
tough at first; but "finally carhe
girls injured in bicycle acci- Greensburg.
Lawrence B. Enistes, 78, and around after an hour. I pointed
dents in Bermuda, We didn't
Above> Kresge 'i
$0 HURRY
Sl'/s'-' W.. 3rd ¦ ¦
his wife , Christine, 76, said they out the difference; in our ages,
have that many from skiing. "
wer.e confronted by the youth and said to him; 'Surely you
AMD SEE
when they returned home from don't need a gun to defend yourchurch.
self against us.' "
OUR UROI
When the couple's son , Henry,
The youth then unloaded the
52, and his wife, Ruby, 52, shotgun and put it down,
SELECTION.
stopped by 5V4 hours later, the Ernstes said.
elder Mrs. Ernstes signaled Mrs. Ernstes cooked
Ift. . f . $10aOO
bacon
REDUCED PRICES
that something was wrong. The and eggs. "He ate well , " she
¦
daughter-ih-law. darted from the said . . " ¦ ".- • "
¦"¦ " ¦ :
' "
«ft
$14-99
house, ran down the road and
/- ¦> -" ' " - rAT:. - ¦..- ^: " - . -^ ¦;- :" Ernstes said the youth told
flagged one of; the dozens of
him, "Listen , old man, you've
police cars combing the area.
ROBB STORE
Collins and Sprinkle were ab- treated, me nice. Come dark , I'll
V * S HARDWARE
sent
without leave from the slip away. You won't be the
576 E. 4th St. Phon* 4007
MIRACLE MAIL
Louisville , Ky., Community worse for it. "
Guidance Center, a supervisory ALMA TYPING STUDENT
BBBBBa aBaaaB aHi^^^ _.^
institution for parolees. AuthorMMnNiearcjswTOa^
ALMA, Wis. (Special)—Mary
ities said they were in a stolen
car with Sprinkle driving when Sue Smith, who attends Alma
8
You Deserve Good Serv ice
IRayner stopped them early Sun- High School won third place in
the beginning manual competif From Any Watch You Buy This Christmas! § day on Interstate 74 about three tion
for a November typing conmiles east of here.
Be Sure! Get Yours at Morgan's
|
test. These monthly contests are
|
David Blodge tt Jr., 38 , of -open to all high school typing
5
Full Time Watchmakers for 1 00 Years! § Greensburg, a deputy
sheriff students in Wisconsin. Mary 's
with the trooper, said as Rayner teacher is William Freese. Her
J You can choose from fully jeweled, guaranteed timepieces S approached the auto on foot , parents are Mr. and Mrs . GarR startini at Ten Dollars and Ninety-Five Cents at Morgan 's.
Sprinkle stepped out and began old Smith, Alma.

Youth Hunted
In Indiana
Slaving Caught
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• CLOSE-OUTS • IRREGULARS

RAINCOATS — Man's, ladies', Childre n's
•GARMENT BAGS — All sires and styles
TABLE COVERS —- Plain, Printed, Loco

BOWL COVERS, APPLIANCE COVERS, BASKET LINERS, BASKETS, LACE DOIIIES, MATS
'¦7. . ' : &: SCARVES ;;

LOW, LOW PR ICES
STORE HOURS:

Dec. 19-23 — 1 to 9 p.m.
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to thorough that sufferer* made
«storii»l)iJie atatementi like ''Pilea
have teased to be * proWeml .
The secret ii a xew h«Itnp iubstance (Bio-Dyn««)-d|icovery of
» world-Zamoui reue.reh inatItata.
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At all drug counters.
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TOBOGGANS

N.w V.rk, JV. T. <$p«fJ»W-For tht
fir»t time iciencr has found a new
fiealinc aubatance with the aatoniihtn* ability to shrink hemorrhoidi. stop HcMnr. and relieve
pain - without suriery.
Ia «e>« after can,-while gently
wlievina- pain, actual reduction
(shrinkage) took plac,.
Moit aitiaiinrof«n-resultawere
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

Future Store Hours:
Mondays & Fridays—1 fo 9 p.m.
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Russ Blame
Better to Give
China, U.S.
For Hardships "Than to Receive
DEAR ABBY:

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
Associated Press Writer
Ivan Iyanovich has had a bit
of bad news.
The Russian man in the street
suspects he must put aside
some of his dreams.
He will be given to undertand
"the U.S. imperialists " in Vietnam are mostly to blame; He
also will get the idea (hat Red
China is partly to blame, too,
and he will resent that even
more.
.' '. ^
Those who know Russians
well say that when the Soviet
regime announces an increase
in th* military.budget, Ivan can
only feel a pang of dismay. This
reaction is instinctive. Higher
up the social and educational
ladder there js more sophisticated knowledge of what goes
on. This generates a clash between intellectual elements and
the conservative faction of the
Communist bureaucracy, and
division along these lines appears to extend all the way up
to the summit of the leadership.
Thus, the Soviet budget announced last week can cause
new strains.
The budget Includes the biggest increase in defense spending in four years and the highest
military spending rate in more
than a decade.
The government concedes
there will be shortages in some
raw materials, which probably
means military industry will get
a bigger share.
There may be fewer television
sets, radios, refrigerators and
the other things Ivan was buying; or planning to buy.
rvan will , suspect that gradually things will cost more, too,
despite a government effort to
keep the lid on retail prices. It
is decreed now that industry
must be profitable. Somebody
has to pay.
Decent visitors to the Soviet
Union report a widespread
awareness that high party and
government leaders are con.
cerned about worsened relations
with Red China.
The ordinary Russian, these
sources report, sees Red Chinese attitudes as rank ingratitude for past help.
The pressure for more military spending Is awkward. The
leadership has been trying to
raise living standards. The plan
has been to boost the over-all
nxinimum wage to 60 rubles a
month by 1970, to double collec-

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Now that Christmas is nearly here, I
want to air something that has irritated me for a long time.
It's people who don't send Christmas gifts anymore. Instead they send you a tacky card Informing you that "a
gift in your name" has been sent to THEIR favorite charity. That way they don't have to bother shopping for Christmas gifts, and all their "gifts" are listed as deductible expense on their tax return. Pretty cute, if you ask: me.
"WISE" IN NEW HAVEN

LBJ Tackles
Agriculture,
Space Budgets
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YMCA FITNESS BRIEFS
By HANK MALY

program of exercise should be made
A to fit the needs of those persons who
desire to get in shape and stay in shape.
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - PresiA sound physical exercise program should
dent Johnson wrestles with the
provide each participant with such things /
as: the burning of . calories, increasing the
big space and agriculture, budpower to burn calories, raising the metabgets today as he swings into a
olism, strengthening the heart, keeping a
full schedule of official conferhigh volume of blood flowing, and creatences at his Texas ranch.
ine a demand by the muscles for more
Summoned to the President's I
Maly
oxygen and nutrients than any other
home near Johnson City, 65 I known form of exercise.
miles west of here, were Budget
Director Charles L. Schultze,
recession,
Secretary of Agriculture Orville run around $135 billion.
L. Freeman and Director James The budget, however/ is just Other problems facing the
E. Webb of the National Aero- one of two major documents President include the future of
nautics and Space Administra- Johnson is preparing for Con- his "Great Society'' programs,
tion.
gress. The other is his State of Including social welfare and
For the current year, Johnson the Union message — a broad other domestic efforts; the
proposed budgets of nearly $7 outline of his goals and plans for question of the military draft
and future defense projects.
billion for agriculture and $5.1 the country's future.
billion for NASA.
SHOWBOAT THEATER
ZURICH UI> — A showboat
The budget the President now Johnson also faces In the next
is working on, for presentation few weeks a decision on wheth- touring towns along the banks
to Congress next month, covers er to increase taxes. Some econ- of Lake Zurich is the latest
the 12 months starting July 1. omists believe a tax hike is stimulus to theatrical activiSecretary of Defense Robert needed now to bring federal in- ty in Switzerland's largest
¦
S. McNamara will be at the come and spending into closer - .city./
ranch Tuesday, presumably to balance and to dampen inflaThe project has been orhelp nail down some of the final tionary pressures.
ganized by George Mueller,
details of the new defense bud- Others, however, feel an in- who plans a tour'' of repertory
get, expected to total nearly $70 crease in taxes now, when some including legit dramas, conbillion.
economic indicators are turning cerns, lectures and satirical
The total budget will likely mushy, would only promote a cabaret.

All Coal Users

A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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DEAR WISE: Sorry, but I disagree.
I think one . of the more civilized practices of recent years is donating to
charity instead of sending extravagant
gifts tb people who already have more
than they need.
Knowing that a contribution to a
worthy cause had; been made in my
name would be "gift" enough for me.
He who takes but never gives may
last for years, but never lives.
Abby
DEAR ABBY: Seven years ago I did
a terrible thing. I had an affair with a man. His wife
sued him for divorce, but they went back together again,
thank God.
My wonderful husband forgave me, and we moved out
(Sod now and am leading a good
of town.
¦ ¦ I have found
¦
life. . . '

I am a teacher's aid at school. When school started last
fall I found out that the wife of the man I had the affair
with is our student counselor. She can ruin my whole life
by telling; the other teachers about my past. .
Should we move again? The dear Lord knows I have
suffered enough for my sins. I am getting very nervous
DESPERATE
over this. Please answer soon.

0000
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF HIGH GRADE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commandtr Rang.
Commander 6x3
Commander Larg* Lump
Illinois «xJ
Winter King Small Lump
Berwlnd Brlquetree
Petroleum Brlqu«rre*

•
•
•
-•

Pocahontai Furnace Slj»
Party Stoktr
Commandtr Stoker
\
R«<»y Glow Stoker
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THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THB
COZY COMFORT OF COAL HEAT

Joswick Fuel & Oil

Phone 3389

901 E. 8th St.

Where You Get More Heat A t Lower Cost

SHOP THE EA.SY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST

DEAR DESPERATE:: Hands off the panic button.
Stay where you are for the present. In all probability
she will not disclose your past because of her husband's
role ih it. Forget it and continue to lead the good life.
DEAR ABBY: We have some friends whose teen-aged
son was killed recently. Wanting to be of some help, I fried
three chickens, wrapped them in aluminum foil and sent
them to their home in a large cardboard box. I thought
that poor mother had enough on her mind without worrytag about Kturnmg a fancy platter or tray.
A friend told me that I shouldn't nave sent the chicken
over that way—that it\ looked like I didn't "trust" the
family to return my platter. Was I wrong? WONDERING

Wr

COMBINED PLEASURrl

l W^
^_^^^ %V

DEAR WONDERING: In my book you were extremely considerate to have sent the chicken in a disposable container. (Others could learn from you.) But
I am -wondering what kind of "friend" would be so unkind as to plant such a preposterous notion in your
mind?
x .CONFIDENTIAL TO PAMELA P. — Wherever you
are. Please contact your mother to let her know that
you are well. She is sick with worry. No questions will
be asked. •
Troubled? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped., self-addressed envelope.
tive fanners' incomes, which
are the country's lowest, and to
boost industrial wages by 20 per
cent All this is expensive in a
country with a labor force of 100
million whose government bears
all the cost.

New Russian
Underground
Test Indicated

The thtnge Ivan Ivanovich
wants axe high priced. A television costs a month's wages, a WASHINGTON (AP) - Seisrefrigerator more than that. He mic signals brginating from the
has been buying things on the central Soviet Union equivalent
Installment plan through credit to a nuclear blast in the low-inextended by state stores, but termediate range have been
perhaps that will be slowed recorded by the Atomic Energy
down, too. Installment buying in Commission, indicating another
underground nuclear
1965 reached about three billion Soviet'
Burnt Cleaner
rubles worth, and since there is test. '.
and Hotter
a shortage of quality goods, The seismology institution at
there is additional danger of Uppsala, Sweden, however , reported recording a disturbance
JOSWICK'S FUEL inflationary pressure.
Prices probably will be going larger than an Oct. 27 Soviet
& OIL
test blast — which the AEC said
up in any event.
901 East Sanborn St.
at that time was the largest unIvan is not interested In derground test yet.
Phone 3389
figures.
He knows from public
Where you get more heat
announcements that something An AEC spokesman, quesat lower coit.
is being done and that the . mon- tioned about the conflicting reRELAXI OIL HEAT
ey will come from his pocket. It ports, said the AEC was certain
IS SAFEI
must make him sad.
Sunday's disturbance was in the
low to intermediate force range.
The spokesman said that means
an equivalent of 20,000 , tons of
TNT.
The AEC had put the Oct 27
blast at near one million tons of
TNT. Tbe United States says
invites you to come in and sea
that none of its underground
tests in Nevada have been of
how quickly and easily you can Improve
more than half the force of the
big Soviet shot.
¦
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Color TV «

•6-speaker stereo sound
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•Solid State FN-AM and FM Stereo radio
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J• So,,d Stete 4awatt P8ak power amplifier
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LUND TYPEWRITER CO.

your writing efficiency with a new

Smith-Corona Powerline portable!
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Blaise Pascal of France made
the first attempt to add with
a machine in 1642.
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Floor

Covering
Highway el at Minnesota Clry
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This la tho basic Smith-Corona portable. It has the same
a II steal wrap-around frame aa the deluxe Smith-Coronas.
Tho same full 88 character olflco-sko keyboard.The
same sophisticated design and precision engineering
Insldo and out! Designed and priced for personal use—
at home, In echool or on tho road. You sot a lot of typewriter lor your money In a Super Storl Ing™.Try It todoyl

Ideal Christmm Choic* —
• CARPETING
• SEAMLESS POURED
FLOORS
• FLOOR TILE
• CERAMIC FLOORS
A WALLS
• LINOLEUM
Phon* Anytlim: 8-3105
(Winona Exchange)
Lyle & Joann Zlogeweld,
Own«rs
Open 8 a.m. • 9 p.m.

\

RCAVICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO
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NELSON TIRE SERVICE

Fourth and Johnson

Yes . . . We Service What We Sell

Phone 2306
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semi-sheath gown oi ivory crepe and Rolf Garthus, brother of
trimmed with lace. The empire the bride, groomsman. Sherbodice was fashioned with a man Beyer, Roland Isaacson,
portrait neckline highlighted and Wayne Tboreson were
with elbow-length sleeves. She ushers.
wore a shoulder-length mantilla A reception was held in the
veil featuring lace trim, and church parlors immediately folWHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) carried a bouquet of calla lilies. lowing the ceremony.
Suzanne Garthus, St. Paul,
The young coupple is spendMinn,, became the bride of My- Miss Bonita Garthus, sister of ing their wedding trip skiing at
honor,
ron T. Asplin, Cokato-, Minn., at the bride was maid of
Vail, Colo. Upon their return
Our Saviour's Lutheran Church, and Miss Debra Gunderson, they will reside in St. Paul.
.
They
wore
identiWhitehall, Saturday. The Rev. bridesmaid
cal floor-length, semi - sheath
Clifford Rjtland officiated.
gowns of turquoise velvet and ARCADIA SCHOOL CLOSING
The bride is the daughter crepe, featuring empire bodice
of Mrs. Knut Amble^ Whitehall, fashioned with a portrait neck- ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) _
and the groom, the aon of Mr. line and three-quarter length Superintendent Willard B.
and Mrs. Theodore Asplin, Co- sleeves. They carried bouquets Gautsch announced that the
Arcadia schools will be dismisskato, Minn. .
of white carnations and daisy ed Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. for
The bride, escorted by her un- pompons.
the Christmas holidays. Classes
cle, Ira B. Garthus, Minneapowill resume Jan. 3.
man
best
lis, was attired in a floor-length, James Lundeen was

Suzanne Garthus
Becomes Bride of
Myron Asp lin

Episcopal School
Children Present
Yule Program

Miss Sharon Kay Helm's
engagement to Richard V.
Reynolds, son of Mrs. Elotse
Reynolds of Kasson, Minn;,
and George Reynolds, Minneapolis, is announced fcy
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Heim, St, Charles,
Mimii
Misi Helm is a medical
secretary at the Mayo Clinic
and works part time at the
Brownell Drug Store, Rochester. Her fiance is employed at IBM and attends Rochester State Junior College.
A June wedding is plan-

Youth of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church presented a Christmas
program Sunday morning in the
sanctuary of the church. Mrs.
David Fleming and Mrs. Frank
G. Mertes were in charge of
the program.
A processional of Sunday
School. members led by the Ju>
nior Choir ushered participants
into the church. Songs and readings given by departments directed by Jack Cady, third
grade; Dr. K. D. Barcel and
Mrs. C. W. Schmidt, sixth and
seventh grades; Mrs. Herbert
Hassinger, eighth grade: Misses
Carol Hubbard and Linda Buswell, kindergarten, first and
second grades; Mrs. Luis Galvez and Scott Tolleson, fourth
and fifth grades. Tricia Mertes
and Jeanne Sawyer accompanied the latter group.
Guitar accompaniment was
played by Angus White and
Jesse GerUch. Mra. Frank Van
Alstine directed the choir and
Mrs. William Sillman was or:
ganist.
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CHBUSTMA8 SURPRISE . . . Members
of the 8th grade confirmation class at St.
Paul's Episcopal Church, and Joanne Boettcher and Jim Sillman gave a surprise nativity
play at the annual Christmas program in
the church Sunday. From left , those in the

manger scene are, Robin Waltz, Miss BoettCher, Mr. Sillman, Edith Cady and Carol
Runkel. Debra Barcel was the Christ Child.
She is . the four-week-old daughter of Er.
and Mrs. K. D. Barcel, 964 E. Broadway.

Put EIega nce, Eco no my
In Holiday Entertaining
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A bootfl with a bounty nf
warn) eece from ankle ><>
t°e . G reen corduroy . Cuslicrepe sole.
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SUEDE
C.
SLIPON, warmly lined in
Borg fleece. Mocha. M.L
8.00

Black. 6Vi-7Vi.

The Wenonah Rebekah Lodge
7 has changed the place of this
week's meeting from the Happy
Chef . Restaurant to the home of
Mrs. Paul Griesel Sf., 206 E. ,- '; v ' .' "
Sanborn St.
The group will meet at 8
p.m. Wednesday as planned.
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CHRISTMAS
COLLECTION
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B. SHORTIE GLOVE, Unllned capsskin. A length welcome in all wardrobes.
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Any man of your Christmas list will welcome Aramis.
Here are just a few of the many grooming needs that
will make an ideal Ghristmas gift: After Shave Cream ,
?3.50; Shampoo-on-a-rope , $3.50 ; The Ambassador Set
(includes after shave and bath soap), $5.00; Aramis
Cologne, . .6.50 and $10; Hair Spray, $2.50, and Spray
Deodorant Talc, $3,75 .

<) u,,,kl«

GlVI

¦^f Ara,
A. SILK-LINED 8.BUT7bN QIOVES,
13.00
^n^yw/j^ft Ea $y on. Black cape. 6V4-7&

I The Aramis Master Plan never takes holidays.. ?
I it rnakes them—with the handsomest,wittiest most
I
custom-tailored grooming gifts a man can
receive this Christmas!
I
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enjoy your guests.
Plan hor d'beuvres, using
gourmet foods—caviar, smoked
salmon, seafood—but make the
most out of what you buy. For
example, don't spread imported
black caviar on crackers. The
cost would be prohibitive and
the fine, subtle taste qualities
are lost. Spread crackers with a
mound of tangy cheddar cheese Rebekahs Change
topped with a thin layer of
caviar.
Place of Meeting

It's no trick to throw a Christmas dinner party on an expenseunlimited budget. But it takes
real "know-how" to entertain
elegantly yet economically.
Plan ahead. Even big parties
should be limited to 20 people.
Invite more than this number
and you will never be able to

bed of soft fleece
^
for his foot. Black or
maple. Cushion crepe

I1
I \
/ \

r^^*^rl

to interesting shapes. Spread
with cream cheese, top with salmon and garnish. " .
For a main course, Search
your recipe file and cookhobks
for an old-time favorite you may
have forgotten.
Keep the dessert simple. By
the time your guests get down
to the coffee; appetites will be
well satisfied.
Complete the evening with a
bowl of fresh fruit, nuts and a
plate of cheese.

TRY ROAST BEEF. A nnlversal favorite , it can go a long
way, sliced thin and secured
with a toothpick around gherkins or olives.
To add an elegant touch to
smoked salmon, use a cookie
cutter to carve white bread in-
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Afrna Woman Notes
98th Birthday

ALMA, WTs. (Special)-About
100 people from a wide area
x - ned- '¦
honored Mrs. Anna Gobar
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Caledonia Group
Mrs. Theodore Buehler where
Lists New Members she has an apartment. Sh« will
be Ss years old Tuesday.
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Spe- She entertained her guests
cial) — Five women have been with
poetry, which she recited.
appointed to the ' St. John's
American Legion Auxiliary
Church advisory board. The an- The
which she is a gold star mothnouncement was made by the of
er presented her with an orchid
Rev. Thaddeus Derezenski at corsage
. She also received oththe meeting of the . Holy Family er flowers
and gifts.
Altar Society Thursday evening
Mrs. Gobar attends church
at the St. Mary'* clubroom.
New members of the board regularly at St. Paul's and St.
are the Mmes. Lloyd Jennings, Luke's United Church of Christ
Joseph Schrieber- Genevieve and belongs to the women's soJahn, Lloyd Becker and Del- ciety. Mrs. Gobar formerly lived on a farm in this area.
mar Cochran.
Mn. Mae Murphy and Mrs.
B. A Ojualy were appointed to dent, announced tha t 1,265
lead the Rosary before the Jan- pounds of clothing had been
collected for the Thanksgiving
uary Masses.
Mrs. ; William Leary, vice Clothing Drive. Vincent Strub
president, will be president for wast auctioneer for the Christthe coming year; Monetary gifts mas Sale of articles donated by
were voted to the Sisters of the the members of the society.
St John's Convent, the pastors, A lunch was served after the
lay teachers and janitors at meeting with the St. Ann's Circle in charge of refreshments
Loretto High School.
Mrs. Lloyd Jennings, presi- and entertainment;
¦
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No Holiday
For Cuban
Sugar Crews

RUBY

police and courts building, and, closer to the Western Union of"on impulse and the purest of fice," Gerts said, be couldn't
(Continued from Page One ) chance, shot Lee Harvey / Os- have been in the basement at
wald. "
the precise moment police were
ing to hide; there was no one
transferring Oswald.
eke- '"
"And he is bewildered that It
As he lies gravely ill, he still is not plain to every one that it "He was going east on Main
maintains — according to Gertz was a million-to-one chance that and made the illegal turn rather
and Earl Ruby — that "I never he would stumble into a situa- than go around the block. He
met or knew or saw Oswald un- tion in which it was even possi- was going to the only Western
til I saw him in jail, audi never ble that Oswald could be shot," Union office open that morning
to send some money to an emsaid Gertz.
knew Officer Tippit."
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — It is The Warren report said Dal- Gertz and Earl Ruby said ploye in need, and when he
work as usual on Christmas and las policeman J. D. Tippit was Jack Ruby has no recollection 8assed the ramp leading into
te basement of the police and
slain by Oswald when Oswald of the moment he shot Oswald.
New "Year's for Cuba's sugar fled to the Oak Cliffs
"That is a complete blank ln courts building, he saw a large
sections of
cane workers, as that nation Pallas after assassinating Ken- his mind, " said Gertz. "When number of newsmen there, and
he goes over every detail of his thought that Oswald had just
strives for a record crop of its nedy.
Gertz and Ruby said that movements, he comes to that been moved.
principal export commodity.
The workers will have their Jack Ruby today acts/ like . ' a point and it is a blank for him. "He keeps going through
man who wants to remain alive He does not . deny he killed Os- these steps, telling how he went
holiday meals in the sugar long enough to be
convinced wald .but he has no memory oi into the Western Union office
mills, said a Cuban radio broad- that others believe beyond quesand waited hia turn to send the
tion that he "acted out of over- Gertz said one of the ironies money order. The receipt for It
cast heard in Miami.
whelming emotion and without of the case was that police were, was timed off at 11:17 a.m., then
Fidel Castro has set « 7.5-mil- malice and without premedita- absent from the street, allowing he walked at normal pace (bout
lion-ton sugar production goal. tion.''
Ruby to commit a minor traffic 350 feet back to the ramp where
The biggest harvest on record They said Jack Ruby keeps offense to get to the Western he had seen all the people, i
was 7 million tons in 1952. Last referring to his movements the Union Office.
"He says he just-started walkyear 's production, 4.5 million mornina of Sunday, Nov, 24, "If Jack hadn't made ah Ule- ing down the ramp." '
tons, fell 2 million tons short of 1563, wnen drawn by curiosity, gal turn on Main Street to go Could Ruby have known Osthe nation 's target.
he entered the basement of the into a parking lot In order to be wald was being transferred at
that moment?
"No, He swears to this day he
did not. And the fact is that no
one knew," said Gertz.
"The transfer had been an¦
. ' ¦ ¦^H" ¦ H ' fl ' *^B / . H ^^^B ' ,. H' H ' ' ^ ^m__m__[ ' fl '' '- ' ¦!
nounced for 10 *.m. but no one
- H ¦ ' ^p^p^bw "^^p^pH •'
^
^
^
^
knew -T- not anyone in the police
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or the press — because {Capt In which there was no hope of
J.W. Fritz was still questioning escipe."
Oswald. To say that someone Jack Ruby, himself, says —
informed Ruby of the time of according to Gertz and Earl
transfer suggests that there was Ruby — "would I leave Sheba in
complicity on the part of the the car if I planned to do such a
police or other law enforcement thing?"
people.
Sheba was his favorite dog.
"But that fact is that no one Many persons testifying about
knew nor did anyone have any Jack Ruby's life said he treated
set time to make the actual his dogs as though they were his
transfer except for the an- children. After he shot Oswald,
nounced time of 10 a.m. As the his first concern was for Sheba.
record bears out, the change in He askedpolice to attend to her.
transfer time occurred wben But be made no mention oi
also in the car.
Capt. Fritz decided to interro- money
gate Oswald again. Only Capt. Whatabout the pistol?
Fritz knew when he would be "Jack always carried a gun ,
through with the examination, for he sometimes had large
"When you reconstruct this, sums of money. That morning,
taking the time Jack left the he had $2,200 in cash," said
Western Union office, ami the Gertz. "It was a weapon registime Oswald was shot, which tered in I960 with the police. He
the Warren Commission said had been arrested twice before
was 11:81 a.m., you can sea that for carrying an unregistered
there was perhaps only a period gun."
of 30 seconds, perhaps even Doctors have not aaid how
less, during which Oswald could long they think Ruby can hang
on to life.
be shot by Ruby.
Jack Ruby's condition has
"Only the most disturbed been diagnosed as cancer
mentality could think or believe spreading in the lymph node
there was a plan engineered so system, Doctors say surgery
that an assassin would have an and radiation are out of the
unset, unknown period of a few question and they have resorted
seconds in which to do his job. to chemical treatment for the
It would have to be a plan, also, condition.
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big sale that comes fust in time for you \, /
to snap up those last minute gifts. All toys, / \
plush animals and dolls at a giant 25% off.
We 've also cut prices ' on coats, dresses,
lingerie, millinery, draperies/ sportswear,
sweaters and many, many other Items

•

throughout the store. Come in today • ? •
and find bargains galore! Here's your
chance to scoop up Christmas gifts at
tremendous savings. Come see and save!

A «ift she 'll warm up lo! Our own wool buttonup cardigan goes great with all Ihe season's
now fashions, In solids and heather tones lo
complement her winter wardrobe! Misses ' sizes

The wrong color? Tho wrong sixe?
We will cheerfully exchange your gift

\ /'

or refund your money after Christmas!
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pr<sMy boxed blouses In quick-care blends ol
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to i*.
l&'ers.
Fauntnlne bib^and-tuck, frilly (ace trims and more,
too. In bright snowy white and «H the lovellesl
pastel tones, too. Glft.y price.
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1.50
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Girls'dress-up blouses
are gift-boxed, tool

tones, pol yester-wool
.M _,.I,I.V ,
.,
etrlpes.,. silk, paisleys,
repp etrlpes In medium
to bright tones. Come
chooie todayl
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GlaSSIC gift idea .* . our
lush wool sweater!

Greatest last minute gift idea of all . . •
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ton and continuedto climb. The thisterriblerecordvrtllconvince to extort money from fellow «*•
previous record for a year had the generad public that it must iles. . .
been 1,059 deaths in 1964.
snipportthe comprehensivehigh- The US-man panel returned its
Knowles said it is "a record way safety program which I verdict Sunday night eight
of which no Wisconsin resident will introduceto the Legislaturehoars after beginning deliberacan be proud."
tbe governor said, "we tried to tions.
The LSS6 death pace includes adopt a highway safety pro24 lives during the period from gram to prevent this record toll Dr. OrlandoBosch, 40, and his
aide, MarceUno Garcia, 58, both
July 29-31, the worst non-holi- on our highways."
or telephoning
day weekend in the- state's "Only-part of TOUT higbrway denied writing
'. . four wealthy Cuban
MADISON, Wis. m — Gov. traffic 'history.
threats
to>
safety program was passed, and
Warren P. Knowles says the Dan P. Schutz, director of the surprisingly very little support refugees in attempts to obtain
¦ for an anti-Castro war
state's record-setting highway State Motor Vehicle Depart- for tough highway legislation $20,000
chest'
•
ment's
safety
division,
said
he
from,
was received
the general
fatality pace should encourage
death
pace
is
fears
December's
public,"
he
said.
public support for traffic safety beading for new record for
Bosch, Is head of the Insura
rectional Revolutionary Recovproposals he said he plans to of- the mouth.
ery Movement.
fer the Legislature next month. The worst December 3n WisThe grouphas arranged num"There is no one or easy an- consin "was in 1980 when traffic
erous air and ocean raids
swer to the eliminationof death claimed 124 lives. More than GO
against Cuba, and its officials
on our highways," Knowlessaid persons died in.the first 18 days
have been charged several
Sunday. "It can only be accom- of the current month with the
times with violations of U.S.
plished by enactment of tough traffic-heavy holidays yet to
neutrality laws by arming in
legislative programs combined come.
this country to make war on
with strict law enforcement, Each motorist,
Schutz said,
Prime Minister Fidel Castro.
plus equal and prompt action
"must individually assume a
by the courts."
greater degree of responsibil- MIAMI, Fla. (.AP) .- Two Bosch, a physician and once a
The state's highway death ity to stop traffic accidents anti-Castro Cuban exile leaders lieutenant of Castro, went into
have been cleared by a federal exile over the Communism istoll for the year reached a rec- now."
ord Saturday with a 1,060thvie- Knowles said he feels ''that jury of charges that they tried sued

Knowles Asks
Consideration of
Safety Program

1,200 Negroes,
Whites Attend
Mixed Service

brothers In Christ." The civil
rights group was invited for
coffee at the parish hall afterward.
Father Altenbach said the program's cancellation produced
"a great deal of misunderstanding, ' and had involved a school
board rule. . He ' . did . not elaborate. . .
The cancellation had been announced after a church bulletin
carried a strongly worded protest letter from an unidentified
parishonter.
"I am sincerely sorry and beg
your forgiveness," Father Altenbach said.
Tbe priest said neither he nor
his parish advocates discrimination, and he discussed his acceptance of Negroes at a camp
where he had been a director.
"We think that he has not
made am apology by what he
said," Father Groppi said.
"This business of 'what I have
done far the Negro' . . . This
is condescension, and the
church has to wipe out this kind
of bigotry," Father Groppi said.

BULWAUKEE tl) — An est»r
mated 1,200 Negroes and white
persons attended Mass at a
Roman Catholic church Sunday
and beard a priest apologize to
a civil rights group for cancellatfom of an interracialprogram.
The Rev. Conrad A Altenbach, pastor of St. Mary's Catholic Church, said civil rights
group's protests against the
cancellation were a result of a
misuttderstanding. H said the
program, involving Negro children, was
¦ rescheduled for Tues. day.- ' . ¦ ' ;
But tbe Her. James E. Grot>
?., adviser to the Milwaukee
outh Council of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, said
be -as not satisfied with Father Altenbach's sermon. Father Groppi termed it condescending. '
Cancellation of the program
Involving eighth grade students
led to praying and carol singing Friday at tbe church by
members of Father Groppi's
group which had sponsored
demonstrationsearlier this year
in the Milwaukee area against
racially restrictive membership rules of the Fraternal
Order of Eagles.
About S* members of tbe
group, about 75 more Negroes,
suns who had participated in
tbe Friday demonstration, and
otherpersonshelped crowd tbe
suburban South Milwaukee
church Sunday during Father
Altenbach's sermon.
The council members were
met with parishioners
' placards,
one of them reading: "The People oiSt Mary's welcome their

2 Anti-Castro
Cuban Leaders
Cleared by Jury

GRIN AN& BEAR IT

'BC^THAfe WHAT 1 CALL A CMM M S C r W l

"What with everybody living happily ever after,thai
marriage counselorsin thosedays must
have really done a fob"

Humphrey Says
He's Committed
To Poverty War

NEW YORK (AP) - Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey
said today he and President
'PLEASE MR. PRESIDENT DON'T DRAFT OUR
Johnson remain committed
without reservation "to winning TEACHER' . ' ¦ .. :' ¦ Eleven-year-old Sandra Lee Amoroso
the war against poverty (and ) writes letter to President Johnson asking him not to draft
against ignorance.''
Vf . Keller, until the end of the school
"There will be disappoint- her teacher, Richard
year.
Sandra,
a
sixth
grader at St. Peter's parochialschool,
ments and even failures as we
move ahead toward our goal Warwick, Rhode Island, explained to The Chief Executive
But we stand committed," he that Keller was the second teacher they have had this
said in remarks prepared for a school year, replacing one who was drafted. Keller is the
ground-breaking ceremony for only male teacher In the school! (AP Photofax)
Pace College's $12-miIlion campus center in lower Manhattan.
would be "an important element
Noting recent critical stodies
in our balanced strategy for
of Project Head Start — the
peace" which, he said, calls for
educational program for disadresistance
to
Communist
'
vantaged preschool children —
aggression combined with
he said the studies "substantiatpeaceful relations with the Comed wfaat we have sensed all
world.
munist
along: . . . •:
Officials described trade as a
"That what is gained (in the
political tool and said the proprogram) can be lost in a short
posed act would give the Presiperiod of time if the necessary
dent greater flexibility in dealfollow-through is not assured, if
the Head Start youngstermoves WASHINGTON (AP) _ The ing with Communist countries.
into an indifferent school sys- Johnson administration plans They contend present tariff
tem that deadens the barely another attempt early next year barriers do not really hurt the
to persuade Congress to ease Communist countries.
kindled spark in his mind.
"We have learned that Head restrictions on trade with the US. trade with the CommuStart has been no more than a Soviet Union and Communist nist wwld amountedto less than
$281 million in 1965, peanuts
false start for far too many nations of Eastern Europe.
young children for whom we The Soviet government appar- compared with this country's
held nigh hope. Does that mean ently favors removal of East- total trade figure of over $50
we should abandon Project West trade barriers, according billion in the same year.
Codc<<!>Doodle-Doo
. ¦ ¦ • . '• . ".
to four congressmen who conHead Start?"
ferred with Soviet trade offiHos the Facilities
The -vice president suggested cials.
For Your
the solution lies instead in appli- "They indicated a very real
cation of Head Start's "high interest in expanded trade with
standards and innovations into the United States," Rep. Thomthe first few grades of elemen- as Ashley, D-Ohio, told a Mostary .school — a teacher for ev- cow news conference Sunday.
ery 15 students,'lor example.'*
"The Soviet -view as presented
He - said Harold Howe, federal to us is that trade between this
qrnirnissioner of education, "in- country and the United States
tends to see that proposalsfor could, increase a great deal if it
• We're equipped to handfie inmrtrationsand new programs
every detail of your holiday at the elementary level are giv- were not for artificial barriers
party. Excellent foocV out- en rapid and favorable consid- put up by our side,". . Ashley
. . . . ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) - A
said.
homemade bomb that exploded
standing service. Just call us. eration in the year ahead."
The administration asked the in the terminal building of Lam89th Congress to lift present re- bert-St Louis Municipal Airport
FIRE AT ETTRICK
PHONE 8-4611
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - strictions <on East-West trade, Saturday night probably was
The Ettrick fire department was but the legislation died in the designed to destroy an airplane,
called Saturday at 8 a.m. to the House Ways and Means Com- a St. Louis County detective
COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO Kenneth
L. Olson home on the mittee. Present plans call for its said Sunday.
1415 Service Drive
east side, where fire had started reintroductlon after the 90th "We're pretty certain somein a fuse box.
Congress convenes Jan. 10.
one was going to put it on a
The legislation would end ex- plane and then chickened out,"
isting tariff discrimination, said detective Hugh Hodges.
which averages 50 per cent but James Williams, a custodian,
reaches 400 per cent or more found the bomb — four sticks of
on some items, on imports from dynamite wired to two batteries
Communist countries except and an alarm clock — near the
Give
the
Christmas
Gift S^S^a ® Poland
2j£
Ozark Airlines counter under a
and Yugoslavia.
^
§£ that provides better
row of seats.
It
would
give
the
President
m%$W
)
i
discretionary
authority
to
grant
¦J
More than 1,000 persons were
"W sleeping comfort
f ^j | VA "most-favored-nation" tariff evacuated within 10 minutes
treatment to the Soviet Union and passengers on incoming
and the Communistcountries of flights were told to remain
Eastern Europe. Under this, a aboard their planes.
nation pays the lowest tariff the No one was injured when the
United States has granted to device exploded, shattering sevany one country.
en large window panes, deThe President first raised the stroying a display case and sevidea in his 1966 State ef the Un- eral chairs.
ion message, but Secretary of Maj. F. J. Vasel said his deState Dean Rusk did not submit tectives and the FBI were told
the bill until May. Speaking there had been two previous
'^ about the "winds of change" bomb threats at the airport last
Ruslc argued that the legislation week.
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NORTHERN BRAND
FILLY AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC BLANKET
• OTJLLY AUTOMATIC C-ONTROLmaintainatho warmth you prefer, regardless
cf bedroomtemperature changes.
• EXCLUSIVE •«mlfr.»h 100% NYLON
BINDINGS—resist odor-causing
bacteria and germs.
• MODERN MAN-MADE FABRIC BLENDS
—machinewashable.Won't fade, mat,
•brinkor mildew.

V»£Z
VlAVvV

•NO DOWN PAYMENT * MONTH LY TERMS * NSP SERVICE

j

ID-DAY FREE HOME TRIAL

We are BO sure you will love the warmth nnd comfort
your electric blanket gives, (hat if you 're not satisfied
after a 10-day (rial, return Iho blanket and we'll refund
your money.

>
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House of the Week

Three Terraces Highlidhf

By ANDY LANG
Provisions for outdoor living
are almost a must these days in
modern home design.
This U emphasized In G-67,
the totest House of the Week
designed by architect Herman
H, x ork as an Interesting fourbedroonj split level with three
terraces that are an integral
part of the overall design.
ONE OF them, designated at
a dining terrace, is open but
roofed and is accessible to the
regular dining room through
sliding glass doors. Direptly behind this is an outside terrace
connected by door to the kitchen: This terrace is planned
for the higher side of the plot,
with the land falling away gradually down toward the family
room below.
If the land Is flat , several masonry steps can be used at the
rear of the family room to
reach the grade above.
A third terrace is located directly behind the family: room.
The laundry, lavatory and mud
closet are conveniently located
near this area. Since many
housewives prefer to hang some
of their clothes in tbe sun even
when they have dryers, this can
be done with privacy when the
laundry 1? placed as it is here.
THE VOVBLE entrance awn
of this house are set tinder a
covered portico. There are two
clothes closets in the large, foyer, which leads to the living
room on* the left, the family
room below or the bedroom section above. The living room and
the dining footn are separate
but in ail L relationship. '
There is a fireplace at the
: end of the living room, although
this can be omitted if desired,
since there : is a second fire.
place in the family room. ^
Appliances and cabinets in the
kitchen are set in a U arrangement. The kitchen can be entered from the foyer, the dining room or one of the rear
terraces and is next to the stairs
that lead directly to the family room.

OUb AND NEW . . . The advantages of
a split level , a development cf this era, have
been wrapped in a traditional exterior in

Two Colleges
Split Draw Permits
ForRemodeling
Permits for interior remodeling at Winona State College and
College of Saint Teresa were
Issued at the city engineer's
office last week.
The Winona State permit was
for general interior remodeling
in Somsen Hall, with much of
the work to be done in the
business offices.
Cost of the project is estimated at $49,650 and the contractor is Bruce McNaHy.
The Teresan remodeling will
be done in Cotter Hall, tbe art
building, with cost listed at $3,-

this four-bedroom house, which has many
touches reminiscent of Early American days.

ooo.

ment center. It has a special
recessed area for stereo, reccrd
storage and television equipment as wsfl as a game closet.
A two-car garage, with storage space for tools and garden
equipment, connects to the service area. Should the plot be of
limited size, the garage doors
can be placed at the front, although on a corner plot -this

Total valuation of permits issued this year is $10,239,441. At
this date a year ago the total
was $7,081,502.
There have been S4 permits
for new houses written this
year, six more than at this
time last year.

Expect Ruling
Wednesday on
Allied Cases

G-67 Statistics
Design G-67 has a living
room , dining room, foyer,
kitchen, four bedrooms
and two baths on tbe upper
levels, with a habitable area
of 1,780 square feet.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - District Judge Edward J. Devitt
is expected to rule at a hearing
Wednesday on change of venue
motions for six defendants in
the American Allied Insurance
Co. case,
The six are scheduled to go
on trial Jan. 3, on federal fraud
charges growing out of the collapse of the high-risk auto insurance firm in St. Paul.

There are 44» square feet
• ¦ ¦ ' of living space on the lower
level, with a fireplace
family recreation roewi
laundry room and lavatory.
Not included tn these figures are three terraces »nd
a two-car garage with a
large; amount of storage
space,
Overall dimensions are
56' by 43' 8".
would not affect the decision.
The driveway then could be directed toward the street tc the
side
There are overtones of Early
American design in the exterior, one of these being tha
small-paned double-hung windows. In fact , it . is somewhat
similar to the type of architecture found in the area of the
Potomac River in Colonial
Washington,

UPSTAIRS there are four bedrooms and two bathrooms. Two
walk-in closets are adjacent to
the private bathroom of the
main bedroom. A double door
from the hall to this bedroom
lends a touch of elegance.
Moving downstairs again, THE LARGER mass of the
note that the family room Can bouse has wood corner boards
serve aa « complete entertain- capped MB pilasters, with bev-

Several weeks ago, Judge
Devitt denied motions by defense attorneys for four defendants that their trial be transferred out of Minnesota. It was
claim ed a fair trial cannot be
obtained in the state because the
case received considerable publicity during the past election
campaign.
The defendants who will offer
new arguments for a change of
venue are Philip Kitzer Sr., and
Philip Kitzer Jr., both of Chi.
cago, George Hruban, Anoka,
and Prank Buffum, New York
stock dealer.

FLOOR PLANS > . . Emphasis is on the separation of
functional aspects, a typical example being the location of
a special terrace at the rear of the family recreation room
to provide a complete indoor-outdoor area ( for. entertainment purposes.

How to Build, Buy
Or Sell Your Home

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-ceht baby blueprint. With It in
hand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
Vou can order also, for Jl, a booklet called "YOUR HQMEHow to Build, Buy or Sell It. 1' Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular Etouse of the Week issues,
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News, ' ;. .
Q
Enclosed Is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design G-B7
Enclosed is 11 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
?
lN/\l¥|£j
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eled siding for the balance. The
portico is faced with brick to
contrast with the painted wood
columns and window trim.
Split levels were unknown ln
(he Colonial days, but this one
has captured the old-time
charm of that era.

Building in Winona
1968 Dollar
Volume
$10,239,441
Commercial
1,248, 333
Jlesidentlal .....
773,984

Public (nontaxable) . . . . . . . 8,217,124
New hr>uses .
34
Volume name date
1985
$7, 001,502

FALL FIX-UP
Before abandoning your wood
deck for the winter, be sura to
Bellevitw
clean out the spacing between
deck boards so winter rain can
Phone 8-3136 drain through. Easiest way is
to run a piece of stiff cardboard
between the boards.
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'PKNTA' PAINTABLE
It'a no problem to apply a
paint or stain ta wood treated
with preservatives of the pentachlorophenol type.
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AUSTIN, Tax. (AP) - Lynda
Bird Johnson is considering a
pre-Christmas visit to the Mexican resort city of Acapuko, it
was learned today.
The 22-year-old daughter bt
the President and Mrs. Johnson,
if she decides to make the trip,
would spend a couple of days In
Acapulco later this week .
Lynda spent a brief holiday In
Acapulco a year ago with her
frequent escort, actor George
Hamilton.
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GEO. KARSTEN
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KENDELl-O'BRIEN

115 Franklin Si.
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HOMEWARD Step Co.

1635 West Fifth St.

Phone M9SS

y|£\\ iNSTAlUTION
NiwjAV WORK

BAUER
ELECTRIC, INC.
MJ B«t Thlrti 5».

^|r
- SEE US FOR • Sheer, Plate) and
Structural Steel Work
• Waldlni and Bolltr
Repair Work.

We guarantee
complete tatisjaction.

# Light tu rns on and remains on for several
minutes when door opens and closes.

FLOoTmE

y^ y >\

ELECTRIC SERVICE

Lynda May Visit
Mexico This Week

• Has automatic reversing feature as well as
safety clutch.

CLEARANCE!

VS. News it World Report, the

Hussein Fears
Russia Out to
Grab Mid-East

WARRANTY OE KO
king said the Soviet Union
Luclen J, Stremeha et i»x to Stat* ef
wants control«f the area's natu«lnn.—NW'A. of- SB'A end EV4 of SB'A
tjf Sec. 35-104-1 and easement across
ral resources — particularly
W/4 of SW'A of Sec. 36-106-5 and across
petroleum — end oi communilot 2 pf Subd,, Set, MOJ-j,
Ray Provdfeot *t ux to Q lerin L. Bloom
cations routes such a *the Suez
*t UX-WV4 of SW'A of Sac. 30 and
Canal.
NW/4 of NWV< Of See. n-V&Sl E<V Of
SE'A of Sec . 2J-10J4.
' John P. Klna at ux fo Berea Mo"In addition," he aald, "if the
ravian Conprep«tlotv-E. 30 fi, of Lot 11
Soviets were able to overruntb*
md part of vacated Millard Strait and
part of vacated alley. In Millard's Add.
WASHINGTON (AP ) - King Arab world they would then
to: St. Charles. ,
Glsnn L. Bloom at ux t» Wayne Ar- Hussein of Jordan said today have a direct link with Africa,
netf ef ux—WW of SWA of lee. 30 the Soviet Union has adopted a which Is also a very interesting
and NW'A of NWK flf Sac . SI-10S-S;
new policy aimed at gaining target for them."'
Eft of JE'A of Sec. JJ-lW-a.
' ¦
'
Beatrice Harris, et al fo Donald C. control of the Middle East.
¦• ¦
•
KIM at ux—EVi of NH'A and SW'/« of
NE'A of See. 11-105-9.
"I think the Soviets are SEEDLINGS ABOUND
Luther T . Tollefson at ux to Donald
L. Behrens et ux—Lot 1. Block 43, OP prepared to go very far in this
In one year, the nation's for-.
of St. Charles.
matter almost to the point of a est nurseries produce about
Carl H. Ceddla at ux to Luther T.
the fr«e two bimon seedling trees,
Toliafaan at ux-^art of Lot U, St. confrontation with
Charles. Llrrtlfc, (yirtfl N, of highway and world," he said.
enough to plant nearly two TOUV
S.. of river.
Arthur M. Jacobs et ux to Walter L.
In a copyright interview in lion acres.
Wlllson et ux—Lots S end «, .Block. 3»,
OP of St. Charles.
¦
^
m
¦
a
s
s ^B
a a
> *M
n _^M
e
H
a^
^ «ae
» ak
ae
»
Bruce L. Swanson et ux to Robert R,
Ozmun et ux—Lot S, CSiap'a Jvbd. In
"JAVB W WITH 1BNJ1"
Winona.
Viohrt Loppnaw fa Irvlns p. Loppnow—
Lot 71, Elba.
Irvin F. Loppnow at ux to Vlolst Lopsw
now—Lot 32, Elba.
Leon Kieffer at ux to State of Mlnnesota-W. 30 acres of NSW ef NWUi
of See. JS-IOM.
Elliabeth Goetzman to- Arnold Goat;man—f»«rt of th» EW •* Lot 31, Subd.
Of SOC. 35-10T-7.
Carl E. Stults et ux te Hugo W. Curran at ux-Parf of Lot t. Block IS,
OP of Winona;
OUIT CLAIM tlEBD
• Industrial • Commercial j ?x- Wnw^
Minnie E. Sragery to- Mine J. Bray
-W. 100 rod! of EVs est See. JJ-104-lfJ
• Farm and Residential
^^^Sl»^
except N. 18 acres.
Electrical War*
Ronald Bergen to J. J, Stroh at ux—
Outlet <5, Auditor 's Plat of Lewiston
. . .
East .Side.
Reginald G. Nelson to fjlanys M. Netson-54 ft. by up «t. In Lots 2s and
}7, Subd. Sec. 20-107-7.
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Avgvit Ftlna, daettetent, ta Clara
Peine et al-W. 103 aeras of SW'A of
Sac. 3H0S-7. .
PR9BATI PESO
Prleda Suhr, decedent, bv representative, to Raymond E. Dlngfelder—Part
of Lot J2, Drew's, Measd's & Simpson's
Land* to Winona.
Harald Crana, decedenf, by .representative, to Donald C. Kluo at ua^-Btt
et NE'A and SW',4 erf NE'A of Sec.
11-105-f.
Augusta Glrtler, decedent, to Helen
YaadKe et al-WV4 of Lot I, Block U.
Laird's Add. to Winona.
QICREE Of DB5CENT
Mlnnla Hpltzwortb, decedent, ta Merle
Sehaala at at—WW of Lot t. Block lfc
Laird's Add. to Winona.
Carpllne Oyer, dacesdant, te Helen
Glrtler et al-Wtt of Lot S, Block 24,
Laird's Add. Io Wlnonas,

¦

JSUIH^
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t^^
kA C^Lj __ ^ OPERATOR
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Ideal Christmas Gift! ^pk 0
|^
S$h/\ GARAGE DOOR

• Phon* 9275

The Kitxers and Hruban were
officers in the now bankrupt
insurance firm.
Cyrus Magnusson and David
Krornan who earlier said they
wanted to be tried in Minnesota, recently filed motions asking
the trial be moved to another
state. Magnusson is tin a leave
of absence as state insurance
commissioner.
Eleven other persons were
also indicted by a grand jury,
but no trial date has been set
for them.

Property Tra nsfers
In Winona Counry

15 ^ OFF!

JSHSStPhon* 8-3667

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL 00.
Phoma SMS
U3-147 West Front Street

.. plus 200 more

_Wr
___

^

____ti distinctive lighting creation* ^
wk^
Winona's first COMPLETE tight- SVLV
JPV9 ing
ot
r ^k
showroom . , , a fialaxy
^^
] unique fixturea to enhance ANY ^
room or entry . . . a collection
of samples with unlimited decora- '
tins possibilities. In addition to
our own handcrafted line, wt are
pleased to display crystal and
other lights of tha country a leading manufactureri. Coma visit
us.

Bro wse in out new showroom any afternoon — 1 to S
or Saturday mornings 9 fo 12 — other t/majj by appoint '
mtnt. Phone 8-3813.

Winona Lighting '
SUOAR LOAF, WINONA
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tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic

Some People Pay For Heat The
Same Way They Pay For a Taxi
5CV for the first 1/5 mile, 15*^ for each additional 1/5 mile . . .
those first few blocks really hurt. But the really maddening
part is the fact that the next time you need a ride it starts
all over again at 50 f* . . . not 15< i . ? It's like that with utility
heating billa. ? When electric and gas heat customer! first
turn their heat on, the rate is high. As the month progresses
and more heat is used, the rate goes down , As soon as a new
month begins , . . zoom . . . there goes the rate, right tip to
the top again. Q Tic, tic, tic, tic, tic. ? Heating oil customers
pay the same low price per gallon every day of the montk
and prices are bound to stay low for heating oil because your
oil dealer has to compete with others who'd like you as a
customer. ? The utilities have their profit assured by the
state. Q In other words, as an Oil heat customer you can't
be taken for a ride. You're in the driver 's seat.

Winona Fuel OH Dealers

The Daily Record
Winona Deaths

At Community
Memorial Hospital

MONDAY
DECEMBER 19, 1966

Two-State Deaths

Sept, 8, IMS, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Lyons. He married Ila
Irish here April 13, 1939, and
was a lifelong area residentSurvivors are : His wife ; two
sons, Edward and Richard,
Plainview; three daughters,
Mrs. Frankdin (Sandra) Steffen , Plainview ; Miss Patricia ,
Minneapolis, and Theresa , at
home; two grandchildren; two
brothers, Paul and Roy, Plainview, and two sisters, Mrs.
(Rachael)
Houghton,
Dunn
Plainview , and Mrs. Joseph
(Elizabeth) McNallan, Kellogg.
His parents and two brothers
have died .
Requiem Mass will be held
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St.
Joachim 's Catholic Church , the
Rev. S. E. Mulcahy officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at JohnsonSchriver Funeral Home from
noon Tuesday until time of service. Rosaries will be at 3 and
8-p.rri . ' . ' .-.

196 Tickets
Issued in State
Highway Check

Ouf-of-Court Planes Back
Settlement On Hanoi Run
Seen on Book

SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP ) the U.S. planes hit in the target
Fr«d Dun-and
Bruce Styba
— U.S. warplanes returned to area.
The polils reported sighting
Bruce Joseph Styba. .7, son of ALMA,. Wis . (Special) — Fred
the Hanoi au-ea with clearing Communist WIG jets ia the area
\nsftlit9 hours : Medical and auraleal
patients: S ft 4 and 7 to ;t:30 p.m. INo Mr. and Mrs. Richard Styba , Dunand. 91, Alma, died at his
ST. PAUL f AP) - The Stat*
(AP)
NEW YORK
- Spokes- weather over the Red River
ehlMrtn und*1 .11.)
of the fuel dump, but prelimi- Highway Patrol issued 196 tickSunday at 12:15 a.m. He
Miternlty patients: J to 1:30 and 7 to 620 E. Belleview St., died Sun- home
men for two publishers involved Valley today and attacked the nary reports disclosed no ex•JO p.m. {Adutti only.)
day at Wabasha en route to Un- had been in failing health the
ets for violations and 249 warn- ,
in
the dispute with the Kennedy Ha Gia fuel storage area 14.5 change of fire .
last
year.
,
iversity of Minnesota Hospitals
SUNDAY
ing
tags to motorists stopped '
family
over
publication
of
the
The
raids
last
week
set
off
a
Minneapolis.
1 He was born Oct : 20, 1875+ in
miles north of the North VietADMISSIONS
series of Communist charges during the weekend "satura,
Switzerland,
to
Fred
Buren
book,
"The
Death
of
a
Presinamese capital, a U-S. spokes^ that homes were boinbed in HaChristopher Renk; 678 Terrace He died of leukemia. He was and Mary Gribi Dunand. When
dent , " disclosed today that ef- man reported.
tion" checks.
a second grade student at St.
Lame.
noi , killing women and children. Of those arrested for alleged
he was 10 he came to this counStanislaus
School.
forts
are
being
made
to
settle
Eric Soronson. 612 W. 4th St.
It was tbe first air strike The United States denied that violations, 104 were tagged for
try- with his parents;, they setthe matter out of court.
Mrs. Henrv Scharmach Sri, Surv iving are. Hi$ parents ; j tled in Buffalo County. Here he
around Haxoi since heavy any bombs fell oh the Commu- speeding. These were other vio"
three brothers. Steven, Thomas j spent the rest of his life , farm707 ~: Front St.
The disclosure followed a strikes in the area last Tuesday nist capital. U.S. officials speculations: Improper driver 's liMrs. Anna Spaag. 1757 W. and Wayne; two sisters, Judy ing before retiring. He married
statement by William Man- and Wednesday. The US, Com- lated that the Communist cense , 22; faulty equipment,
Broadway.
and Cindy , and grandparents,! Ottillie Schaper in 1910. He was
chester, author of the book, mand said foul weather had ground fire — missiles and an- seven ; drivinjg while drunk , six;
Jeffrev
forced U.S. air raider s to con- tiaircraft shells — may have
¦"" Brokaw, 729 E. Mark Mrs. Fred (Theresa ) Hohmeis- i a member of St. J ohn's Lutherdenying that. ' . h e. had broken centrate on North Vietnam 's fallen on the city. Also there open bottle, six; minors in posSL .
ter and Mr . and Mrs. Michael \ an Church.
intoxicants , seven.
John Rivers, 164 X Baker St. Styba , all of Winona.
faith with Mrs. John F. Kenne- southern panhandle.
was a possibility U.S. bombs session of
Survivors are: His wife , one
DISCHARGES
Funeral services will be Wedday or that he had taken advan- In the new raids in the Hanoi and rockets fell accidentally on There also were 44 for miscelMrs. Robert Kohner and baby, nesday at 10:15 a.m , at Wat- daughter , Mrs. Carl (Margaret;
tage of her confidence in him. area , a U.S. spokesman in Sai- nonmilitary targets, as fre- laneous violations such as run,
Beldenville,
Wis.;
Skrutvold
4150 6th St.. Goodview.
kowski Funeral Home and 10:45 two granddaughters , and one
The book is about the assassina- gon said, initial pilot reports quently happens in aerial war- ning a stop light, improper turn*
Mrf. John Watnoska
William Keiper. 462 Center St. at St. Stanislaus Church. Burindicated all the ordnance from fare.
and failure to yield.
George Yarolimek , 415 E. Srd ial will be- in St. Mary 's Ceme- brother , Rudy, Alma. One son HOMER, Minn . — Mrs. John tion of President Kennedy.
The patrol , concentrating inv
died
in
infancy
and
one
sister,
"
Wasnoska, 84, Homer Valley, "There are continuing efforts
. St. . .V/ : ./ . .
tery. The • Rt.- -. Rev- . Msgr. N. Mrs. Felix Probst, has died.
12 areas around the state, stopdied Sunday at 8:15 p.m. at to patch things up," said a
Kimberly . Mullen, 1740 W. F. Grulkowski will officiate;
ped a total of 1,599 driversFuneral services will be Wed- Community Memorial Hospital. spokesman for Harper & Bow,
TPabasha St.
Friends may call after 7 p.m. nesday at 2 p.m. at St . John 's She was ill about a year.
some for obvious violations anrl
Publishers
Inc.,
which
plans
to
Arthur Witt , Houston. Minn. Tuesday. A bible service will
others on a spot-check basis.
Lutheran Church , the Rev. Jer- The former Anna Loeding, bring out the 300,000-word hardRobert Young, 556 E. Sth St. be held Tuesday at 8 p !m. at the ry Kuehn officiating. Burial she was born June 13, 1882, in cover book in April .
The checks were made Friday
BIRTH
funeral home.
and Saturday from 5 p.m. to 2
Winona to Henry and Caroline "Every effort will be made to
will be in Alma cemetery.
:
: Mr. and Mrs. James Kouba,
a.m. , as part of the patrol 's
Volkmann Loeding and was a work things out ," the spokesPallbearers
will
be
Otto
HerHenrietta
B.
Kerkow
Fountain Citv. Wis., a daugh- Miss
serie s of weekend attempts to
lifelong area resident. Her hus- man said, '"There are always
Miss Henrietta Bertha Ker- old. Gunnar Benson, Alfred Her- band John died in July, 1956, the author s rights and her SANDSTONE , Minn . (AP> -; Earlier this year Estes was cut down
ter . ¦' ' .
on violators,
*
,
mann
,
Peter
Fredrickson
EdWalnut
St.,
died
kow, 81, 116'A
Convicted Texas fin ancier Billie denied a retrial. He began servArnold Speltz, Minnesota City, Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at Com- mund Hitt and Jerome Baeck- She was a member of Hom- rights. '
¦
er Methodist Church, the WSCS A-sked if the aim might be to Sol Estes has been transferred ing the sentence o»n .Feb. 16, Areas involved this weekend
was admitted Friday.
munity Memorial Hospital. She er. .. • • .
and Royal Neighbors of Amer- reach some understanding on to the federal prison at Sand- 1965. He also received an eight were Rice and Steele counties :
had been ill six months.
Friends may call at Stohr ica. - . . -' ¦
sentence for swind- Glencoe - Hutchinson ; Ciara
¦
the separation of deeply person- stone to continue his 15-year jail year Texas
.
ling. .
FREE TB X-RAYS
City - Montevideo; three subA lifelong city resident , she Funeral Home from Tuesday Survivors- are : . One daughter , al matter , which Mrs. Kennedy term.
clerked many years at Miller afternoon until time of services. MLss Katherine Wasnoska , Hom- seeks to keep out of the book , Warden John Norton said The warden said "I' m sure urban Twin Cities points —
Last week .... .. ....
31 Grocery and also had clerked at
er . Valley ;..';!two . ¦• grandchildren; from what is considered history, Estes was transferred Thurs- it's just a routine transfer ." Wyoming, Highway 65 north of
Total since 1959 ......61,448 the S S. Kresge Co. Dollar
Mrs. Arthur F. Gier*
.
three
great grandchildren ; one the spokesman replied : "I think day from Leavenworth federal Norton said such moves were Highway 694 and Highway 7
Store, retiring when that store GALESVILLE, Wis. - Mrs. brother . William Loeding, Wino : that is pretty accurate."
prison in Kansas, after a deci- normal for prisoners who indi- from Highways 494 to 41. St. .
closed. She was born here Nov. Arthur F. Giere, 80, died Sat- na, and two sisters , Mrs.. Clarsion by tlie U.S. Bureau of cate they are ready for a "less- Cloud ; St. Louis County; BrainWeather
er security prison."
A spokesman for Look maga- Prisons in "Washington.
8. 1885, to Ferdinand and Hen- urday morning in a La Crosse ence (Martha ) Sanford , Homer
erdrLittle Falls ; Alexandria; InNorton described the east- ternational Falls and Ada-Mahrietta Spierling Kerkow; She hospital.
EXTENDED FORECAST
and Mrs. Helen Chapman , Red zine, which plans a four-part ,
central
Minnesota
federal
prisEstes, 44, was convicted in
. MINNESOTA — Temperatures was a member of McKinley She was born Nov . 5, 1886, Wing ; several nephews arid 80,000 word serialization of the
nomea
Tuesday through Saturday will Methodist Church and Order of in Mower County, Minn. ; but nieces. One son, Walter , died in book starting with the Jan . 10 1963 of mail fraud and conspir- on as a medium security prison,
him
•'We'll
look
upon
the
acy.
He
was
charged
with
sellissue,
said;
.
had been a resident of Gales- 1945:
average 6-12 degrees above nor- Eastern Star.
else that
mal high of 17-23 north and 24- Survivors are: Three broth vllle 57 years; The former Agnes Funeral services will be ''Discussi-ons between the law- ing $25 million in worthless ferti- same as anybody
¦
28 south and normal lows 3 be- ers, Ferdinand , George and Ar. Peterson , her parents were Mr. Thursday at 2 p.m. at Breitlow yers representing the two sides lizer tank mortgages to various comes in ,." Norton said. "I
haven't seen him yet."
low to 4 above south and 5-lf thur, Winona, and three sisters, and Mrs, Johari Peterson . She FuneralHome, Dr. E. C . Mar- in the dispute are continuing. finance companies.
The
New
York
Times
reported
)
was
married
Aug.:-6
above. Precipitati on will aver- Mrs. S. M. CDaisey Duncan,
, 1919.
tin , Homer Methodist Church ,
age one-tenth to three-tenths son . Winter Haven . Fla. ; Mrs. Survivors are;. Her husband; officiating. Burial will be in that in Washington, Sen. Ed- o>nly with lier consent.'
ward M, Kennedy, D-Mass., "Relying on the protection ol
inch melted as scattered light 1 L. F. (Hattie) xGomp f , Fargo, two sons; Dr. Frederick A. Woodlawn Cemetery.
rain or snow mostly about or N.D:, and Mrs. Elmer (Hulda) Giere. Lake Bluff. Ill , and Rolf
Friends may call at the fu- brother of the late president, his word," Edward Kennedy
De Voe. Owpsso, Mich.
after middle of the week.
A. Giere, Gaiesville; a daugh- neral home Wednesday from 7 charged that Manchester "now continued ,
"she unburdened
CHICAGO (AP ) — Judge Herintends to go ahead in violation herself of her personal memOTHER TEMPERATURES
Funeral services will be Wed- ter, Mrs. Frank (Dorothy) to 9 p m .
bert C. Paschen rul ed today the
of
the
word
pf
his
agreement,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS nesday at 1:30 p.m. at McKin- Root,Minneapolis: two sisters,
trial of Richard F. Speck, acthe spirit of his arrangements ories concerning herself and her
Willis Feller
High Low Pr. ley Methodist, the Rev. Glenn Mrs . A. K. (Lottie) Peterson ,
children , in order to give him
cused
of murdering eight stuand
despite
the
pain
knows
he
it
PLAIFVIEW,
Minn
. — Willis
Albany, cloudy . . . . 47 18 .03 Quam officiating. Burial will be Seal Beach, Calif. , and Mrs.
some background for his historident nurses, will be held in Pewill
give
Mrs.
Kennedy."
Feller,
died
early
this
morn86,
Albuquerque, clear 54 28
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Esther Grier , Minneapolis, and
cal , research.
oria County .
Atlanta, fog . . . . . . . . 59 40 .. Friends may call at Fawcett four brothers , O. P. Frcgner, ing at Pepin View Nursing In his statement , issued ;
The defense asked that th$
"I know she never dreamed
Home,
Lake
City.
Bismarck, clear ... 35 24
'
'
Funeral Home Tuesday from 7 Hayfield , Minn ,: ;• J! A . Peter- He was born Jan. 6, 1880, at through Look magazine Sunday, that that material which related
trial
be moved on the ground
Boise, fog
. . . . . . . 31 66 .01 to 9 p.m. The casket will not be son, Paradise, Calif .; H. &
Manchester said :
strictly to* her private thoughts BOGOTA , Colombia (AP ) — that an unprejudiced proceedElgin.
He
was
a
farm
laborer
Boston, cloudy ..... 55 26 .. opened at the church.
Peterson , Austin , Minn., and W.
It has been said that my
never mai r ied. He has no work is being published prema- and acts — none of it part of the As "people started to scream ing could not be held in Chicago
Chicago, cloudy .... 40 30 ..
R. Peterson , Plainfield , 111., and
historical record — would ever aj id call for their children ," a where the mass killing took
known
relatives.
Cincinnati, clear .... 55 29
turely and that magazine seria- be made public.
and three grandchildren.
X : 'x '
Colombian airliner crashed place. " '
Cleveland, cloudy ,, 46 25 ... Two-State Funerals
Funeral
servic
«
will
be
Wf-dlization was not contemplated
Funeral services will be Tuesshort
of
the
runway
white
landDenver, clear ... .61 30 ' ,. .:..- .
Judge Paschen said the deday at 2 p.m. at Zion Lutheran nesday at 1 p.m at Johnson & by the Kennedy family. This is
"What 3s at stake is not Us
Des Moines, clear. .. 47 30
Ja rrm W. Nelson
Church, the Rev. V. A. Hinter- Schriver Funeral Home, Plain- not so. In the summer of 1966, integrity as a writer nor the ac- ing at Bogota in heavy fog Sun- cision to shift the trial to Peoria
Detroit, clear . . . 40 21
LANESBORO, Minn . ( Spe- meyer officiating. Burial will view, the Rev. Charks Schwen- authorization was given by the cura cy of history, hut rather the day, killing 18 persons and in- County was reached after conFairbanks, cloudy .. 2 -17 ' cial)— Funeral and burial serv- be in Pine Cemetery.
ke , Plainview
Presbyterian family for publication of the
commitment juring 10. v.
sultation with the administrative
Fort Worth , clear .. 61 39 .. ices for James William Nelson, may call at Smith Friends Church, officiating. Burial will book in early 1967, to be preced- Integrity of the
willingly Aerocondor Air Lines said the office of Illinois courts and the
and
the
promise
he
Funeral
Helena, cloudy .. .. . 5 6 32 . 44, who died of a heart attack
be in the Elgin cemetery.
ed by serialization in Look and voluntarily made."
crash took the lives of nine respective chief judges of IlliHonolulu, cloudy . V 80 71 .31 at Detroit Lakes* Minn,, . Tues- Home Tuesday from 7 to 9
Friends ¦may call at the fu- magazine.
Americans from Florida , five nois districts;
p.m.
and
the
church
after
at
secretary
White
House
press
Indianapolis, cloudy 50 30 .. day, were held at a Lutheran
neral home after 10:3C a.m. "It has been said that I have
Colombians living in the United Speck's counsel public defendJacksonville, clear .56 41 .31 Church at Detroit Lakes Fri- 12:30 p.m; Tuesday .
Wednesday.
broken faith with Mrs. Kenne- Bill D. Moyers denied a report States and four other Colom- er Gerald Getty, contended that
Kansas City, clear . 63 37 ... day. .;
dy: That I took advantage of that he had read sections of the bians.
Joseph J. Kline
wide publicity in Chicago about
Los Angeles, clear . 79 54 ..
Julius G. Drexel
her confidence in me and that I book and that he was assumed
He was born Oct. -31,. 1922, HARMONY, . Minn . (Special)
impressions The airline said in Miami , the slayings, and Speck's assohave
relayed
his
Louisville, clear .... 51 28 .. in Winneshiek County,
to
DAKOTA,
(Special)
Minn.
'
recorded
too
faithfully
her
Iowa, to —• Joseph J. Kline, 86. died at
ciation with them through
Memphis, clear .... 58 35 ..
to President Johnson , who reWilliam
and
Nelson.
As 12:45 a.m. today at Harmony Julius George (Happy) Drexel , words and emotions. I do not portedly is presented in an unfa- Fla., where the flight began, charges and arrests, stirred up
Bertha
Miami, cloudy . ... 75 37 ..
"73,
died
at
Lutheran
Hospital,
believe
this
to
be
so.
that
the
Super-Constellation
carCommunity Hospital where he
Milwaukee, cloudy : 37 26 ... a child he moved with his par- had been a patient a, year.
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CHRISTMAS SWEETS . . . Luci Johnson Nugent , daughter of
President and Mrs. Johnson, beams as she loads up with cupcakes,
cookies and a cake at a bake sale in the Johnson City, Texas, park.
To Luci's right is Helene Lindow, a friend from Washington , D C.,
who was a bridesmaid in Luci's Aug. 6 wedding to Patrick Nugent.
(AP Photofax)
'

DOUBLING UP THE GREETINGS . .. Dean and Dale Miller,
top, 2-year-old twins, and Jacquelyn and Angela Parker, 10, have their
voices recorded at station WTUF in Mobile, Ala., to be sent to relatives in Vietnam as part of "Operation Green Tape." Miller boys
are sons of Sgt. 1. C. William C. Miller, of Mobile. Girls, of Eight
Mile, Ala., were taping Christmas message for their brother, Marine
Cpl. Edward E. Parker, (AP Photofax) - • --.

A CANNON TO HELP COLLECT KNOWLEDGE . . . A 120-foot
camion, weighing 400,000 pounds, will be used by the Martin Co .,
Baltimore, to launch a payload into the atmosphere for collecting
information on wind velocities and electric fields . The cannon , locatcd at Barbados Island , West Indies , was built at McGill University
in Canada. (AP Photofax)

A MILLIONAIRE AT 19 . . . Peter Noone , 19, is one of Great
Britain 's present crop of teen-age millionaires. Tnd he arrives in the
United States on Tuesday confident he'll take home another crop of
dollars. You say you've never heard of Peter Noon*? Surely you've
heard of the British popular singing group Herman 's Hermits. Peter
Noone is Herman. (AP Photofax )
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INTERSECTIONAL THRILLER HERE

Hawks Defeat Robins
In Overtime by 67-63

PLAYER OF THE WEEK IN ACTION
. .. Here is Chicago Bears halfback Gale
Sayers in action against the Minnesota Vikings in ChicagoSunday, eluding Earsell Mackkee (46) and Earl Kassulke of the Vikings.
ftayera was named as the NFL Player of

the Week by The Associated Press. Sayers
carried 17 times in the game, one of -which
was a 90-yard scoring Uckeff return. The
Bears won their final game of Oie season
41-28. (AP Photofaa)

VINCE JAKES A DAY OFF

Green Bay Defeats
Rams Dallas Next

LOS ANGELES LB - Vince
Lombard!, the successf ul coach
of the champion Green Ba&
Packers, is not a man to rush
into things.
After the powerful Packers
defeated the Los Angeles Rams
Sunday 27-23, Lombard!said he
would not begin to think about
fads next opponent until today,
which at least gave him a full
Bight off from football.
The Dallas Cowboys, of
course, are next for Green Bay
Is the National Football League
championship at Dallas Jan. 1.
ThePackers can vacation until the day after Christmas.
The Rams have it longer -r
next July, in fact.
"This was a bad way to end
the season," said the Rams'
young coach, George Allen,
"but we can go al] the way next
Sear."
Hie Rams ended the 1968 war
with a record of 8-6, It was the
first time they had finished with
that many wins and as high as
third — or even had a winning
season— since 1958.
A crowd of 72,416, largest
turnout tn two years, was present for the finale.
Unfortunately, with Green
Bay in front 27-ff, many left the
stadium before the Rams rallied with two touchdowns to
dosethei gap.

fantasy in the closing minutes.
On fourth and yards to go, the
ball on the Rams' 38, the kicking team came on " and Jon Kilgore dropped back to punt
Instead he lofted a throw to
his defensive back, Claude
Crabb, for 47 yards to Green
Bay's 15, and two plays later
quarterback Roman Gabriel
circled right-end for a touchdown.
Soon after Green Bay's rookie
Jim Grabowski fumbled and big
Merlin Olson recovered for the
Rams. Only he fumbled, but his
teammate Jack Pardee got the
ball in midfield.
Gabriel threw a 65-yard bomb
to Steve Heckard, who was
downed on the enemy three.
With 34 seconds remaining,
Gabe struck Marlhn McKeever
in the end zone for six points.

starting with the initial kickoff.
The Packers, seemingly dominated by Ram energy in the
first quarter, traded fumbles
with the Rams — Los Angeles
recovering a Jim Taylor fumble
on Green Bay's 36 and Dave
Robinson recovering a Ram
fumbles on the Packers' 12 minutes later.
The Packers got into gear
with Bob Jeter's theft of a pass
from Gabriel to Jack Snow, who
had sidestepped Jeter earlier in
the first quarter to complete a
Gabriel toss. Jeter returned 'his
interception 75 yards for the
first touchdown outrunning Gabriel.
Jeter's touchdown with a stolen pass was the sixth such situation by Green Bay this season, and equals an NFL mark
made by Cleveland in 1960.

The clock, and the Rams'
four-game
winning streak , SETS NEW RECORD
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)
quickly ran out
In closing, the Rams had at Yale's Don Schollander, winner
least one satisfaction . Their two of four gold medals in the 1964
touchdowns and three field Olympics, wasted little time In
goals were the most points scor- celebrating his election to this
year's AAV All-America swimed this year on Green Bay.
And Bruce GossettV season ming team.
total of 28 field goals is a rec- Named to the team during the
ord for a NFL sesaon, bettering weekend Schollander went out
the 26 Lou Michaels booted for and set a Yale record in winning the 1,000-yard free style in
Pittsburgh in 1962.
The Rams were first on the 10:34.9 and also taking the 500scoreboard with a 36-yard Gos- yard event in 4:50.4 in leading
sett field goal after Los Angeles the EUs to a 71-33 victory over
there was a touch of Ram trekked 71 yards in 12 plays North Carolina State Saturday.
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By SAM SWARTZ
Dally Newt Sports Editor
Winona bounded back in an
overtime Saturday night, scoring ten points in the threeminute period to whip Eobbinsdale 67-63 in a nonconference thrilFer.
Trailing 13-9 at the end of
the first period, the Winhawks took command of the
game with control ball handling and sizzling shooting to
put together, a 12-point bulge
when the halftime buzzer
sounded.

However, the Robins' shootand-shoot-and-shoot style of
play finally began to pay off
in the second half. They pulled to a 44-41 deficit at the
end of the third stanza and
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The victory leaves Coach
John Kenney and his Winhawks a 6-1 record going into

the holiday break . They next
take to the floor on Jan. 3
when they entertain Rushford
in another nonconference encounter^
Hawk Captain Loreh Benz
turned in the high-point performance with 19 for the winners, fie was followed by Patterson -with 16 and Plachecki
with 15. Pat Hopf, coming off
the bench, scored 11.
For Robbinsdale it was Jim
Lennartson, who sparked the
Robins in the second half,
with 1$ Jamie Peters had 15
and Ron Anderson netted 14.
Plachecki held center Wayne
Iverson to just 10 points during the fray.
Each coach used just seven
players during the game, giving an indication Of the fierce

HOST MARIAN WEDN ESDAY

Ramblers Whip
Columbus Five

MARSHFIELD,. Wis.• - Cotter's dominance of the backboards and the scoring of two
reserves in the second half paved the way to a 78-59 triumph
over Marshfield Columbus Saturday night.
The Ramblers got 16 points
from 6-6 Mike Twomey and 15
from 6-2 Pat Wiltgen as the
pair came on in the second half
to lead a Cotter surge that
broke open the contest.

II was victory No. 5 for Cotter in seven games this year
as the Ramblers rebounded
from a loss at the hands of
Rochester Lourdes 'Friday
night. The next action for Cotter
will be Wednesday night when
the Ramblersentertain Owatonna Marian in an 8 p.m. game
at St. Stan's gym.
"I'm satisfied with that record," said Nett of the 5-2 Cotter
slate. "Looking back, we should
have been 6-1 aid could have
been 7-0. If we. win Wednesday
night, It will give us a good
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National League

¦ASTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. PCI. PT OP
Dallas
10 1 1 -7(» 445 23*
Phlladalphla . » S t Mi *2i Mo
Clavaland ... 9 l 0 .in an 7S9
St. Uuls .... a I 1 UIJ IM us
Washington .. 7 7 0 JOO Ml MS
Pittsburgh ... B I 1 .385 Sit 347
Atlanta
3 11 I .214 20* 417
Naw York .. ' .: 112 1 .077 2« $01
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W. LT, Pet. PT OP
OREEN BAY 12 2 0 .157 33J 1*3
Baltlmora ... » I 0 .443 314 224
Lorn Angelas . I 4 • J71 280 212
San Pranclsca 4 4 2 -J0O 320 315
Chlcaga
. . . t 7 2 .417 234 in
MINNESOTA
4 » 1 .301 212 304
Detroit
4 7 1 .108 204 317
SATURDAY'S RESULT
Cleveland 18, St. LouIt 10.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Dallas 17, Naw York 7.
Chicago 41, MINNESOTA 11,
Philadelphia 37, Waihlnglon 21.
Pittsburgh 57, Atlanta 33.
OREEN BAY 27, Los Angelas 13.
Baltimore 30,, San Francisco 14.
SUNDAY, JAN, 1, 1*47
NFL CHAMPIONSHIP
eREBN BAY at Dallas.

American League
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knotted it up-, at 57-all when
the regulation game ended.
Actually, it was Mark Patterson of the Hawks who
dumped in the knotting
score, with Just 42 seconds
remaining.
Jim Lennartson and Tim
Warren put the visitors ahead
with two minutes remaining
by swishing consecutive field
goals and Paul Plachecki, Winona's standout center, hit for
two to stay just one bucket
behind. Patterson took over
the ball in the backcourt,
drove to the edge of the key,
then sank a 15-foot jumper fo
knot the score.

¦ASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet. PT
¦
uftala
» 4 1 .4*2 351
Boston
1 4 2 .447 3)5
Naw York ... 4 * 1 .500 121
Houston
lit a .114 lis
Miami
3 11 0 .114 111
WESTERN DIVISION
W. U T. Pet. PT
Kansas City . 11 1 1 .844 441
Oakland
8 J 1 .411 111
San Dltga ... 7 4 1 .538 115
Denver
4 io » .lit Hi
SATURDAY'S RESULT
New York 31, Boston 21.
SUNDAY'S RESULT!
¦utfela 38, Denver 11.
Kansas City 27, Sen Ctege 17.
Miami if, Houston ll.
SUNDAY, JAN. 1, 1M7
AFL CHAMPIONSHIP
¦Unset Clly al Buffalo .

OP
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2»
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r»4
*41
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*74
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Nietzel Wins
Af La Crosse
Maf Tourney

Cochrane - Fountain City's
Fred Nietzel captured the 145pound division championship in
the La Crosse State University
Invitational Saturday. Tomah
won the meet with a total of 08
points, and the Pirate mntmen
finished sth with 24.
Team scoring went as follows: Tomah 98, Sparta 75, La
Crosse Central 73, DeSoto 50,
Westby 42, La Crosse Logan 30,
West Salem 28 , Cochrane-Fountain City 24 , Onalaska 20,
Houston 13, LaFarge 13 , and
Kidupoo 10.

record to carry into the tomv
nament;"
Cotter will host its fourth annual holiday classic at St.
Mary's gymnasium on Dec 2728.
A dominance of the boards
told the tale Saturday night.
Cotter rolled to a 21-11 lead,
and after Columbus cut it to
25-21, Nett's quintet opened a
40-32 halftime lead. •

In the third quarter Wiltgen
came off the bench to replace
Bob Greden at forward when
Greden picked up his fourth
foul. The 6-2 junior reserve
pumped in nine points in that
stanza as Cotter outscored
Marshfield 21-10 and ballooned
itg lead to 61-42.
Twomey, replacing starting
center Steve Erdmanczyk, got
nine of his points in the fourth
quarter to end any Marshfield
comeback hopes.
The vital statistics of the
game: Cotter had 67 rebounds,
76 shots and 33 turnovers.

"We got a lot of second and
third shots," said Nett. "But we
had a lot of turnovers, too. But
we forced Marshfield into some
turnovers, also."

Marshfield's hopes for victory iwere severely dampened
in the third quarter when they
lost leading scorer Gary Rhyner with a leg injury. Rhyner
still managed to lead all scorers with 19 points.
Twomey and John Leaf paced the Ramblers with 16 apiece.
Wiltgen added 15 and Tim
Browne 12.
Cotter <78)
Marthfleld (s»)
fa ff of tp
« «p> tp
2 2 4
Pfahrilng
1 2 2 4
*
I • S «
Mancl
o • 4 t
? » S U Putnam J J t t
I S 0 » Mnlnikl 1 I 0 2
i 4 2 it Rhyner
» 7 3 If
3 1 4 7 Sexlon
4 M 11
1 1 S. ¦ I- . Stauber 4 1 2 »
1 0 2 16 Bay
I 0 1 4
-. _ _ .
« • I o
i S 3 i
i
totals; 20 If 1» »
12 4 4
« 0 o I

Ortden
Saehlar
Browna
Spelh
Twomey
Enletyk
Wernr
Leaf
Schoener
Wlltoam
Wenzel
Pomeroy

Totals as 12 24 71
COTTE R .
.:... M 17 11 17—78
MARSHFIELD
.11 14 10 17—It

Surprising Badgers
Open Big Ten Play

CHICAGO <AP) - Wisconsin's
Badgers, as surprising as the
rest of the Big Ten, open the
conference season at Illinois
Monday night after battling to
victory in the Milwaukee Classic.
The Badgers, losers of their
first two games, take a threegame winning streak to Champaign including two straight triumphs at Milwaukee over the
weekend.
Wisconsin edged past Fordham 67-66 Friday night and won
the Classic trophy with an 88-84
victory over South Carolina.
The Badger victory, coupled
with a clean sweep by five Bi g
Ten teams Saturday and a week
which netted nine victories and
only one defeat , left Big Ten
teams with a 30-15 record
against intersections! foes.
Tbe Wisconsin-Illinois game

competition. It was a cleanly
played contest, too, with a
total of 28 fouls called, 17 on
Robbinsdaie and 11 on Winona. ' .
The eitra free throws made
the difference. The Robins
and Hawks each poured
through 26 field goafs, although the visitors took many
more shots. In the free throw
department it was a different
story, with Winona bitting 15
and Robbinsdale 11 for the
four-point difference.
Coach Kenney's boys played
strict control ball most of the
game, taking only 44 shots
from the floor. But, they hit
on 28 of them, for an amazing
59 percent
Robbinsdale, on the other

Lewiston Cops
tsTViclory
Over Elgin

LEWISTON, Minn. — Lewiston recorded its first victory of
the season and first in its new
gym Saturday night by tipping
Elgin 65-58. The Cardinals, now
1-5 for the year, host La Crosse
Holy Cross tonight and Elkton
Wednesday night.
With the score knotted at
halftime, 30-30, Lewiston broke
loose to outscore the Watchmen
18-9 in the third period to secure the triumph. Both teams
collected 20 field goals, but the
Cards , capitalized on frequent
Elgin fouls by sinking 25 free
throws.
Ron Kirkeby topped a balanced attack for the winners with
15 points, Greg Bearden taUied
13, and Kerry Kronebush and

hand, shot every tun* they
came anywhere near the basket, lofting a whopping 73
shots, hitting on 216 for 35 percent. ':
BOXSCORE
Winona (47)
Steve Holubir
Loren Benz . . . . . . . . .
Paul Plachecki
Mark Patterson
Rick Curran .......
Pat Hopf
Jim Beeman ........

fg It
a 0
» 1
S 5
« 4
a s
S
4
a •

Totals .......... «
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¦
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¦ASTBRN DIVISION
;
W. ' : -. X Ptl. •¦ ¦ '
Plilladalphla . . . . »
J
.•»»«;¦->• .
»
r
Jit I!* '
Boston- . .'
,«J MM
New York ...... 15 1«
Cincinnati ...... 12 17
At* 15V4
Ml IV,*
Baltimore ...... • 2S
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L Pfc Oi
Jan Franclica ..20 II
MS
St. uuls . . . . . . . 1 2 14
.42* aVi
Detroit .
U It
.«!» 7
Los-AngtlH " ;'- ..-. ' » - ' I
.408 7W
Chicago . . . . . . . . 12 22
.1» V6
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 110, Baltlmora toe.
New York IK, St. Louts 114.
Philadelphia 1J0, Detroit tos.
Boston ill,. San Francisco no.
SUNDAY'S RESULT J
. Cincinnati 118, Baltlmor* ll4 .
Lot Ang«lH 7827; Boston 125.
TODAY'S OAMB
Chicago vi. St. Louis at Memphis,
- Ttnn. ,
TUESDAY'S OAMES
Boston vi. Detroit , at Mlnxiesofe.
Los Angelas at San Pranclieo.

Jerry Thompson both wound up
with-ll. x
Elgin got 17-point performances from Larry Shones and
Arvin Holtegard, but the Watchmen's big threat, Steve Richardson got in foul trouble early
and only scored two points.
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:/ , . . YOU TROUBLE? V
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will he the only Big Ten encounter until Jan. 7 when all
the other teams get conference
actio-n going in full swing.
Before that, Bi g Ten teams
will engage in a smattering of
non-conference activity this
week before wheeling into a
heavy
holiday
tournament
schedule which finds them engaging on battlefields from
coast to coast.

Get a New

GOODYEAR BATTERY

Bowlers Give
$204.75 to
Cancer Fund

'

ta
«
17
IS
14
*
11
S

Robbintdila (tt) fg ft pf ta
S
1
Tim Warren ........ 1 1
Jamie Patera ...... S 5 ¦ 4 IS
S
.
* ¦ 1 IS
Waynt Iverson .....
4 I
I
Ron Anderson ...;....« J
» IS
Jim Ltnnartaotj ......a t
a
a
t
Tarry Warren ......a
a, a
Crea Shlsh ......... 1 1

During these
encounters
there's a possibility that Big
Ten teams will meet family
members but these games will
not count in conference standings.
The only Big Ten team to lose
last week was Indiana when the
Hoosiers were ambushed at
Kansas State 82-69 Monday
night. But Indiana made up for
it with a convincing 83-73 victory over Loyola in a Chicago
Stadium doubleheader Saturday.
For All-Weather, Trouble-Free Starting!
Other winners Saturday were
Iowa over Drake 83-75, Minnesota over Ohio University 71-67,
« Mm^^^^B£rWEf KKI____ l\_M__¦jjl^^
and Purdue over Washington 85- inHffi9ft
70.
Michigan State , idle last
week, leads Bi g Ten teams with
a 4-0 record and Purdue is second with a 4-1 mark. Ohio State
follows at 3-1 and Illinois and
DURAND, Wis. — Contribu- Northwestern are both 2-1.
tions bo the American Cancer
Society in the bowldown at Club Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin and
10, Durand, totaled $204.75. Minnesota are 3-2 and Michigan,
More than 200 participated. The with a 3-3 mark, is low in the
10 finalists chosen for state conference.
competition were led by Victor . Aside from the Wisconsin-IlU.
Erickson with 680 among the nols opener Monday night,
men and Barbara Berger with Northwestern is at Tulane ln nn
LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES!
6fi0 among the women. Mer- Invasion of the South.After that |
chants of Uie area contributed 13 other games are scheduled I
6-VOLT
12-VOLT
the 32 local prizes distributed. before the Christmas break.
¦ -'
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$17.95 J
Exch.
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TUESDAY LUMCHEOH SPECIAL
11 a.m. fa 5 p.m.

MAVERICK SANDWICH

__

Vt pound ground beef on grilled
roll with pickle, txrmuda onion, £\\_m e
heapln' order of French Fries, _ _ ^_
f
salad and choice of dressing. ... wfcw #
f

1415 Service Drive

NELSON
TIR E SERVI CE

Fourth A Johmon

Phone 2306

Gophers MEISNER PLEASES CLOQUET FANS
Topple
New
Scoring
Ohio
. . .

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) _ Consistency is tbe biggest need of
the inexperienced Minnesota
basketball team, but Coach John
Kundla thinks his Gophers may
keep scrapping their way to a
lot of surprise victories this season.
The Gophers turned back
Ohio University 71-67 Saturday
night after a 10-day layoff for
quarter examinations.
"We're out of shape after the
layoff , but I think we'll bounce
back ," Kundla said. "I was satisfied with liow we played because we were out of condition :
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Mark As
Warriors Triumph Ashland

CLOQUET, Minn — Dave
Meisner and the Winona State
basketball team showed Cloquet fans that they play a
pretty good fcrand of basketball in southern Minnesota Saturday night , shellacking Northland College of Ashland* Wis.,
118-71 for the Warriors seventh
straight victory.
The occasion was "Dave
Meisner Night" in Cloquet , the
place where Winona State's
sterling 5-8 guard played his
high school basketball. And
Cloqiiet responded with an
over-flowing crowd in .the- ' .Cloquet High School gym and a
special halftime ceremony for

Meisner. All of Meisner's former teammates and coaches
who were part of tha Cloquet
state . tournaments teams of
1962 and 19*33 were present
for the halftime presentation.
MEISNER
responded by
showing his home town folks
why he is a potential All-American candidate with aa "average '' night . Meisner poured in
30 points to lead the Winona
rout. X X The triumph pushed Winona's
season record to 7-1 with the
victory, matching the total
number of triumphs tie Warriors have had in each of the

last two, years; The 118 points
was also a school scoring record, breaking the mark of 114
set earlier this season in a 114104 overtime triumph against
Upper Iowa.
Winona took 97 shots in the
game, getting numerous second
and third attempts, and hit 44
of them for 45 percent. Northland hit only 31 percent of its
shots and was forced into 24
turnovers by the sticky Winona
defense.
"Our defense looked real good
early in the game," said Warrior , coach Ron Ekker. "But
after we got the big lead , we
eased up." A good majority of
the credit for the defensive
work went once again to Rick
Starzecki who was assigned to
Northland's leading scorer , Jim
Hanrahan , and held him to
only two field goals and eight
points.
THE WARRIORS jumped off
to an immediate lead and had
a 54-30 bulge at halftime that
was never threatened. Winona
had a 42-29 edge in the rebound
department against the shorter
Northland team with 6-6 Mike
Jeresek getting 11 of the caroms.
Twelve Winona players scored
in the contest and only Rich
Decker, still suffering from a
broken nose, did not see action.
Winona 's finishing lineup had
Chip Schwartz at center, Larry
Stevens and Marv Berg at
guards/and'' . torn Neumann and
Brian Espe at forwards.
"They did an outstanding
job," said Ekker of his "shock
troops. "Our bench has done
an outstanding job for us all
year. Schwartz played half the
game at Platteville and did a
fine job, and Espe played a
good deal at Upper Iowa. (Mike )
DeWyre hasn't played much
lately either. But it's just a
case of where we need different types of players at different times and we have enough
versatility to that we have players to fit each need. Our bench
has won a lew games for us
and most people don't realize
that."
ESPE GOT 12 point* and De-

Wyre 14 as the two junior college transfers were given a
chance to display their talents.
Jeresek finished with Hi whilr
Tim Anderson , playing another in an ever more plentiful
string of outstanding games,
netted 20.
Jerry Biennen, a reserve center, led Northland with 21. Gordy Lundquist added 14.
Winona State is now off until
hosting a holiday tournament
Dec. 29-30. On the 29th thtj
Warriors will take on Carleton . while Beloit meets Carroll
College in the opener of th*
first evening.

"We showed some real good
signs, then -we did some things
flanked by hla parents while Cloquet High badly. We'd play pretty well at
School basketball coach Ben Trochlil , who times, them we'd turn right
coached Meisner and Cloquet to the state around and throw it away.
tournament finals when Dave was a senior,
"But that' s a scrapping bunch
Wlnone (111)
Northland (71)
says a few words on the microphone. (Harry of kids. They fight for what they
Ij «pl ip
fg tt »M»
]
3
4
»
Nrdqulft
AittfrMH * 4 IM
and
as
long
as
they
get
do
that
Lawrence Photo)
,
Palqulil « a 0 2 Oltobi
1 1 1 I
nobody is going to run them off
Blast
» B 1 » Wllke
114 7
a 4 1 4 DeWyre 4 1 2 14
Like
the court."
Dnbargr « 3 J 2 Malsner 11 I 2 SO
Biennen * 3 4 21 Srmekl o 2 1 2
The most encouraging things
Hanrehn ¦ 1 4 3 a JereMtc » 1 4 11
for Kundla"lave been the st ead5 2 2 12
R' lleiy . -' - ' J . ' -I 2 7 Espe
t-udqullt 1 ( 2 14 Schwertl 2 2 1 *
ily improving play of sophomore
Mlaomry t 2 • 2 Niumin I 1 1 1
forward L*roy Gardner and
Fenner 1 t • 1 Berg
II 1 5
Bnstat>'e ° ° J • tfevene I I 1 1
guard Rich Miller , a transfer
student.,
Telals 11 a» 21 71 Total* 44 « 17111
118
WINONA
. . . . . . . . . ,54
«4
Gardner led the Gopher scor;
NORTHLAND
M
41
71
ing against Ohio with 20 points, Ken Donahue b l a s t e d 175. Carol Lilla had 443.
while Miller contributed 12 and
a 595 series for . the Niemeyer- In the His 'n. Hers League,
played a steady floor game;
Donahue
quartet in the Guys A Fred Brensel hit 541 , leading
"This was Gardner's best
Westgate Bowl Brensel-Brensel to 780. Shirley
game," Kundla said. "He's Dolls League at
bowlers in Kauphusman's 173-433 spurred
to
lead
weekend
coming along pretty good. And the- city .:
KEK's to 2,235. Jim Richtman
Miller has come a long way.
had 192 for Fountain Citians.
"It isn 't like last year when team had collected its sixth thei r stiffest least' to date when He's done surprisingly well."
Merf Duellman laced a 236 WESTGATE : The Whirwinds
we could roll up a big first straight victory of the season they travel to Fairchild tb take
game that sparked Stahmanii- smacked 757 in the Kings &
quarter lead and then coast the and 50th straight regular season on the Purple Dragons in a
The Gophers , who play Mar- Duellman to> 828. Lubinski-Lica Queens loop, but Double O's
West : C e¦n t r a l Conference quette in Milwaukee Tuesday tagged. 2,147 behind Leona Liirest of the way. This year we've triumph Friday night.
registered 2,219 behind Nord
game. ' . . ' " ' " ¦' "¦
got to .work for them; "
night and then take a week's binski's 530. B a r b Pozanc
Bob Hazelton led Williams An¦' ' :'and Verna
That was the comment of TONIGHT, Green 's River- Fairchild , 4-2 this season aft- break for Christmas before topped the distaff side in the Overland's 199—531
nex to an 83,76 victory over
.
175-504.
;
Otis'
Alma High School basketball men, the No. 1 ranked small er losing to Arkansaw Friday heading west to play in the Far league with 194—541 for FenLake Center Switch in a Men's
Wild, behind Winnie
coach Greg Green after his school in Wisconsin, will face night, Was the last team to de- "West Classic tournamen t at ske Pozanc. Barb Kuhlmann Deuces 21<0—461,
League basketball game Saturnailed 80S—
Drwall's
feat Alma during the regular Portland , Ore., were hot and totaled 191—514.
day. Hazelton dumped in 2$,
2,198. Ralph Hardtke had 189—
season way back on Jan . 17, cold againsst Ohio ;V .
hut was second to Gene Schultz,
HAL-BOD - Pat .. Hopfs' 501 540 in the Deuces Wild attack
1964. Tri that game, Fairchild
Lake Center; who netted il
Minnesota ran up a 12-1 lead and George Hubbard' s 205 led in the Jacks & Queens League
used an . unbelievable . fourth in the first 5^i minutes as Ohio Good Players to 798 —2,076 in Bob Wieczorek had . 190—511' and
during the contest
.
quarter rally : to nip the River- started slowly. The Gophers had the High School . Boys. 'League Jan Wieczorek 467 for 4 Aces.
Steve's Bar came up with ail
^
men 72-68,
84-36 victory over Montgomery
a 41-31 halftime margin, and Gutter Gals hammered 722— Sue Laak's 172-456 paced AlWard in another men's game.
Fairchild has a balanced at- widened it to 52-39 early in the 2,125 in the High School Girls ley Smashers to 844—2,067 in
Murt Boyum netted 3S for
tack, led by 6-5 Randy Abra- second haJf..
League, led by Nancy Harders the Junior Girls League.
Steve's, followed by Jack Benehamson, and his 6-3 cousin, Dendict with 21 and Bill Werner
nis A.brahantson. Rick Frueh,
with 18. For Wards, it was
Stan Shipler , Bob Kreuger, Don
of Saturday games in the Wa- Olsen and Ron Duerkop are also
WASIOJA
Jack Meyer, with 15 counters.
Wl
'
Wt L sioja Conference.
Charles topped Watkins 75-63
avera
ging
in
or
near
double
J 1
Hayfield
« • Wanamingo
Hayfield won its sixth straight figures.
In the third game Saturday.
J 1
Weil Concor* 4 1 Plnaluand
Byron
3 1 Oodge Center 1 4 by
High scorers for Charlies were
blitzing Claremont 86-57,
Claremont
J i DoVerEyole
• *
Fred Beck, 21, Jack Bader, 18
while West Concord remained AL.\IA, which started out as
and John King with 17, Costello
The front-runners pulled far- one step behind with a 44-37 vic- a two-man tearh in the persons
had 15 and Rasmussen 14 for
ther away from the pack , while tory over Byron , Wanamingo of Br>b Parker and Curt Youngbauer , has developed some balWatkins.
th> middle ended up in a four- defeated Dodge Center 69-52,
war jumbl e after a full round and Pine Island downed Dov er- ance in recent games. Parker
Eyota 67-54 to pull into that and Younghauer are both
still averaging 20 points-perfour-way tie for third.
gamer, but Green has fashioned some added punch in Tom
HAYFIELD 86
Bautch and Terry Bright.
CLAREMONT 57
Big Mark Fredrickson poured Tuesday night , a rugged Root
In 30 points and hauled down. 16 River Conference test is slated
rebounds to lead Hayfield to an for: Peterson. The Petes, led by
easy 86-57 rout of Claremont 5-8 guard Wayne Hasleiet , have
compiled a '4-1 record this seaSaturday night .
Backing up Fredrickson was son and are 2-0 in the Root
River. The Tigers only loss has
Entry blanks are now avail- Steve Arendts with 12 points in been a 57-M setback to Harbarrage.
the
balanced
Vikings
able for the Minnesota State
mony.
Men 's Bowling Tournament , Gary Fritze did yeoman work Houston, on th e other hand ,
with
11
rebounds.
on
the
boards
slated for Harkins Palace, St.
is unbeaten. The Hurricanes are
Paul , March 4 thrugh April 23. Jerry Warner hit 13 points also 2-0 in the conference
fine
deand
was
credited
with
a
close at midnight Feb.
Entries
¦ ''
' .: " '
fensive game for Claremont. and 4-0 over.all. Sieve Botcher
6.
.. ¦- .
Terry Rosendahl are HousYankbwiak
and Busch hit 12 and
Entry blanks may be obtained
ton's leading scorers.
at any of the local bowling apiece.
THE GAMK is expected to be
establishments, -according tb Wi- PINE ISLAND 67
a battle between Ilasleiet' s ofnona Bowling Association secre- DOVKR-EYOTA 54
fons ive punch and the defense
tary, Clarence Bell.
Dover-Eyota managed only 13
Bell has reserved Apr il l and points In the first half and that of Houston 's 5-6 guard Marlin
GRABS BALL . . . Purdue guard Bill
ball game Saturday. Huskie guard Doug
2 for Winona delegation . Shifts spelled doom for the Eagles as Carrier.
reserved for teams , singles and they dropped -a 67-54 decision to M eanwhile , also on ' Tuesday Keller grabs loose ball as Washington forWestlake
at left watches action. Purdue won
night, the Root River s leader ,
doubles, are :
Pine Island , their seventh Rushford; -with a 3-0 mark , is at ward Dave Hovde.falls on floor during firs t 85-70. (AP Photofax )
April 1 — 6:H 0 p.m, 10 teams; straight loss this season .
half scramble of Purdue-Washing ion basketCaledonia.
B p.m. 10 teams.
Dover-Eyota never could overApri l 2 — 9 a.m. 22 doubles, come the 32-13 halftime lead
« singles ; ll a.m. 8 doubles, : built up by tbe Islanders , alH singles ; 1 p.m. 24 doubles , 48 though the Eagles did score 41
points in the final 16 minutes.
singles.
Deadlin e for reserved en- Darwin .Johnson , Denny Scripture and Darrell Richardson
tries is .Ian . 22.
Duragen
had 13 each for Dover-Eyota.
W
W_ \W
_w
PERSONS wishing to bowl
Don Millering netted 19 and
with the Winona delegation controlled the boards for Pine
'
Design
W__f_Wr
*
should contact Bell. Fourteen Island ,
m W_m/_W^__ l
* Whisper quiet , self-cleaning
teams from tbe city competed
cleats
MKB^^^ V'
Dover-Eyota won the B game
in the state tournament at Du- 29-28 in overtime .
luth last year.
¦
i
WANAMINGO «9
DODGE CENTER 57
Guards Grant Hoven and Bob
Sf. 0
Compact!
§ 17,9
6.50/7.00x11 »'
Otto turned' it on in the third
raced
Wanamingo
quarter as
CHICAGO (AP ) - Tt was But the coach also reflected in scores in the firs t period ns that Van Brocklin could see was
x
away from Dodge Center to re- Rlory day for gallop ing Gale
Ford, Chevy,
j|
the teams rolled up a 14-14 tie. "our offense in this game and
Minnesota
could
use
a
break^
victory.
69-52
cord a
Sayers
and
Ihe
Chicago
Bears
After
Sayers'
94-yard
gallop,
our
defense
throughou
t
theseaOtto finished with 25 points Sunday, but Minnesota Vikings away runner like Sayers , the the Vikings drove 67 yards in son. We found out we got some
Lark , Rambler
and Hoven IH as the Bulldocs Co ach Norm Van Brocklin Bears ilash who streaked for 197 eight plays following the kick- football players in guys like
6 70 x
broke loose Iron a 2fl-2fi half- wasn 't down in the clumps in the yards in 17 attempt's from scrim- off , with Ihe TD coming on Fran (rookies ) Don Hansen , Jim Veltime lead to stretch it to 50-:sfi locker room,
mage, or an average of better Tarkenton 's 11-yard pass to lone and Doug Davis ."
Buick , Olds,
,, . u
BANTAM BASKETBALL
at (he end of three qua rters. He saw some silver linings In than au first down each time. Tom Hall.
Dodge, Pontiac, j U l u
Don Tangen added 14 for spite of the 41-28 defeat which "He's by far the best offensive The Bears drov« back but
The coach added, "It wa« onr
LEAGUE
•
^piacVssSes SI9.95 $21.95 $2.36
W L
W L Wanamingo. Ed Dvorak bagged
first
bad defensive game. And
K'
man
im
pro
football
man
,"
said
Vikings
left
the
In
a
last
place
Minnesota
forced
a
punt.
Jeff
R«d Man Club ) I Pearlau chain I l
8
x
Ontral M,
1 I Athletic Club
I 1 17 and Fred Kreager 1*5 for lie in the Western Division of Van Brocklin of Sayers, who Williams fumbled it trying for our only one."
Studebaker,
7'• ?10xlb
n ,j{
lunniam
1 1
Center.
Dodge
Plymouth
the National Football League wrnpp«d up the league rushing a fair catch and Chicago re- As for Osborn , the 210-pound
crown with 1,231 yards ,
back said he likes both to run
wi
th
a
4-0-1
final
record.
covered
on
the
Viking
48.
They
A big fourth quarter g;ive
CONCORD
44
WEST
The Rears star loosed his
and catch passes—although he
the Red Men Club Its third
¦"We got good blocking and lightni ng on the first play of the qiiickly drove to pay dirt , with didn 't get tnuch practice
MYRON 37
Sayers scoring on a three-yard
at the
straight win of the earl y seaWest Concord mastered By- running. We controlled tho ball game , taking the Vikings kick- burst.
latter in college games. "If we
son and hold on first place in ron's deliberate type of basket- IM play.s to 49 for the Bears ),"
off for a zig-zag 90-ynrd touchthrew five passes then , It Was
the Hnnlnm cage standings . ball and beat the 'Hears at their he- pointed out,
A 65-yard march by Minneso- a record , '' he jo -shi'd.
The Red Men clipped Peerless own game Saturday night , 44- "When wc no I D the train ing down run.
That signaled a gum e of of- ta culminating in Tarkenton 's "Afte r hearing so much about
Chain 4iM»i Saturday.
;ti .
cu iiip ill l !H»( , we've got to p ick fensive power that saw the Vi- lS-ynrd dash tied It at 14-14 . having bad hands , I get a little
i
High Kcorer for the Red Men
WrM (' oih'oul held quart er it up from here. ' 1
kings roll up nn impressive mar- Hut Chicago rolled up its big- extra kick out of each catch ,
Was Bob Browne with 17 He leads of 9-7 , 20- 18 and .'W-.'IO beAnd one of llio.se the Dutch- gin of 480 to 380 in total yards ; gest quarter margin with 17 Actuall y, I didn 't think I had
was followed by Dave Dona- fore br eaking away In the Inst man is counting on to "pick it 2d
to 14 in first downs and 17 points to take a 31-17 margin bad hands."
hue with 12 and Peerless quarter , Lending scorer Dan up" is young Dnve Osborn , who
of 3(5 passes completed compar- into the dressing room at half
He said he'll have more conChain 's Dave Wiltgen with six. Hutton was held to seven points , fought for 1 IR yards in 1!) carries ed with only three of 12 for time, The surge included an 80Where the Men Who Know Tire* Bert Are:
fidence about making a starting
Bob Lee continued his high tint Chuck Andrews got 10 to nnd a 6, 2 average , The ex-Uni- Chicago ,
yard scoring pass , Rud y Bukich berth n««xt July In practice, But
scoring ways as Central Mej h- lend West Concord' s balanced versity of North Dakot a star
to .limrny Jonea .
h« knows it will take some hard
odiM whipped Sunbenm Bread attack .
lint Saycri wa« «lway« ready Tarkenton 's two scoring paM- work , "And I can't expect to
w ho rounded out his second year
•10-22 in the other Bantnm game
when
Chicago needed the cs, six yards to Preston Carpen- be No. 1 just by showing up.
Merlin Corde R hit 10 for in the NFL also caught . three
"
played Saturday. I^ee swished Byron .
extra yardage and he piled up ter and Un co yards to Osborn,
pstsse.s for 5fi yards.
21 for the winners ,
When asked If Osborn wns the a phenomenal 33!) yards jn rush- boosted the Vikings tn only a 31- Even. If Tommy Maion '* ailanswer to the squad's halfback ing, pass receiving and kickoff 28 deficit before Chicago rallied ing knee does heal well enough
Mike Renswick was high GIBKOV HKAI> COACH
MANHATTAN , Kan. (AP ) - problem , Van Brocklin replied , returns.
for 10 more points.
point scorer fo>r Sunbeam with
for the lough grind of NFL play,
Fiv«> fumbles didn 't help the Tarkenton 's 17 pass comple- the erstwhile Vikings sprinter
in .
Vlnca Gibson , assistant football " It sure looks like tie's arrived,
1U W. 2nd St.
"Since 1917"
phone 1847
Central Method ist, is now 2-0 coach at Tennessee, was named He ' s goi H lot of hu.sll e ;md Vikinxs any, and two were lost tion!) gave him 102 for the sea- may find the driving play of the
Open
7
a.m.
to
A
p.m.—Saturday,
til S p.m.
son.
youthful Osborn a hard. chal.
and iSunbenm 1-2 in league head coach at Kansas State Uni- tremendous drive . Did you see to the Rears.
;
how he broke those tackles?"
Minnesota matched Chicago Some more of tho silver lining lengo .
versity,
piny .
:
:
IN HONOR OF DAVE . . . Dave Meisner
(second from left) Was honored at a halftime
ceremony at Cloquet Saturday night as the
northern Minnesota community held a special "Dave Meisner Night" when Winona
State pjayed Northland College at the Cloquet High School gymnasium . Meisner is

HOUSTON-PETERSON TUESDAY NITE

Fairchild Stands
In Rivermen Path

Hayfmd Wins
Si ^xM 'Ro W:x ^

Ken Donahue Tops
Bowlers With 595

Williams Annex,
Steve's Bar,
Wards All Win

(SI SNOW
VS7 T|Ri

Intry Blanks
Available for
Bowling Meet
¦

«\TJJU MM— J e a/ywiHcva

VALUE!

SAYERS HAS;A FIELD DAY

Dutch Sees Silver __^___^__
___ _^_
Lining in Defeat

_________

am

Red Men Club
Wins Third
Over Peerless

5^'95
Sk. »^S»

®

$l9

'^ $2-20

I\aT*eVIwlte«f
TIRE SERVICE

Hawks Grab
Mat Crowns

Winona Hi g h's wrestling
squad suffered its third setback
ln Big Nine Conference competition Friday at the hands of a
strong Austin unit. 25-16. The
Winhawks junior varsity also
lost in the meet at Austin by a
margin of 35-8.
In an Invitati onal Meet held
at Rochester John Marshall
High School Saturday. Winona
placed second to Rochester
Mayo on the basis of the number" of individual championships.
Mayo had four individual winners and the Winhawks had two.
Rick Pomeroy at 95 pounds

Area Cag e
Scorebook

and Ron Fugelstad in the 145
pound division.
Fugelstad, a senior for Winona, who also starred in football this past season , remained
undefeated by pinning his Austin opponent Friday and decisibning all three of his foes in
the John Marshall Invitational.
Pomeroy won his three matches
at Rochester allowing only one
point to be scored against him;
The Winhawk s 154-pound representative , Dick Henderson , reinjured his knee in the second
round of the invitational and
was forced to forfeit the match.
Winon a is now 0-3 in the conference after the loss to the
Packer matnien.

AUSTIN • J3
WINONA 8 •
Koehltr
(W)
dee . Bob
tS—Duane
Schmidt (A) 3-0; 10J—Dan Elntiius (A)
p, Tim. ' -.Mitnke (W) 2 : i i i IH—¦Chuck
RtshcUr (A) a*c. Jury Tindill (W) «-!;
120—Duane Niheii (A) dec. Mike Plain
(W) i-4; t i l —Ken Grants (A) dec. Mike
Nfcsse
Lyndstrom (W) 4-0; 113—Mark
(A) and Stave CarfWi CW) drew 1-3;
Jorgenson
(A)
dec.
Mark
111—Mike
tOCAL SCHOOLS—
Fay W ) 7-1; US—Jon Alberts (W) dec,
Winona State 111, Northland 71.
(A)
(A)
Heise
15*—Cane
Bill
Bodlne
»•*;
Winona High i t, Robbinsdale 41 (OT)
(W) 1:14; US—tarry
Cotter 71, W»nhB»W Columbus I*, p. Jay Strange
Wood (A) dec . Jerry Urness (W) 3-31
WASIOJ A—
17S—Tom Chemberlln (A) dec . Ron
Wanamingo if, Dodge Center H.
Modieskl <W) IM; Hwt .—Gene Stern (A)
Byron
it.
West Concord 44,
.
p. Lt« Schmoeker (W) V:U.
pine Island V. Dover-Eyota J*.
HaylltHrJ |(, Claremont 57.
AUSTIN J5
HONCONPERENCEWINONA H
Lewlston U, Elgin II.
»5—Rick Pomeroy (Wl dec. Terry Knotsen <A) *•}; 103—Denny Johnson: (A) p.
WKen Hunt* (W) 1:3*; 11J—Roy Weber
(A) dec. Srej Bolkart (W) t-l; 1!0WIST CENTRAL—
John Hagen (A) dec. Jon Reed (W)
Arkansaw al Gilmanton.
M; 727—Mitch Morrison (A) dec. Wei
Almi at Felrceillet.
(W ) lfrl; 133—John Moline (W)
Streater
ai-STATE(A) drew 4-4;
- La Crotte Holy Croat at Lewiston and Sieve Heydl
13»-Cral(t Holven CA) p. Ron RUka
(W) 2:50; 145—Ron Fuglestad (W) p.
Roy Fingerson (A) 5:47; 154-Dlck Henderson (W| dec, Jerome Ahlet 1-3; 1*5—
ROOT RIVER A
Bruce Reed (W) dec: Bob Smllh (A)
L» Crescent at Mabel-Canton.
11-5; 175-r-Jlm- Cuyett* (A) dec. Larry
Houston et Peterson.
Tarrei (W) '7-3; Hwt.—Greg Thompson
Rushford at Caledonia.
(A) p. Roger Anderson (W) 2:44.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—

Saturday's Scores

Tonight's Games

Tuesday's Games

K enyan al Cannon Fells.
MONCONFERENCE-

Wednesday's Games

tOCAi SCHOOLS—

Owtronna Marian at Coffer,
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
St. Charles at Plainview .
NONCONFERENCe—
Elktoh at Lewiston.

Thursday's Games

NONCONFERENCE—
Minneepolli North at Austin.
North Winneshiek at Caledonia.

Friday's Gomes

NONCONFERENCE—

H ighland Park at Rochester Mayo
Eau Claire Memorial at Red wing
Caledonia Lonetto at Rushford.
Dover-Eyota at Goodhue.
Orand Meadow at Preston.

Caledonia
Wins Mat
Tourney
Caledonia wrestlers won the
first annual Southeast Holiday
Tournament, which they hosted,
Saturday afternoon and evening.
The Caledonia matmen accumulated 97 pr>ints, leading Harmony, the runnerup, who had
84.
Team scores for the tournament were:
ft

Harmony . . . . . . W

Rushtord . . . . . . . 15

Preston

57

. . . Ii
LeRoy
** Chatfield
Grand Mtidow
13
Spr*g Valley . 4 4
Champion-ship Round Results
ti—Mart Land, Caledonia, dec. Oean
S-Oi
IM— Bob
Oreensladt, Harmony,
Lang, Caledonia, declsloned Tom Hughes,
112—Tom
RanscnberSpring] Valley, 4-0,
ger, Caledonia, dec . Dennis Oaul, Harmony, »-5; I1H—Sreg McCabe, Harmony,
woo referee 's decision over Curt Davis ,
LeRoy; 127—Frank Cummings, LeRoy,
dec. Oary Burresen, Prtilon, 3); )J3—
Larry Rudd, Spring Valley, dec . BUI
Land, Caledonia, 1-0;
tM—Gordon Wiegrefe, Caledonia, dec.
Dale Volkman, Rushford, y i ; Hi— Jim
Scrj beck, Harmony, dec. Bill Briltertbacti. Spring Valley, t-l ; IJ4— Sieve Rice,
LeRoy, p. Ron Greenstade , Harmony,
5:45; US—John Engles, Harmony, p.
Gerne Simpson , Spring Valley, 1:11; 173—
Terry Kelley, Rushford, p. Eric Nelson,
Hwt .-Bill
Mangen,
Caledonia, 5:01;
Preiton, aec. Dan Froiland, Rushford,
4-0.

¦

Lou Gehrig
Award to B.
Robinson

Coach Jim Elliott's Winhawk
sophomores nipped Robbinsdale
44-42 in a thriller here Saturday.
The game was the first of two
real treats for basketball fans
that turned out at Winona High

¦
gym.: '

Free throws made the difference, with each team scoring
16 fi eld goals. However, it
was the Little Hawks with 12
from the charity stripe to 10 for
their counterparts.
Elliott was especially happy
with the performance of his
lads, since he was limited to using a part of them in the first
and third periods only.
Winona Soptii (44) RoBblnidalt (4J>
' fg. ft pftp
fg ft pi IP
McCown 1 1 liHiM
1 1 1 i
Meska
1 » # 1 Turnserg 7 • 2 2
Bargltr 0 0 1 0
Hoovtr
1 • 31
Frslona 4 2 3 10 Schultz
4 0 2 (
Egga
1 1 0
1 Andcrsn 4 1 3 10
1 0 1 2
Miller
• 0 1 • Uthir
Holmay \ * 5 0 5 valaiea # l a x
Courtier 0 0 0 0 Harviy
4 4 4 1]
Czapltkl 7 1 J IS
——
Hartwich 1 0 1 2
Totals H 10 H *A
Slrelow 1 1 3 3
Stewart
1 1 1 3
Stephion 0 ( 1 0
Totals 1* Tl 15 44
ROBBINSDALE . . . . . . . I
I 11 15
WINONA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 3 If

3—4]
7—44

Gopher Six
Plays in
New York

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Minnesota Gopher ho-ckey
squad , 7-1 conquerors of Wisconsin Saturday night , move into
eastern tournament competition
tonight at New York' s Madison
Square Garden .
The Gophers, with a wobbly
2-4 showing in season 's play,
meet Boston University; which
ripped Princeton 13-6 in the
opening game of the Eastern
College Athletic Conference HolBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS iday Hockey Festival Saturday.
Roger Crozier, still picking
The Bostonians set a tourney
out early season splinters, had record with that showing; and
the first place New York Ran- upped their record to 7-1.
In Saturday night's game at
gers crying ouch Sunday night.
The 24-year-old goalie blanked Madison, Wis. , Jack Dale
the Rangers 5-0 in Detroit for scored two goals and had a pair
of assists for the Gophers. The
his second straight shutout that Gophers built up a 6-0 lead by
kept the last-place Red Wings the third period before the
within a point of Boston and Badger s connected f o r their
tumbled the Rangers into a only score in 27 shots.
Minnesota goalie Pete Rusdeadlock at the top with Chicar
sopolos made 26 saves while
go in the National Hockey Wisconsin goalie Gary Johnson
League.
had 38 saves.
At DuluUi , Brown University
The Black Hawks, playing on
and Minnesota - Duluth square
home ice, got by Toronto 3-1 off in another hockey game towhile the Bruins played the night after the Bulldogs put a
rude host by winning for the 9-4 bite on the easterners Satfirst time in 11 games, 3-1 over urday.
Montreal.
Pat Francisco slammed home
Crazier, a sensation the last four goals and Keith Christiantwo seasons, his first in the sen scored one and had four asNHL, had his problems at the sists to lead Duluth. Both teams
start of this season as the Red are 2-4 in season play.
In other ECAC tourney action
Wings dropped to the cellar and
Saturday, Cornell edged Michihe went to the bench.
He spent six games watching gan State of the Western Colfrom the sidelines : before re- legiate loop, 3-2.
turning and Detroit has won
three of four since then . At his
acrobatic best Sunday night , he
chucked aside 22 shots behind a
tight defense as Detroit dominated play in every period with
44 shots .
In Saturday 's action , New
York turned back Toronto 3-1
and Montreal and Chicago
played a 4-4 tie.

Crozier in
Old Form as
Wings Win

Red Wing at Mahtomedl. Wells af Albert Lee .
LeRoy at Spring Grove .
Grand Meadow at Stewartville.
Wabasha St. FHIx al Rclllngitona
Hoty Trinity.
Neillsvllle at Augusta.
Mondovi at Black River Fells.

Caledonia

Sophs Nip Marshfield
Bees
Defeat
Robins In
Cotter 49-44
44-42 tilt

BALTIMORE (AP ) _ Brook s
Robinson , third baseman for the
Baltimore Orioles is the winner
of the 12t h annual Lou Gehrig
Memorial Award , the chairman
of the selection committee has
announced .
Announcement of the winner
was made Sunday by Chads O.
Skinner , committee chairman
"Brooks Robinson is not only
a great infielder and a dangerous hitter. " said Skinner , but he
also "possesses a superb competitive spirit , exceptional phyical durability, and pensonal
qualities that make him an exceptional credit to his team and
to the game of baseball.
Phi Delta Theta , a national
college fraternity that Gehrig
joined while a univerity student , established the award.
Robinson was chosen the most
valuable player in the American
I-eague in 1964. , This year he
TVB B beaten only by teammate
Frank Robinson In the MVP
balloting.

Bloody Brawl
Mars Games

BANGK OK (AP) - Marred
by a bloody basketball braw l ,
ttie fifth Asian Games reached
its final full day of competition
today.
The 12-day regional Olympics
conclude Tuesday with several
cycling and tennis finals in the
morning and a soccer final between Iran and Burma during
the afternoon closing ceremony,
Japan , established as Asia 's
spoiling giant , has already collected 70 gol d medals, It has
won at least one gold in all of
the ll sports in which there
have been finals.
The basket ball brawl , which
erupted Saturday night during a
malcti between South Korea and
Thailand , was settled Sunday
when the Asian Games Jury
decided-to award the match to
Thailand. The decision advanced Thailand into today 's
finals against Israel.
Thailand was leading South
Korea 07-52 with less limn five
minutes ol play left when two
players — one f rom each team
— exchanged blows aflfr jumping fo r a rebound. The exchange
touched off a free for-ull between the two teams during
which two Korean players and
two Korean spectators were injured before riot police restored
order. The two players who
touched off the brawl were suspended by the jury from further
participation in the curren t
games .

Lakers Nip
Celtics in
Two-Pointer

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
best
Boston 's second-half
wasn't good enough to offset its
first-half worst.
The Celtics spotted Los Angeles a 76-53 halftime lead then
came back to tie the game with
11 seconds lef t in the game before two free throws by Gail
Goodrich gave the Lakers a 127125 N atiopal Basketball Association victory in Los Angeles Sunday night.
Boston made up points of the
deficit in the third quarter , got
37 points in the final quarter
and tied the game on Sam
Jones ' basket.
Jerry West led the Lakers
with 35 points and Elgin Baylor
had 31, John Havlicek led the
Celtics with 27 points.
Happy Halrslon had a career
high of 30 points , leading Cincinnati to a 138-114 victory over
Baltimore in Cincinnati , Adrian
Smit h and Connie Dierking each
added 21 points for the Royals
and LeKov Ellis led the Bullets
with 17,
l li« fourth-p liKT Itoy ailn now
arc loadin g I lie cellar-dwelling
Bullets by six games in the
Eastern Division und are just u
game behind the thi rd-place
New York Knicks .
ln games played SaUirdav ,
Chicago beat Baltimore , 110-106,
New Vork clipped St. Louis llfi 114 , Philadelphi a took Detroit
120-105 at Syracuse and Hoston
whi pped San Francisco 1 1B-110.
CURLING CHAMPIONSHIPS
WINCHESTER , Mass, ( AIM
~ The 11th ¦annual U.S. Men 's
N ational Curling Championships
will be held Mnrch f i l l at Ihe
Winchester Country Club .

Arcadia Country
Club Held Annual
Meeting Saturday

MAESHFIELD, Wis. — Cot
ter's B squad suffered its second loss in seven starts Saturday night, tumbling to t h e
Marshfield Columbus Bees 4944. Marshfield' * forward K e n
Haselberger poured In 17
points to spark the Columbus
victory.
Cotter jumped to an 11-7 first
quarter lead, but then found itself trailing 20-18 at the half
and never caught up as the effects of a hard fought victory
over Rochester Lourdes Friday
night showed in the second half.
Mike Conway hit 15 and Tom
Riska 13 to pace the Ramblers,

PIN DUSTERS
Hal-Rod
W. ' .' -U:
Graham
McCuIra . . . . . . 35 13
Teamsters
15 13
Viking Sewing Machine. . . . 27 21
Winona Rug Cleaning . . . . . 2* 22
Blanche's Tavern .- . '. . . . . . . 24!1 231/4
Black Horsa Bottle Club . 2 4
24.
Sam 's Direct Servica . . . . . 24 24
Edwin 's Jewelers :¦;„. .. . . . ii 2*
Unknowns .. . . ¦;
20 21
Louise's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 2?
Shorty's Bar-Cafe
1« f i 3H4
Federated Insurance
15, 33
LEGION
Hal-Rod
; Point!
¦
Mutual Service . .. . . ' : . . 1»
Winona Plumbing Co
13
Hamernlk's Bar
14
Oasis Bar
. . . . . . .;. . . . . . 11
Bauer Electric
1CP4
Mayan Grocery
1«V»
Freddy's Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . .10

William Annex

.10

Bunke APCO . . . : . . . . . . . . .
East Side Bar
. .; . . . . .. . . .

NSP . : . . . .

Watklns .Pills • ' .. - .;
. ....
PARK REC JR. BOYS
Hal-Rod
W.
'.- ;:. 2
Impossibles . . . . . . .

7
*

5>/i
4

L.
0

Kool Kali '. -. . . ;. ;.
Unbowlerables ....;

...„ , 2
2

0
. 0

Nelson Tlre-s ¦¦:• . ¦ „ •

it

13

Guitar Dusters ............ 0
Oelden Eagles
0
Bowling Bombs ............ 0
Pin Ousters
. 1
Alley Gators
. . . ....... 1
MAJOR
Athletic Club
. W.

2
1
2
1
1

L.

Heme Furniture . . . . . . . . . . . 2J H
Misslsslppian
... 21 21
Bob' s Bar
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 21
Peerless Chain . . . . . . . . . . . . 1» . 23
Watklns Products . . . . . . . » af

NITE OWL

Athletic Club
W.
Dick's Marine . . . . . . . . . : . :. 30
Local 21 . - .• .- . - ..:•
21
Bittner 's Oil Co. . . . . . . . :. 22
Corley's Floor Shop ... . . . 17
Rainbow Jewelers . . . . . . . . 17
Tempo .. . . .
. . . . . . . . . 14
SATELLITE!
Westgate
W.
Cozy corner Bar
36
Watkowski' s .- ..:' :
... 31
Chicken Villa
........ 2*
L-Cove Bar
.......... 25
Rollingstone Lumber ...... 25
Steve's Lounge . . . . . . . .. ... 1?
Cock-A-Doodle-Doo . .. . . . . . 15
Jon Lee Maintenance . . . . , 15
BRAVES SQUAWS
Westgate
W.
House - Drazkowskl . .. . . 35 '
¦
Knopp
Lubinski . . . . . . . . 31
Zehren • Winczewskl . .. . . . 27
Mankato Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

L.
12
1»
20
25
25
21

Olson - Tuttle

28

....

Fakler . Miemeyer

Ooerer'a

. . . . . . . . 23
...20

.

;..... !*

L.
12
17
22
33
23
2?
33
31
L.
IS
17
21
33

5S
32

Wiczek - Roth . . . : , .
.' 15
3»
LAKESIDE
Westgate
Points
Kline Electric
42
Winona Printers
...;..
.18
Wally 's Supper Club ......... 37
Emit's Mens wear
30<4

springdale Dairy

\. 30V4

¦Hauser Studios
30
Shorty's Bar
.....:
.- . 2*
Linahan's Inn
ii
SUGAR LOAF
Westgata
Points
Kelly Furniture ..
41
Black Horsa Bottle Club
40
Warnken's Meats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

Sammy's pizza Palace

31

L-Cove

25

Keller Construction
Hot Brau
Vikings

2»
28
it

KINGS fc OUEENS
vyestgale
W.
tens & Rights
»
Double O's
«'/»
The Whirlwinds
7
The Bowlers
4
Vaughn a Mlynczak
5' i
The Moonlighters
5
The Jokers
4
The Trojans
3
GUYS a DOLLS
Westgate
w.
lubinski - Llca
12

Fenske . Poianc

Colbenson • Slensgard
Streng . Kuhlmann
Stahmann ¦ Duellman
Lidtke . Fell!

10

...

Mobam . Prenot

Niemtyer

¦ Donahui
HIGH SCHOOL

1
I
7
4

5

L-.
3
3V4
5
a
t\*
7
8
»
L.
3

5

7
7
«
«

10

5

10

w.
3
3

t.
0
0

Fruit Loops
,. 1
Alley Alages
0
Alley Gators
0
HIS 8, HERS
H»l-Rod
w.
Braun - Konkel
20
Springer - Bauer
20
Bauer - Schroeder
17

2
3
1

htl-Roa
Scramblers
Culler Gals

,

Tigerellei

Brtnsel . Breniel
KEK' i

2

15
u

Fountain Cltlans
13
HIOH SCHOOL
Hal Re d
w.
Clydei
j
Raccoons
j
Oood Players
2
Dodgers
1
Tro|»ni
\
TIper Roos
1
JACKS ft QUEENS
Weslgafe
w.
Jokers
JJ
Four Aces
JO
Jolly Jacks
22
Penney Ctrtt
20
Dtucei Vllld
i»
Rockets
. 11
JUNIOR GIRLS
We itgate
W,

Monkee s

Alley Smashers
Paisley Paps
Alley 8uilera

j«

JJ
JI

4

I

L.
13
1J
1*

11
t*

20
L,
j
1
1
j
j
J
L,
11
1$
33
25
Jt
34
L

n

13
]5
M

Workout for
The Sun Bowl

EL PASO, Tex. (AP ) Wyoming und Florida State
planned thei r only public workouts in El Paso today for the
Sun Howl football clash on Saturday .
Coaches Lloyd Eaton of
Wyoming and Bill Peterson of
Florida Slate said the rest of the
drills this week will be closed to
everyone except newsmen.
COACH

wi niniiAws

TUCSON , Ariz. (AP ) — Don
Coryell, football coach at San
Diego Slate , withdrew Sunday
as a candidate (or Ihe same job
at the University of Arizona ,
saying he planned to retain his
present job .

Code for Bank,
Savings & Loan
Ads Explained

1 KM. New York
Stock Prices

Weakness in
U.Stock
Depresses List

Allied Ch S4% Honeywi 65%
Allia Cfaal 22V* I B Mach 371%
Amerada 763A Intl Harv 34%
ARCADIA, Wla. (Special) —
Am Can 45% Intl Paper 2S
Lyman Maloney and Donavon
Am Mtr
6% Jns «t L 44%
Berzinski were re-elected to tbe
AT&T
R334 Josten»__:12%
board of director! of Arcadia
AM Tb
30% Kencott 36%
Country Club, Inc., at the an- WASHINGTON (AP) — The
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock
Anconda 79% LorilLard 41% market losses deepened early
nual meeting Saturday. Bold- f e d « r a 1 government has
Arch Dn 367/g Minn MM 83 this afternoon following a sharp
over directors are Howard clamped advertising standards
Armco Stl 45% Minft P L 23& decline by General Electric
Reedy, Robert Gamejke and
on
banks
and
savings
and
loan
Armour 31 Mobil Oil 44& which unsettled the list Trading
John C. Sobotta.
Maloney was elected president associations to bar what it Avco Cp 22% Mn Chm 43V6 was moderately active.
succeeding Reedy; Gamoke called ' misleading claims on Beth Stl 29% Mont Dak 30% The Dow Jones industrial a.v.
erage at noon was down sharpwas chosen vice president suc- rates of interest paid depositors. Boeing
«5% Mont Wd 20% ly, losing 10.69 to 796.49.
ceeding Berzinski, and Sobotta The Federal Reserve Board Boise Cas 21% Nt Dairy 34%
Weakness hi GE spread to
was re-elected secretary-treas.
Brunswk 8% N A m Av Siyfe
urer. Berzinski was appointed today described the standards Catpillar 35% N N Gas 49 other blue chips which are into the grounds committee and as voluntary but it noted in a Ch MSPP 36% Nor Pac 47 fluential in the closely watched
Dow average.
Reedy to the tournaments and letter to state banks which are C&NW
90% No St Pw 32% A weekend statement by GE
membership committee.
members of the system that Chrysler 32% Nw Air 118%
A membership drive will be deposit accounts are subject to Cities Svc 45% Nw Banc 45 President Fred J. Borch that
the company's 1966 earnings
conducted after the first of the
57% would fall somewhat below last
Com Ed 51% Penney
the
antifraud
provisions
of
fedyear. Landscaping around the
ComSat 42% Pepsi
75% year's record level was linked
new clubhouse and erection of eral securities law.
Con Coal — Pips Dge 66 with the weakness in GE stock.
a sign were discussed as proj49%
Similar letters were sent (« Cont Can 43 Phillips
ects for the coming year.
35% The GE statement came as a
banks and savings and loan as- Cont Oil 69 Pillsby
Cntl Data 32% Polaroid 160% surprise to Wall Street.
sociations under their jurisdic - Deere
68% RCA
45% Delayed by an accumulation
tion by the comptroller of the Douglas 46% Red Owl 33% of orders, GE plunged 5 points
NHL
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
currency, the Federal Deposit Dow Cm 64% Rep Stl
40 to 88% on an opening block ol
;
W.
L. T."" - " Insurance Corp., and the Feder- du Pont 149
Rexall
26% 17,400 shares. It trimmed th«
Chlcage- ...........;. 14
7
*
EastKod 126 Rey Tb
35% loss to around 4 points later.
I
t
New York . . . . .. . . . . . 13
al
Home
Loan
Bank
Board:
Toronto ¦ '. -.
... 11
•
7
Firestone 44% Sears Soe 47% Westinghoase Electric and
The agencies said they regard Ford Mtr 39% Shell Oil 59%
Montreal ...........; 11 11
2
Bcalon
7 14
5
the four standards they outlined Gen Elee 89 Sinclair
Detroit . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . I 14
2
62% United Aircraft, both key stocks,
more than 2 points each.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
as minimum principles to be Gen Food 74% Sp Sand
28% sank
Chicaao 4, Montreal 4 (tie).
Influential Du Pont sagged 1&,
Gen
Mills
64
St
Brands
34%
New York 3, Toronto 1.
followed in advertising fpr savSUNDAY'S RESULTS
Gen Mtr 69 St OU Cal 61% about the same as Texaco. EastDetroit s. New York 0.
ings.
. Gen Tel .45% St Oil Ind 49% man Kodak slipped nearly 2,
¦' ¦
Boston 3, Montreal 1.
The standards are:
Chicatjo 3, Toronto 1.
42% St Oil NJ 62% Airlines were weak. Eastern,
¦ ¦• 1. Interest and dividend rates Gillette
TODAY'S GAMES
Goodrich 60 Swift
40% Pan American and United fell
No gamea scheduled,
more than a point each. Xerox
•
:¦
.
¦
.
.
Goodyear
44%
Texaco
70% arid Jones & Laughlin lost
should
be
stated
in
terms
of
an;.
. .
more
20 Texas Ins 107%
nual rates of simple interest Gould
than a point.
Fight Results
Gt
no
Ry
51%
Union
Oil
54
with the advertisement listing
Prices were mixed in active
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
38 trading on the American Stock
the basis for compounding. Nei- Greyhnd 16% Un Pad
WEEKEND RESULT
Gulf Oil 59% U S Steel 37% Exchange. .
SEOUL, Korea — Kim Kl-Soo, ISi'i, ther the total percentage_return,
Wesg El
51%
South Korea, butpoinled Sta n Harring- if held to maturity, nor the av- Hanna Mi 53
ton, 1J4, Honolulu, H. ' .
Homestk
38%
Wlworth
19%
erage
annual
rate
achieved
. ¦
through compounding should be
PRODUCE
given unless the ; simple annual
LIVESTOCK
CHICAGO (AP) - ( USDA)rate is equally prominent. .
Live poultry : Wholesale buying
SOUTH ST. PAUL
2. No reference should be SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (JMUSDA) prices unchanged to % lower;
—Cattla S.0O0; calvea 1,200, lalrly active;
made to profit to the investor slaughter
steen and hellers ' steady to roasters 23-25; special fed white,
for use of his m-oney oyer a spe- 2S centi htstw; sl«UBr«l«r stetrs over rock fryers 18-19; young hen tur1/150 lbs largely steady; slaughter cows
' ¦' ¦•" : . ' ¦. ¦ •
cific period of time.
all other classes steady; several keys 32r33.
3. If the advertised rate Is strong;
loads average to high choice 1,050-1,150
NEW YORK (AP)-(USDA)payable only on deposits of a lb slaughte r steers 24.O0-24.25; most
950-1,200 lbs 23.25-24.0O; load 1,150
time period or fixed amount, choice
lbs 23.25; mixed high-good and choice Butter offerings ample, demand
this should be stated in the ad. 2275-23.25; couple loads average to hlgh- fair to good.
975-1,040 lb slaughter heifers 23.25
4. Ho statement should be chblce
Creamery, 93 score f AA) 67^4to .'23.50; most choice SO0-J,OOO lbs 22.00.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS made implying that more than 23.06; mixed hlgh-good and choice 21,50- 67%; 92 score (A) 67y4-67&. :
22.00; utility and commercial slaughter
Wholesale egg offerings amEight teen-age girls died with- $15,000 in federal insurance is cows
tj.0<J-i" 6\O0; canner ana" cuffer 13.50
to 15.50; utility, commercial anol good ple on large, adequate on other
in 48 hours in two traffic acci- provided for each depositor.
bulls
20.00-22.50;
cutter
choice
sizes, demand fair to good,
dents only 40 miles apart in In his letter to state banks vealers 29.00-32.00; high .17.50-20.00;
choice and prime
which are members of the Fed- 33.00; good 25.00-29.00; choice slaughter
south-central South Dakota.
New York spot quotations:
calves 21 .OO-24.00; good 18,00-21.00; sevFour Chamberlain , S.D., girls eral Reserve System, "Vice eral
Standards¦ 43&-44ft; checks
small lots mrixed good and choice
on their way to a Saturday night Chairman J. L. Robertson said 500-750..lb teeders 24.0O-25.HO; good 500- 3914-41. •' ¦ :. lbs 22.00-24.00.
dance were killed when their intense competition for savings 750Hogs
Whites :
B.50O; fairly active ; barrows and
car slammed into the rear of a has prompted "a few institu- Ollts strong to mostly 25 cents higher; Extras fancy heavy 45^-47%;
feeder pigs and boars steady; T-2 fancy medium
cattle truck I W miles south of tions" to use advertising prac- sows,
41fe-42% ; fancy
lb barrows and gilts 20.75-21.00;
tices which could be detrimental 190-230
Chamberlain .
mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs 20.25-20.75; 240-260 heavy 44;46; medium 40-4l Vi ;
The Highway Patrol said the to the public and the financial lbs 19.25-20.50; 2-3 26O-2S0 lbs 1B.25-19.50; smalls 36-37.
280-300 lbs 17.25-18.50; 1-3 370-400 lb sows
cattle truck, driven by George system."
15.25-16.50; 2-3 400-500 lbs 14.50-15.75; 1-2
CHICAGO (AP) - Butter
120-160 lb feeder pigs 19.00-20.00.
Tuttle, 60, Platte, S.D., had
Sheep 3,000; . all classes generally steady;^ wholesale buying
piicea
stopped to let oncoming traffic
steady; choice and prime 85-100 lb wooled slaughter lambs 22.Ofr22.50; lOO-UO unchanged ; 93 score AA «5-!i;
pass before making a left turn
lbs 21.00-22.00; 110-115 lbs 20.00-21.00; 92 A 65%; 90 B 64%; 89 C €2V4 ;
into a vehicle weighing station.
utility and good wooled slaughter ewes
6.50-7.50; weights over 150 lbs usually 5.50 cars 90 B 65% 89 C 64.
Killed were sisters Patricia,
to 6.50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb wooled
Eggs unsettled; wholesale
feeder lambs 23.OO-23.50, Including two
15, and LaVerta Rohrbauck ,
loads 82 lb Montana feeder lambs 33.50; buying prices % to 2^2 lower;..
16, Barbara J. Kathan , 17, and
80-90 lbs 22.O0-23.TM;: 60-90 lb buck feeder 70 per cent or better grade A
lambs 19.00-21.50.
Elaine Kostelecky, 18. The truck
whites 41; mixed 41; mediums
CHICAGO
driver escaped injury .
CHICAGO I* -(USDA)- ,Hogs 7,500; 36; standards 38%; checks 36.
(AP) - More than butchers
DETROIT
25 cents to mostly 50 cents
The crash occurred on a fairly
higher; most 1-2 2OO-220 lb butchers
level stretch of road. The girls 16,000 new cars in three Pontiac 22.25-22.85;
CHICAGO (APO — (USDA") —
mixed .1-3 190-230 lbs 21.25were on their way to a dance lines are being checked for pos- 22.25; 230-240 lbs 20.50-21.25; 240-250 lbs Potatoes arrivals 175; total U.S.
19.75-20.50; 2-3 220-230 lbs 20.50-21.00; 230at Kimball, about 30 miles east sible misaligned steering shafts , 240
shipments for Friday 377; Satlbs 19.75-20.50; 240-250 lbs 19.25the General Motors Pontiac Diof Chamberlain .
19.75; mixed 1-3 350-4O0 lb sows 15.50- urday 163; Sunday 5; supplies
vision
announced
today.
16.00; 400-450 lbs 15.00-15.50; 450-500 lbs moderate; demand
Meanwhile, funeral services
good, espe14.25-15.00.
were scheduled today for three Misalignment could cause ab- Cattle 10,500; slaughter steers 25 cents daily for round reds; market
normal
stress
on
the
steering
to mostly 50 cents hleher, prime 1,150- about
of the victims of a car^truck
steady; carlot track
lb slaughter steers 24.75-25.O0 ; high
crash near Plankinton Thursday shaft, causing it to break if the 1,350
sales:
Montana
Russets 5.00;
choice
and
prime
1,150-1,
350
lbs
24.00night which killed five persons. stress continued over a long pe- 24.75; choice 23.50-24.25; several loads Minnesota North Dakota Red
riod of time, the announcement average to high choice 1,350-1,475 lbs
23.00-23.50; high choice and prime 950- River Valley round reds 2,75A double service wa$ to be said.
1,150 lbs 24.75-25.25; mixed oood and 2.90.
held at Plankinton 's St. John 's The division said it was noti- choice 900-1,250 lbs 23.CO-24.00; good 22.50
to
23:25; Wgh choice and prime 900-1,050
fying
owners
of
1967
model
Catholic Church for Mary Collb slaugh ter heifers
choice
lette Mayclin, 17, and Karen Tempest , LeMans and GTO au- 8001,050 lbs 22.75-23.50;23.50-24.10;
mixed good and
WINONA MARKETS
tomobiles produced before Oct. choice 22.25-22.75; good Jl .00-22.25; utllAnn , Justman , 15.
Ify and commercial! cows 14.75-le.50,
The service for Hollie Jensen , 18 at the division's home assem- Sheep 1 ,700; slaughter limbs and wool,
Swift & Company
Wesl Highway «|
lfi , will be Tuesday at the Meth- bly plant to return the vehicles ed slaughter lambs steady; choice and
Buying
hours are from 8 a .m. to S:M
prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs
to dealers for inspection .
odist Church at Plankinton.
23 .00-23.50; choice 80-110 lbs 22.00-:3.00| p.m, Monday Ihrouqli Friday.
. Thort will be no calf market! on FriThe body of the fifth victim , The number of cars involved , good and choice 21.00-22.00; choice and days.
112 lb . shorn slaughter Iambi with
Gary Heringer , 20, was taken including those still in dealer prime
These quotations apply to hogs dellv.
No. 1 pells 22.50; cull to good wooled
to his hometown of Minot, N.D. inventory, is 16,245, Pontiac slaughter ewes 5,00-B'.W>.
• red to 1h» Winona slallon by noon today,
said.
HOG!
The misalignment In some of
Hoo market: Steady,
Butchers
grading
36 M \ 10.00-20,33
the cars came about in the asButchers 50O-220 lbs
1975
sembly line process, which was
tows, 370-300 lbs.
U.0O
CATTLE
changed in mid-October, the
Steers and hellers 25 cents higher)
division said.
cows steady,

8 Teen-Age
Girls Dead in
2 Accidents

16,000 New

Cars Checked

FBI Men Hit
In Kennedy
Book, Claim

Common Market
Tha announcement marked In Education
the first GM division recall of
]967 model cars. The nation 's
other three auto makers have Is Recommended
already announced recalls to
correct suspected flaws in 1967 MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
University of Minnesota 's newcars.
est class of graduates was told
in a commencement address
Saturday night that more pooling of educational resources is
needed among public and private schools.
Monsignor Terrence J. Murphy, president pf St, Thomas
College, also told the 1.3O0 fall
quarter graduates that more
federal aid is necessary for
higher education,

NEW YORK (AP) - The New
York Times said today William
Manchester 's book on President
John F. Kennedy 's assassination cites niany instances of alleged neglect or incompetence
by the FBI , Secret Service and
Dallas police.
The Ti mes quotes an unnamed publishing source who
has read the manuscript as saying the book , "The Death of a
President." cites the names of
federal agents and local police B E L G R A D E , Yugoslavia
and "has the quotes to back it (AP) — New Red Guards postup. "
era appearing in Peking today
attacked Lu Ning-yi, president
'The source is quoted by the of the Chinese Trade Union FedTimes a.s saying that the book eration , the Yugoslav news
"shows that the FBI men were agency Tanjug reported from
too busy looking for places in the Communist Chinese capital.
the parade " to provide proper Tlie posters , which criticized
protection to the president on a number of high officials , conNov. 22 , 19C3.
demned a speech Lu made Nov,
The Times says the book Is 25. Tanjug said it was believed
also reported to describe In de- the Red Guards opposed his
tail the friction between the statement that workers should
Kennedy famil y and President more or Joss stay out of China 's
Johnson in tlie days following cultural revolution,
the assassination .
New posters distributed by
the Chinese Communist party 's
One dispute centered around Central Committee said
that ,
the use of office space In the except in special cases requirWhite House, the source Ls quoting them to be excused , workers
ed as saying, and another over should
carry on revolutionary
the date of President Johnson 'H activities after their regular
session
of
address to a joint
eight-hour shifts.
Congress.
The Central Committee also
said special Jted Guards units
APPRENTI CE WINS
MIAMI , Fin. (AP)-Mensure , should be formed to spread the
$5, was the second of two win- cultural re volution to villages
ners for Ernie Cardone , the na- by fight ing farmer-landlords
tion 's leading apprentice jo ckey, and "harmful rightist elements."
at Tropical Park.

New Red Guard
Posters Up
In Peking

The head of the St. Paul
school said federal programs
have "jarred open the doora
that closed off institutions and
educational systems from one
another. But more effort and
leadership are required before
a common market of education
can be created. "
Msgr. Murphy said, "We can
devise a number of specialized
and segmented programs to justify federal activity. They are
valuable progtams and should
be continued. "
"Hut can we not frankly
recognize that the national gov.
ernment , as the instrument of
all the people, has a legitimate
role in providing better education? Instead of a back door
approach , can we not candidly
welcome national programs
through the front door of tho
house of education?" he asked ,
University President 0. Meredith Wilson conferred bachelor 's
degrees on some flOO students
and awarded D58 master 's and
134 doctor of philosophy degrees.

High choice and prime
Cholc» ,.

2123
}1.30.22.73

Standard
Ulllily cows
Canner and culler
VEAL
Cattle Market; steady.

19.SO-2I.00
14 .50-IJ.iO
12,00-H 50

Good

,

Top choice

Good ond choice .
Commercial
Boners

20 . 50.22.00

nj.fio

23.O0-30.OO
18.M.22.00
17.00-down

Winona Egg Market

(Winona Produce , Zlebell Produce)
These quotations apply as at
10:30 a.m. today,

Orade A lumbo

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

A large
A medium
A small
B
C

J(

'
, , , ] . ,33
, . , .29
18
10
IB

Bay State Milling Company

Elevalor A Grain Prlcess
One hundred bushels ot grain will b
the minimum loads accepted al the til
vnlori.
No, I northern spring wheat , . , . l.M
No, 2 northern »r»rlno. wheat . . . . 1 03
No, J northern spring wheat , , . 179
No. 4 northern spring wheel , . , . 1. 73
No, I hard winler wheat
1, 7,1
No, 2 hard wi nter wheat
1, 71

No. 3 hard winter wtirel

1. (17

No, A hard winler w heat
No, 1 rye
No. 2 rye

l. aj
i.u
- \, \t

Frordtert Mult Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. lo < p.m.; closed Salur.
daye,
Submit sample before loading.
(New rrop barley)
No. 1 barley .. ...,
%\.\s .
Nn. 2 barley
ij 8
No , 3 barley
, I' OJ
No . 4 barley
9J

\\\

(First Puh . Monday, Dec, $¦, ltaa)
Stale of Minnesota ) is
Counly or Winona
) In Proba te court
No. 15,9fl«
In R* Estate ot
Martha Oalawakl , Decedent.

Order tor Hearing on Final A«oun»

and petition (or Distribution,
The
repifjnnlatlve
of
the
abnva
named estate havlnfl filed her (Inal account and pellllon lor selllernnnl and
allowance the reof and fnr d Istrlbullnn
to the persons (he reunto rnlll ledi
IT 15 OR DERED, That th« hearing)
thereof be had on December 2D, 1»«*.
at 10-m o' clock A M , betnre -this Court
In the prnbatr court room In the court
house m Winona, Minnesota, and that
nollce hrraol he given hy publication of
this order In ||,n Winona Dally News
and by mallei) nol/r.e as provided by
law .
Dated Dece mber 1, KM ,
e. D tlors pA,
Probates Jurtg».
( Probata Court Seal)
Oeorgn M. Roherlinn Jr..
Attorney tor Petitioner.

Plumbing, Roofing

Want Ads
Start^ Here

21

KENWAY
Electric Sewer Service
Sundays & Holidays
Guaranteed Work
. tff .E. 4th
Tel. Wt4

Stove*, Furnace*, Part*
BARBER—master or apprentice, will hire
or leaser, shop. Yirollmek'a Barber
Shop, 415 E. 3rd, Winona. Tail. 3709.

FRIG1DAIRE ELECTRIC stove r Philco
TV console; 1948 Ford tVs-ton truck
with grain tight box. Tel. Rolllngstone
:««MMO. ,

75 Houses for Salt>

OIL OR GAS heaters , complete Installa- FOR BARGAINS,,If you want tb btry, sell
tions, parts and service. Aladdin Blue
or t rade.
Usod Cars
109 Used Cars
109
Flame portable heaters. RANGE OIL
C. Shank; Homemaker's Exchange
BURNER CO., M7 E, Sth. Tel. 747?.
552 E. 3rd.
MUST SELL-there Isnt a cleaner 1*4 TWO-U«U Impalsi. V4, ore Moor her*
Adolph Mlchalowskl. .
top, ova 4*!txr hardlop, avlomatld
fawn, Dodge 880, power steering,
Sale or Rent; Exchange 101 In
transm Isslsn, radio, healer, etc While
power brakes, radio, extra pair of snow
Typewriters
77
they last *l«Jj I960 Chevrolet Bel Air
tires, make offer. Tel. 2711. 170 E. Sth.
NEW HJED ROOM with attached girege,
Moor lurdtoo, V-». ttralgtet iflck, new
FOR CHRISTMAS-The Lettera W makes
large lot. In excellent west location. M
short block, new tires, llkej new, %n5i
a line inexpensive gift.. Lightweight,
rented $200 month. Tal. 8-1051
If Jf Pontiac Bonneville <-<Soor hardtop,
easy to carry, if, is priced af ONLY
cfietpla, tui) If5> Ford station wiejon
$69.50 at WINONA TYPEWRITER
Moor, ehespli, tMS. Fenske Auto
Wanted—Real Eitate
102
SERVICE, 141 E. Jrd. Tel. 8-3300.
teles, -440 B. W .

ACCOUNT.ANTS-«xp«rl«nced In Income
taxai, salary ond bonus, excellent op- FISH HOUSE, $13) .33 Mouser Repeater
BE A PRACTICAL SANTA, give her a
portunity, full or part time. Wilt C-M
rifle, with scope, $25) sausege stutter
new meld, <ltchenAldl Push-button
Dally News,
and lard press and grinder, 120. Henry
dishwashing, not even » dial to set.,
Kelmes, Altura, Winn.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED R>*lust load and latch. Olstus come out
EXPERIENCED
AUTO
mechanic,
ford
clearwr, drier, sparkling and germC-M, , M. «. «- »e.
dealersh ip, excellent opportunity In ex- BUILDINO FOR SALE-ltxir, suitable
free. Atany mede/i to choose from .
pandlng shop. 12.90. hour weelely guaranfor garao*. Tarry . Buslan, St. Charles,
Budgjet priced. Don't be switched from
~~~
~~~~
tee, plus) incentive, uniforms and hojplMinn.
the best . , . KltchinAUJ,
.
NOTI 'C i
tellMflon, benefit*. . Housing avallablt.
This newapapar will 'M rasponsibli
Write or call Livingston Ford, Nestings, HAMILTON! CLOTHES DRYER, No. 1
for only one Incorrect Insertion ol
In the Industry, 3-s-peeds. Special $109. TYPEWRITERS and adding macMnn for
Minn. Tel. 437-413?.
PLUMBINS «, HEATING
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
any classified tdvertlMfmnt pubiluv
SCHNEIDER SALES, 39M eth St.
VU
t.
3rd
Tel.
»oj
delivery. See us for all your office sup.
ed In th* Want Ad section. Check
BELLMAN—must ba 31 or over, college
plies, desks, files or office chairs. Lund
call
3121
II
a
correction
your ad and
atudent preferred. Apply Assistant Man- EVER POPULAR Paint By Number kits
Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.must be medi.
ager, Hotel Winona.
are available In a whole new range of
For cloggerj sewers and drains.
subjects . . . see the playful pets, fairy
tale characters, religious scenes, wild- Vacuum Cleaners
78
Card of Thanki
Sifutticni Wanted—Ftm. 29 life poses, seascapes, landscapes, ori¦¦
Tel. MO* ar «U3» 1 year guarantee
;
ental themes, reproductions of Old Mas- ELECTROLUX SALES 8, genuine parts
'
'¦
:
..
BAKKUM—
' .
.
ters, end many, many more. Prices
BABYSITTING WANTED-IO my noma.
and bags. Donald Carlson, Houston, or
My thinks fo relative*, neighbors ind Famale—Jobs
Clarence Russell, 1570 W, King.
of Interest—26 Sea or write 1750 Kraemer Dr., Apt. A. start at SI.
friends whs remembered ma with cards,
while
I
was
a
patient
flifts
letters and
Wanted to Buy
81
42
at Community Memorial Hospital. May WAITRESS WANTED - will train, must Dogi, Pets, Suppliti
167 Center St.
be 21. Steve's Lounge.
God bliss you all.
Alice Bekkom. ,
S PUPPIES—40 breeds availUSED .22 repeating rifle wanted, Tel.
BABYSITTER WANTED-In your hom«, CHRISTMA
See Us For Special Prices
able. Open Mon. thru Sat., 8-6; Sun. 1-4.
St. Charles 932-4609.
5 days a week, 7:30 a.m. -1 p.m. 4Steel plates, 4c per lb.; I-Be'ema; Pipes.
Closed
Christmas
Day.
Pine
Crest
KenFound
4
Lost and
month-old baby. References requlreel,
Many
Other
Items.
AMERICAN FLYER WANTED
nels, Inc., 5 miles W. of Rochester on
Tel. 5630.
M 8. W IRON 4. METAL CO.
'
Used S gauge trains arid accessories.
old. Hwy. 14.
CAT LOST—all white m«le« t - blur eye,
M7 W. 2nd St.
Tel. 9132.
) grrnn aye. Child's pet l Tel. Haw.
OLDER WOMAN or girl to work nlghl^,
JTUBER fARM eY KENNELS
part or, full-time. Good references and AKC registered
JUST IN TIMEII $:.49 travel bags, sl.98;
SQUIRREL
TAILS WANTED
Pomeranian
puppies
and
character. Sammy's Pino Palace. No
LOST-3 pair heavy tlntr mittens,, on
11.19 shaving kits,' 88cj $2 Desert FlowUnlimited Market
German Shepherd Puppies, 4 miles on
road to Sam Gordy 's across old river . phone calls, please.
er Hand V Body Lotion; SI; $2.98 billWrite
for
prices
and Instructions.
M.
from
Bluff
Siding.
Til,
Fountain
City
brldse. Reward, Tel. 2?45 or 7161.
folds, $2.44; 15.95 battered powered shoe
687-477B.
RN'S AND LPN'S-igood starting salary
polisher, $4.99; $1 cologne atomliers.
LOST—black and tan Coonhound. nejr ¦ and , 2 weeks vacation after one year
Wc; $1 French Lace dusting; powder,
60x 508, Antlgb, Wis. 54409 .' '
and sick leave benefits. Apply at Buf- Hones, Ca»tl», Stock
Hwy. 30, reward to finder. Orval Erick43 59c; $1 .98 Papermate Profile pens, "
"~"
falo Memorial Hospital, Mondovi, WJs.
son, Chatlleld, Minn. Tel. 87S5894,
$1.50; walLclocks, alt 10% off; all stuffHIGHEST PRICES PAID
¦Tel. . 9M-4MI.. -ed
toys,
10%
off;
$19.95
electric
toothfor
scrap
Iron,
metals,
rags,
hides,
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN heife rs, dote
LOST — black ilpper billfold, between
brushes, $15.88; Old Spice Men 's Toileraw furs and wooll
up, good quality, ealfhood vaccinated.
Arenz and Kresge 's Frl, night. Reward
tries, 20tt> off. Gifts galore et your
Carl Bailey, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
pleise Tel. Fountain City 687If found
. drugstore!!
¦
"
932^916.
' 3541.
INCORPORATED
458 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
PAIR o* weaning draft colts, 3 young
LOST—4x4" box containing roll of micro
Downtown 8. Miracle Mall
riding
horses.
Robert
Hart,
Dover,
fllmi between Post Ofllce and 177 LaWM. W.ILLER SCRAP- tRON 8. METAL
Minn. Tal. St, Charles, 932-3716.
fayette St. Reward. Ttl. 3316.
CO. paya highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, and raw *ur.
REGISTERED GUERNSEY bull, tarvlcePersonals
7 to run our vehicle billing
Closed Saturdays
able age, Tri-State breeding, high pro223 W. 2nd
Tel. 20S7
ducing dam. Elvin I. Paulson, Houston,
department which involves
Minn. Tel. Rushford 864-7198;
IF SANTA were to go on a diet, ¦ and his
typing,
ihstallment
¦Mlsales
we'd
try
W.
altering,
needed
soil
Rooms Without Meals
86
contracts, purchasing liBetslnger, Tajlpr, 227 E. 4lh.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
cense
plates
ROOMS
FOR
MEM
with
or
without
, transferring
MEMO TO HANS: A/laybe you should
housekeeping accommodations. No day
titles and keeping track of
DEKALB 50 WEEK PULLETS GROWN
hire out your services as a gulde l Ray
sleepers. Tel. 4859.
BY PROFESSIONALS. TWO 4,000-blrd
MeY«r< Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
our vehicle inventory; This
floor-type houses, one ]0,0Oo-blrd eageNICE
ROOM for 2 women college stuis a job the machines can't
growlng house, All In and all out. Birds
WELL kept carpets show 'the results of
dents, approved residence, TV, kitchen,
available year around. SPELTZ CHICK
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. Rent
do.
Must
he
an
accurate
recreation
areas. Tel. 8-1954.
HATCHERY, Rolllngstone, Minn. Tal. Coal, Wood/ Other Fuel 63
electric shampooer, SI. R. O. Cone Co.
typist and have knowledge
689-2311. , r' "
AT SALVAGE PRICES-good clean coal, Apartments, Flats
90
AR6 YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? of bookkeeping. The pay is
while It lasts, 7S< cwt. Western, Foot
Men or woman, your drinking creafes
Wanted—Livestock
46
good,
fringe
benefits
are
'
of
Lafa
yette
St.
numerous problems. It you need end
THREE-ROOM APT.—tel. 396* after 5.
plentiful and there's lots of
want help. Contact Alcoholics :Anony.
PONY WANTED for S-W-year-old boys, BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end enjoy the CENTRAL LOCATION—attractive 1-bedmous» Pioneer Group «/o General Deroom for advancement.
must be well broke. Gene Ferner,
comfort of automatic personal care
roonv apt. Adults. Tel. 4347 or e066.
livery, Winona, Minn,, or Tel. 8-4110
Cochrane, Wis. Tel. 248-2691.
Keep full service - complete burner
'evtfltng't ' 7-10. Send for a copy «X: our
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price. NEW all modern 5-room apt., ground
newspaper, "The Ey» Opener." it's
See
Verna
Chappel
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL &
floor. 127 E. 8th. .
fret. Box 642, Winona,- Minn.
A real good auction market for your
OIL CO., 901 E. (th. Tel. 3389.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all week.
¦
:
EAST
CENTRAL — 5-room a>pt., partly
- LADIES: If you want to drink that's
hogs bought every day. Trucks avallYOUR business) If you DON'T want 'o
64 furnished, private bath' and 2 enabia. ' Day sale ¦ Thurs,, 1:30 p.m. Tel, Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
. trances, hot and cold water, newly
drink, fhal's our boslnesi. Confect
•' ¦ 2467.- ¦ . ¦• •¦
decorated. Reasonable rent. C. SHANK,
Women's A A for private, confidential
SOLID WOOD oak; table, 4 chairs and
552 E. 3rd. . ' , : ..
help with your drinking problem, Call
hutch; davenport end chair. Tel. 8-2&8S
SECRETARIAL
Farm Implements
48 after
8-4410 evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
6 p.m.
SIXTH E; 114 — S.bedroom upper apt.,
our newspaper,"Tha Eye Opener '', If'i
OPPORtUNTTIES—
carpeted living room and dining room
H0MELITE CHAIN SAWS
Tree. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
BRAID RUGS—9x12; brown only. Reg,
screened porch and carport Included
See the famous XL Models
$39.95,¦ NOW
$29.99.¦ SHUMSKI'S, 58 W.
¦
In
the
medical
field
in
a
Heat, hot water, soft water and trash
HOMELITE ZIP $129.50 UP
Jrd.
CREAMING OF a While Christmas? You
.- : ¦ ' , .
*
pickup paid by landlord. Wilt be freshly
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
modern, progressive city.
will be more' certain of your dreams
redecorated, available Jan. 15, No chil2nd A Johnson
Tel. 5455
coming true If you choose the delicious
ASPHALT TILE—9x9, Vi"- "C" colors,
Immediate openings for both
dren under 10. Tel. Mrs. Robert Mcreg. $8.80 case; ,'D" colors, reg. $10.40
food at RUTH'S RESTAURANT to
Queen 9060 for appointment.
general and medical secreTRANSFER SYSTEMS
case; 1st quality Jorfns-Mansvllle. Now
dream about. Start the day with the
Permanent or portable.
$4.99 a case of SO, SHUMSKI'S, 58 W.
sunshine of a hearty breakfast and-see
taries. Special training ir
DELUXE
GE all electric 1-bedroom apt
Ed's
Refrigeration
&
Dairy
Supplies
3rd.
the sun down with a bedtime snack at
Carpeted, air conditioned. Tel. BOB
terminology offered to thos«
' Tel. MM
JJ5 E. 4lh
126 E. 3rd St.. downtown Wlnonaj. Open
SELOVER
REALTOR, .2349.
USED F=URNITURE — sofa, very good
24 hours everyday except Mon.
desiring medic al assigncondition, $85; twin size headboard
(5ment.
Excellent
benefits
NOW AVAILABLE for rent/ one 2:
and frame, $10.
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
Used Patz
bedroom apt. Heat and hot water furBORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, ,
day week). Write or call:
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
,
nished. Sunnyslde Manor, Tel. 8-4203.
Silo Unloader
302 Mankato Ave.
Open evenings.

Frank O'Laughlin

THIS WEEK'S
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS!

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

'

Thinking of
Selling?

'

PAINT DEPOT

TED MAIER DRU(3S

Sam Weisman & Son

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAlEjR DRUGS

OWL MOTO R CO

GOLTZ PHARMACY

»4 E. 3rd

Tel. V*7

Transportation

8

WANT RIDE to and from Rochester.
Mon. through Frl., lob hours 8:30-4:30
Share expenses er |o!n car pocl. Tal.
2991. .

Auto Service, Repairing

WHY \?A1T?
COLD WEATHJIIR WILL
BE HERE!!
Don't be caught on a cold
morning with a cold engine
that refuses to turn over!
STOP IN TODAY
Let us install a

TANK TYPE HEATER
In your car.

6 cylinder

MAYO CLINIC

Rochester, Minnesota
(An Equal Opportunity
Employer)

10 Mala —Jobs of Interest—27

TEMPO DRIVEN N
SPECIAL

$11 .95

8 cylinder
$ 1 2 95
850 watt heater lnstaUed

TEMPO

MIRACLE MALL

ACCOUNTANTS—experienced In Individual Income tax returns, high salary
ond bonus. H & R Block, Inc., 116 Walnut, Winona. Tel. 8-3«7. Hours fo>r Interview 1-« p.m.. Mon. thru Frl., Sat.
!•« p.m.

'

Telephone Vour Want Ads
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

THE CONCORD F-90
RADIO CORDER
^^
^^
M^^^

Wood Stave Silo, 12x30 ft,
1-Piece Stave
• ** **«•*»•>*•¦•*>¦••«•«¦*«

New VanDale , Feed-Easy
or Acorn
Bunk Feeders
Chain or Auger Type.

All yn J. Tews

_

^ aJ
i ^Cf
l ^SM
.
^^

Wanted—Farm Produce 54
GOOD COB CORN WANTED. Tel.Winona 8-1237.1 George Bronk, 1 mile E.
of Stockton. .

SO

NEW a. USED Ice Skates, children's from
$6.88, also skate exchange. Out-Dor
Store , 163 E. 3rd.

GUNS

70

ROAD RALLY.

ONLY $5.95
See One . . . In Action!
at

W^^CrlTvWIU?C0
121 Huff

Tel. 2396

BONUS WEEK

J_\
^^*^&*^5%
~^£_______

^^JMBBBIIBI

FREE Pole Lamp, or Tree Lamp or a Pair of Table
Lamps with the Purchase of Any Sofa or 2 Pc, Living
Room Suite.
2 Pc. Living Room Suites

vv^^ejK^
^|§H^^^^j3G^a»V^^H|j^^^5is*aei|*^^Lj)fsa SJt*

95

FIVE-ROOM all modern house, east location; also room for 2 girl* al my
home. 168 Mankato Ave.

Wanted to Rent

96

Frank West- Agency

Starting at $139.95

6 Pc Dinettes

built-in tape recorder.
Record your favorite
simple operation . The
tone quality in radio

Frank West Agency

Starting at $54.85

175 Latayetie St ,
Tel, 5240 or 4400 after hours,

FREE Pair of Boudoir Lamps with the Purchase of Any
8 Pc. Bedroom Suite .
3 Pc . Bedroom Suites

Nice 2-Bedroom

Starting at $99.05

house overlooking Mississippi at Minneiska. Oil heal, drive-In basement garage, extra large lot. Tel. Dakota
443 3078 after i p.m.

This Special Offer Enda December 24th .

• 2-spced recorder.
« Solid sUtc . Pulls in distant stations.

Free Delivery

RAMBLER HOMES

S-bcdroom, low <lown pay.
ment, city and school bus
by the doer , fully carpeted ,
hot water heat.

BORZYSKOWSKI

UAXC.
Mai atBOfuziuL VYL

FURNITURE STORE

302 Mankato Avenue

Tel. 8-2921
¦¦

¦' ¦'

'

LEWIS E. ALBERT

Open Eveninga

¦

n

a

¦¦

3005 W. 6th

Winona

If you don't believe ft,
check the» low, low, low
price* on

8 Cylinder Engine
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Radio
Turquoise In color with
matching interior

BUICK & OLDS
DOUBLE^CHECKED
USED CARS

Call

Convertible,
Light beige
with a beige top , brown
leatherette upholstery, power windows, pdwer seat ,
p o vr e r steering, power
brakes, white sidewall tires,
tintaed glass, air condition'
ing, automatic eye, s peed
control, seat belts, Goodyeatr Double Eagles. . . . " '

1966 CHEVROLET
Impala

601 Main St.

Tel. 2849

WE DON'T
HAVE a policy of accepting
listings unless we honestly
feel we can be of service
to the seller.
WE DO
SPEND literally thousands
of dollars annually in advertising properties that are
listed with us, and . . .
WE HAVE
THE office , the sales personel and the experience to
sell your property.
WE INSPECT
ALL properties and di scuss
your specific transaction,
without obligation.
CALL TODAY!

i R EALTOR
l20 ceNTSR-m.2349
Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center
GREAT BUYS ON:
¦&• Passenger Tires
¦fr Truck Tires
& Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW AT
W. 5th & RR. Tracks
Old "Wagon Works "' Bldg.
Motorcycles, Bicycles

€07

WINDSHIELDS — larga, small, racing,
MOTORCYCLES,
road. ROBB BROS.
•¦
573 E. 4th. . . .
.
USED BICYCLES
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
Tel. 564]
400 Mankato Ave.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
DODGE—JMa Vi-ton pickup, rebuilt motor, reasonable. Ed Ebert. Tel. 80-22W.
CHEVROLET ' — , 1953 'Mon pickup, 4speed, J295. Ideal Auto Sales, <70 Mankato Ave. Tel. 2759.

Used Cars

109

CHEVROLET — Woo red Caprice 7-dm,
straight transmission , 12,000 miles,
$2,350. R. J. Vleths, Peterson, Minn.
Tel. 875-5805.

¦X *M
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 door hardtop
8 Cylinder
Automatic Traramiasiofl
Power Steering
Radio
White Sidewall Tires
Beautiiul Y e l I o w with ¦ '•;.
Black all Vinyl Interior

BY OWNER — 1966 blue Volkswagen
Squarebnck sedan, excelle-nt condition.
Ronald Puts , 32!V» W. Sanborn. Tel.
1-3549.
FORD—1959 V-8 Country Wacjwi/ standard
shllt, overdrive, May be seen any time.
TH, Rolllngstone 6J9-2J65

1966 Models . . .
Several to choose from

19fi6 Ford Hardtop , $2695
19C6 Ford LTD 4 door
Hardtop, air
conditioned . . . .
. $2995
1966 Ford Custom 5(H)
4 door . 6 cylinder $W!)5
1966 Ford Fairlane- SW)
4 door
$2493
1966 Mercury Comet
Caliente 4 door ,, $2395
Special New Car
Financing Rales

^

We Advertise Qui Hric.es

^^

EORDgj

42 Years ln W lnona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Opera Mon., Frl. Eve.
ana Saturday afternoon* v

C

M963 OLDS

"WE SERVICE WHAT
•WE SELL"

RAMSLErt
^(SsV'' '

V

W0G«
.
' aB^aH

0 SALES H

3rd & Huff
Tel. 8-3647
OPEN 5 NITES A WEEK

'

Dynamic 38 4-door sedan,
tu-tone maroon and white,
matching maroon interior,
p o> w e r .steering, power
brakes, radio and heater,
: tinted glass in • windshield ,
absolutely immaculate.

. . ' :$1595 V;v7
1963 CHEVROLET

Nova 4 door sedan, 6 cylinder engine, automatic transmission, radi o and heater ,
light blue with matching
. blue interior. This is one of
the ECONOMY-PLUS cars. ..

TH ESE CARS
• ¦;¦: - V _J $995 ;, ' ¦:. ; : :
RECONDITIONED
And there 's plent}' more
AND CARRY A
where these carne from.
Come in and look them
i
2-YEAR WARRAN TY ' over, while, they fast.

1966 CadiUac Sedan De Ville.
1966 Plymouth Satellite ; 2
door Hardtop.
B
1965 Pontiac 24-2 J door
Btiick - Olda-GMC
Hardtop. :
Open Mon, 4- ' Frl . Nighta
I9f)5 Tempest Custom 2 door
Hardtop .
19R5; Chevrolet / Bel Air i
1
1
Mobil* Homes, Trailer! 1
door.
SEE OUR FINE selection of new mobile
1964 Ford Custom 4 door.
homes, 10' end IV wide. How selling
1963 Pontiac Bonneville 2
«r large discounts. COUt.EE MOBILE
¦
HOME SALES. Hwy, 14 «. «1 East, Wt.
door Hardtop. • . :
none. Minn... Tel. 4276.
1963 Pontiac Catalina 4 door.
WE WILL TOP any orice en Pickup
1963 Oldsmobile 88 4 door.
Keips and Trailers. LEAHY'S, Buffalo '
" Ci-ty . Wis. T«l. 248-JJ32 or Ut-tm.
1963 Ford Galaxie 500 XL 2 V
Wtr-t . 41 Mobile Home Sales, E. of Shan.
door Hardtop.
grl-Le Motel. A fall reduction en alt
1962 Pontiac Catalina 4 door.
mobile homes, also parts. Tel. i-3e2«.
1962 Mercury Monterey 4
- La Crosse Mobile Homea
door.
New and Used
1962 Tempest 4 door Sfation
Wagon.
RGLLOHOME
x XVk mile* S. of City Limita
1962 Falcon 4 door Station
:. Wagon.
on Hwy. 14.
1961 Pontiac Catalina 4 door
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Ljle Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Hardtop.
1961 Cadillac Sedan De Ville.
Auction Sale*
1961 Oldsmobile 83 4 door.
1960 Cadillac Sedan .
FREDDY FR1CKS0N
Auctioneer .
1960 Buick Invicta Station
Will Kandlaa all sizes and kinds e#
Wagon.
auctions. Tel. Dakota 6U-29t3.
1960 Chevrolet Parkwood
ALVIN.KOHMER
Station Wagon.
A UCTIONEER, City and state license*
nd
bonded
. 152 Liberty St. (Corner
1960 Studebaker Lark 4 door.
•
E. Jth nnd Liberty). Tel. 4M0.
1958 Pontiac Chieftain .
1957 Cadillac 4 door .
Minnesota

VV

VENABLES

Tel. S-2711
75 W. 2nd
Open Mon, & Fri. Evenings

r \L Ln

Land &c Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohnsr
IM. Welnul. Tel. I-.17I0. after hours 781J
DE:c. 20-Tues. 11 a.rn. 9 miles S. ef
ElrvB. Burton Hawkenson uta 'ei War.
I»in a. OKon, eurtloneersi N.-irlhera
I nw . Ce., cplrk.

YOU NAME IT . . .
WE'VE GOT IT!

CLASSIC ENGLISH Sports car, Jaguar
XK-140 convertible, new paint, new
tires, new transmission with spare engine and transmission , very last and
agile. Tel. George Sawyer 9251.
WILL. TRADE — 1954 Chevrolet Station
Wagon tor near same . vintage In pickup
Tel . 8-1405.

$2395

ONLY $2395

\A/lNON v^UTO

v
V

1963 CADILLAC

ONLY $1598

4. Results! ! !

—
^

Easy Terms

•
•
•
•
•

1. Expert counseling and
property evaluation?
2. Planned sales promotion
for your property?
3. Top market value?

CHEVROLET—1965 Impala 4-door, Powerglide, 6-cyllrvder, owner passed away,
SPACIOUS NEW 4-bedroom colonial, brick
good care. 126 E, Broadway. Tel, 4S20.
front, fireplace, Ws baths, gas hot w*
2,
ter heat, drapes, carpeting, disposal,
stall garage. 3873 9th Goodvie w. Tel, CHEVROLET — 1954 Station Wagon, I.
straight stick, wlntcrlicd, snowtlres.
8-3932.
tl-25. 409 Center. Tel. B-3b73.
T, MOVE RIGHT IN as owner ll moving
FORD—1954
2-door , very g ood condition
Inlo home luil built. Hrre Is your oo
Ihic-unhout, 521 W. Sarnia .
portunlly to act « lovely A-room home,
with new nnraac , In SI. Martin 's area.
ARTS AGENCY , INC., 159 Walnut St CHEVROLET — 1962 2-door , 6-cylinder,
standard transmission. Must selll J7S0 .
Tel. 8-4365 ,
607 E. lOlh,
TWREB -DEDRCOM ranch, carpetlncj In
living room and 2 bedrooms, drapes TO REALLY ENJOY that Christmas trip
make II In a trouble-tree safe automoIncluded, large kitchen with disbile tlnanced Ihe low-coat, convenient
posal, panelled recreation room and
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK way.
bar with built-in refrloerator, workMoney IS available , rates have NOT
shop, 1'Vcar garage. BIS 40th Ave.,
Increased, service Is prompt, efficient,
Gdvw. Tal. 1853 tor appointment.
conlldentlal. Call Frank, Dick or Max
at JB37 or stop at MERCHANTS NAU. ATTACHED 2-car garage, West IrceT IONAL BANK Installment Loan Dept.
tlon, 3-bedrocnn home, Brand new. Will
today.
work out terms or fake lesser home In
trade. ARTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8 4J6S,

SEVENTH W. 4o7-Oood central location,
near Mndlsort School, Well bull! 3 bedrooms and rear sleeping porch, carpeted
living nnd dining area, fireplace, new
aluminum siding and new combination
windows and doors, new hot water furnace, 2-car garage, (lot 60x150' , Will
arrange long term loan.

FREE 32 Pc. Dlnnerware Set with the Purchase of Any
Dinette Suite;

• Up to 2 hours recording time,

64 E. 2nd

Houses for Rent

NEW 12 bass accordion; also Hawaiian
guitar amplifier. Tel. 8-1770 after
5:30.

CIRCULATED SILVER dollars, (deal gill,
while they .last, »I.Jo, kept In bank
vault, allow 1 day lor delivery, Ttl.
2393.

iS^
^ ^f
l i
-^^Si«a«Hs^Hs^s^s^s^s^H

Here is an easy-to-carry radio with a
Operates on battery or A-C plug-In.
music off-the-air , play it back ln one
Concord F-90 combines magnificent
and recorder. Check these features :

THREE-ROOM APT., all furnished, private entrance, hot soft water, tights.
Nr> children, prefer 1 person. Tel, 5925.

Last-Minute
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING IDEA

SANITARY

H

FURNISHED APT., downtown location,
prefe r lady or older couple. Inquire
Merchants National Bank, Trust Dept.

Television Service

PLUMBING 8. HEATINO
148 E. 3rd SI.
Tel. 3737

H
M
ssH aV

91

COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2-bedroom
house, wood paneled Interior. Buffalo
City, Wis. . Tel, 248J532.

Bargain Store

Musical Merchandise

Apartments, Furnished

ONE-BEDROOM APT., partially furnishSWEET CORN slleage, M.50 per ton. PIANO SERVICE—Expert tuning and
ed, wanted by new Winona Dally News
Nelson & Gray, Plainview, Minn. Tel.
employe. Tel. Parficla Foster, 3324
repair. Leslie Gehring, Levtlston, Minn.
5W-3327. Loading hours to a.m,-3 p.m., Tel.
during working hours.
5211.
Moei. thru Frl.
WOMAN COLLEGE student, 25, wants
We Service All Record Players
small apt. by Jan, 1. Furnished or with
Art icles for Sale
57
Complete Stock of Needles
stove and refrigerator. Write C-94 Daily
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
News.
REFRIGERATOR—14 cu. ft., used 5
years. In good condition . Tel. Rushford Radios, Television
71 RESPONSIBLE TEEN-AGER with well8M-74J5.
behaved parent-s and obedient deg need
"real neat" home, 2 bedrooms or more .
SUNBEAM ELECTRIC blankets, double
Parents will pay good rent. Call my
bed sire, $18.49. FREE electric alarm
Dad,
8-2931, Ext. 48, Mon. or Tues.
WB
OFFER
prompt,
courteous
service
on
with each purchase. BAMBENEK'S,
al 1 makes. We specialize In color TV
9th & Mankato.
repair. WINONA FIRE , & POWER DEPENDABLE young couple needs small
house or apt. with garage or other suitEQUIP. CO., 5-1 6. 2nd St. Tel. 5065.
ZEN ITH COLORED - B 8. W TVs, stereo
able storage area. Tel. Wltoka 2254.
FM and AM radios , large selection,
FRANK LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. 8th, Sewing Machines
73
98
Farms, Land for Sale
Open evenings.
BRAN D NEW Mew Home Zigzag sewing
MILLIONS of rugs have been cleaned
FARMS
FARMS
—
FARMS
machine, makes button holes, etc., onlv
with Blue Lustre . It's ¦America 's finest .
We Buy, we sell, we Irade.
$119. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff.
Rent electric shampooer, si, H. Choate
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Tel. 9348.
8. Co.
Osseo , Wis.
Tel, Ofllce S97-365*
74
TOYS!! Another shipment. Stars seconds, Specialt at Ihe Stores
Res. 695-3157
returns or one of a kind. Tremendous
savings while they last! Also shoe
Houses for Sale
99
skates bought, sold, traded and sharp
enad. Hazelton Variety, 218 E. 3rd,
FOR SALE by builder, new 3-bedroom
PORTABLE 8', 4-hole fish house. Mrs.
home with attached garage, large front
Konetchy, R» . 1, Rush ford, Minn. Tel.
room with beautiful carpeting, birch
B<M-9233.
cupboards, bulll-ln stov« , oven and
h ood. Plastered walls , hardwood floors,
LAST MINUTE gifts, tl i homemade apall birch doors and trim. Milwaukee
ple butter, Tic lar, Tvwln Bluffs Motel,
fuel oil furnace, 75x150' lot. Low taxes ,
Fun for the
Coffee & Girt Shop, Hwy. 14-11, LaUnder J18.000 for quick sale . Tel. 2497,
Whole Family
moille, Minn.
P, LOVELY 2-bedroom home In Jeffer
CHEVROLET'S
NATURAL SILVER blue mink tides coat,
son School area. Now available for only
like new ; electric train accessories;
SI 1,600. Let us show you this choice
All
New
Racing
Game
man's storm coal, never been worn.
listing. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Wal
1102 Marian.
nut St. Tel. 8-4365.

DO AWAY with the garbage can nul».ance todoyl Order your Waste King
Pulveralor nowl Priced Irom $46.50.

paNPO" 0 "^

¦¦

Conebar Traps
Quick Money on articles of value
NEUMANN'S

USED PORTABLE TV'S
All sires from 9" on up.
B 8, B ELECTRIC
133 E. Jrd, Winona, Minn.
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1965 PODGE

UPSTAIRS MODERN 4 rooms and bath, FORD ENGINE -1953 V-8. Tel. 6011 benewly redecorated, on busline, west.
tween 8 and 5.
Adu Its. Inquire 950 W. 5th,

DUCKS—40-50 live ducks, 25c lb. David
Poetz, Utica, Minn. Tel. St. Charles MODERN 3-room and bath, heated, gar932-3804.
bage disposal, new stove and refrigerator. Couple preferred. For appointment
LARGE SELECTION of CHRISTMAS
Inquire BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
CANDIES and nuts. Good cooking and
STORE, 302 Mankato Aye. \
eating apples. WINONA POTATO MKT;

Ammunition

Tel. Lewiston 2796

Hay, Grain, Feed

65

Guns, Sporting Goods

Also New Silo Urdoaders.

WANTED

By o local, first line franchlsed new
car dealer, whose constantly IncreasJng new and used car sales now
require the addition of one men to
Its sales personnel. The man we went
¦will be ambitious, aggressive and
preferably with a sales background,
though this does not necessarily need
be In the automotive field. He will
find the work extremely Interesting
and earnings tar In excess of most
tales positions. If you are In sales
work now and perhaps not completely satisfied and have been thinking
of making a change, this may be
your opportunity. We will alio consider the person who Is not now engaged In sales work, but feels he
has talent for It. WE WILL TRAIN
you.
For an Interview, please forward
e complete resume of your background and experience to

Good Things to Eat
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A Career Salesman

Box C-90
Daily News

to The Winona Daily News

•65 Model

Mr. G. R. Cain

SANTA'S H ERE
ALL YEAR ROUND!

' < - ' .. 4 'door Coronet

Do You Want

SHELDON'S, INC.

SOMEONE
NEEDED

99

CHRYSLER PRODUCTS

19f5B CHRYSLER NEWPORT 4 DOOR SEDAN
19fifi PLYMOUT H Fill 2 DOOR HARDTOP
1905 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE II 426" ENGINE
1965 CHRYSLER NEWPORT 4 DOOR H ARDTOP ,
...
1964 CHRYSLER NEWPORT 4 DOOR SEDAN
1963 CHRYSLER N , Y . 4 DOOR- HARDTOP
1961 PLYMOUTH WAGON "a"
1960 DODGE POLARA 4 DOOR "fl"
1960 DODGE 4 door SEDAN "fi"
1960 PLYMOUTH 4 DOOR SEDAN "fl"

CHEVROLET*

1965
1965
1964
1964
1963
1963
1962
1962
1962
1951)

IMPALA 2 DOOR HARDTOP "8"
MONZA 4 DOOR HARDTOP
IMPALA 4 DOOR HARDTOP
IMPALA 2 DOOR HARDTOP
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE BEL AIR 4 DOOE "AIR"
BEL AIR 4 DOO R "AIR"
BEL AIR 4 DOOR SEDAN
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

1965
1964
1964
1963
I960
1963

FORD G500 "AIE"
FORD XL 500 4 DOOR HA.RDT0P
FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR SEDAN
T-BIRD 2 DOOR HARDTOP
MERCURY "EXCELLENT"'
FORD G500 w 2 DOOR HA.RDT0P

2995 . 00
2M5.00
213'xOO
2395.00
1995 00
1805 00
R9.i 00
795.00
«%.00
695.00

2295 00
1595 . 00
lfin.5 00
1 305.00
: . . , . 1495, 00
' 1.195 00
1295 00
1195 . 00
1105 . 00
495 00

FORD PRODUCTS

MISC. PRODUCTS

1065 OLDS 4 DOOR DELTA (1(1 "AIR"
1963 OLDS A DOOR •'Oil " "AIR "
196.1 OLDS 4 DOOR "911"
1964- CADILLAC DE VILLE 4 DOOR
1063 BUICK WAGON', BUCKET SEATS
1960 RAMBLE R WAGON . . , , . , ,

21 f iMiO
1705 nn
l."95 00
1995 00
695. 00
1395 00

2595 00
1595 01)
im 00
,1I')5.on
IW 00
595 00

ALSO MANY OTHEKS TO CHOOSE FROM , , . GET OUR
DEAL FIRST . .. LIBERAL ALLOWA NCE FOR YOUR OLD
CAR . . . E-Z TERMS . . . E-Z TO DEAL WITH . . . AND
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL FEBRUARY.
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2nd & Washington

^^^^^Uftttu^^^H Open Mon. & Fri. Nite
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By Roy Crant

BUZ SAWYER

By Ch«*te r Gould

DICK TRACY
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By Milfon Cenniff

STEVE CANYON)
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Boy*' and Youths'

Fresh Rubber
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ZIPPER and 4-BUCKLE

HPlHHaZ} Hwnry-Duty
— -"»»•»¦•«
"v "" f ""'J 4-Buckle
tlH RnlssV

OVERSHOES Mill ie OVERSHOES

9 Hleh shine hla*k sateen
finlsh
• Medium welcht, full fittlnr
• Made «n t'.S. UsU
• Full posset

Youths' 11 to 2

REG " °5
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2
WADE INI U.SA

WORLD FAMOUS QUALITY

.-BUCKLE RUBBERS
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HOUSE
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• He»vy -__ty Cleated Soles
• Relnforwd Buckle.
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SLUSH BOOTS
• Full 10-In. fUrti
• Fits Ov«r Work or
Dress S-hor
• S"1/ °",e ,S "»»»
Waterproof To Top
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OPEN MON. THRU FRI. TILL 9:00 P.MT
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By Saunders and Ovargard
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Men's Drew Zipper
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By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTOMES
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By Chick Young
^

STEVE PROPER
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By Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY

BIONDIE
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By Al Cap|>
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..TO HELP EASE YOUR MIND!

3-Pe. living Room Table Group — 1
step tables with matching coktail table; d» 4 Q AA
?flOiWW
Walnut plaitic finish

Earl y American Maple Finish Magazine
Standi 4 Hastockt — Bucket sty lo with ^"^ AA
From «PI i"U
pewter metbl band*. ,

Hassocks in aisorted
colors and sizes

Choi

Sd 95
From *4»t"^*»»
~

Free Form Ash Trays in
beautiful colors. Big siie
'
Brass Plated
Pole lamps, starting at

€ ^ CA
Pr. «PJJ3V
~
T-

of 40 " KnB«ho,» D«k or 30"
"
j
3.
Drtlwer Secretary in rew walnut dTCA
w do
OC
30JJ«*P3
plast ic wood-like finish

Pretty Throw Pillows — assorted sizes and A A*
, From •reM*
colors — foam padded
Dresser lamps — Modern or Early Am- &> *j A A A
Pair From «P*V »WV
erican slyles

Bar Stools — Round box with swivel ~
upholstered backs with brass wire trim i
t IQ AA
From «P SIOBVV
— Bronze finish. .

Lamps, starting as low as
•—————
'

C/| 7C
•rimi D

A _ __ __
CC #C
From *P3«I3

'

'

_ . ,
. . , . .,. ' ,
„ ,
Comfortable Swive l Chalr» — Tufted
channel back in nylon frieze or flat fab£3A AA
3>«3U «UU
ric - choieo of &** > blu«
°* orange. .
Plastic Covered Scoop Chairs for bed,oom or TV room
' Whi '« ' b] ack ond t lJIO AA
fl0,t,,
•PAOiVV
~—
Chain

Ash Tray Stand
with fl»we r pot

q,« *y *m.
Je»«fcsil»flsf
^

Bratt F|l,,lhad TrM

^IC OC
•4»'e#i***^ . „ . . , _ ,
Wrought Iron Bookcases
and Record Stands

^
Quiet-Tick
ALARf/V
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Hangers — Decorative

lamps

wirn 15 f* et °f cbain and 2 ceiling 4 * <$A A A

hooks

From ^XOaUU

Better D T T 13 \TT7 * CJ Furniture
Buys at -D U XVxV JUJ O Mart

Z

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE — OPEN 'TIL 9 P .M. DAILY

Friendl y Low Terms
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AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN
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Since 1893
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